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ABSTRACT 

A tool for the simulation of stream processing tasks on two 
dimensional processor arrays is developed in this work. The 
tool, a Many-core Energy and Latency Estimator (MELE) has 
provided abstractions from the many design constraints facing 
application developers on Many-core platforms. A set of models 
have been designed to improve the programmer’s ability to 
iteratively map data flow applications to the target machine. 
Included in the model set are; an application model, which 
presents the resource requirements of the application to the 
virtual machine; a machine model, which collects the 
parameters of the modeled machine, and makes use of a set of 
performance functions in calculating the delay in carrying out 
tasks; and an energy model, which uses a set of energy 
functions to calculate the energy cost of carrying out tasks. The 
set of models transforms the application mapped to the virtual 
machine into its Intermediate Representation. An Abstract 
Interpreter has been developed to run on the Ptolemy II 
modeling platform as a means of returning feedback from the 
Intermediate Representation to the programmer. Two case 
studies have been used to showcase the use of MELE in 
analyzing the mapping of data flow applications. The case 
studies have also been used to explain how a rank based 
system can arrive at the most suitable mapping of an 
application to the processor. Results from the case studies 
show that the use of a greater number of cores in the 
processing does not necessarily result in the highest ranked 
mapping. Also, separate mappings arrive at their steady state 
processing cost values at different times. Based on these 
results, developers can now simulate the performance of 
several processors using one generic tool and arrive at the 
optimum mapping for an application. 
 
Keywords: Many-core, Energy, Latency, Generic, Hardware, 

Ranking
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CHAPTER ONE 

1.0 INTRODUCTION  

Modern stream processing applications demand real – time performance 

and a low power budget. The term “stream” means the continuous one 

directional flow of data in any format. Stream applications are 

characterized by complex algorithms that must process data 

deterministically, at very high rates. This means that processing has to 

cope with the rate at which data is being captured. This places constraints 

on application developers on embedded platforms such as digital 

camcorders, compact digital television sets, handheld medical imaging 

equipment, mobile phones and base station equipment, where stream 

applications are typically found. Media applications on these devices 

involve thousands of operations per pixel in order to achieve high output 

resolutions, making power consumption a major constraint in a basket of 

constraints such as size, flexible implementations, real time performance, 

cost and a fast development time. An added constraint is the ability to 

provide for additional functionalities on short notice.  

However, battery power is not increasing at the same pace as 

computational requirements, making this a source of worry for engineers. 

This is particularly a problem, given that the traditional demarcation lines 

between these devices are increasingly blurred, resulting in devices that 

are no longer function specific. This convergence of functions on a 

particular platform, encouraged by the need to provide users with as 
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much functionality as possible on a single device, and a race to produce 

the ultimate handheld device, accentuates the pressure presented by size 

and power constraints. Furthermore, governments and environmental 

activists are stepping up the pressure in an effort to reduce the aggregate 

power demands of embedded applications. This has led to tough 

standards for energy efficiency, placing further pressure on designers to 

seek increasingly efficient solutions. 

This work proposes that the solution lies with implementing these 

applications in software on programmable processors.  Software is easier 

to design, develop, maintain and upgrade without scrapping expensive 

hardware. Even though programmable processors are lagging behind the 

efficiency curve, recent developments show that they are gradually 

catching up. Emerging parallel processor technologies, given the right 

programming environment, give us the possibility of limiting the gap in 

performance of programmable processors to within a few steps of what 

can be achieved with Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs).  

As for cost, using commercially available, off the shelf hardware platforms 

like general purpose programmable processors, has the potential of 

limiting cost profiles significantly by encouraging hardware reuse. For 

instance, the Non Recurring Engineering (NRE) cost of ASICs has been 

consistently on the rise as silicon density and computational complexities 

rise with each new process generation. As of today, an ASIC design 

project costs upwards of $30 million [Butts 2008] and it keeps rising with 
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improvements in process technology. Consequently, the number of new 

ASIC designs fell by 50% between 2000 and 2003 [LaPedus 2007].  Also, 

life time cost of maintaining software on programmable platforms will be 

far outstripped by the cost of hardwired solutions like ASICs and Field 

Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). Improvements in algorithms can 

always be countered with software upgrades instead of freezing outdated 

algorithms in hardware.  

ASICs are also taking a longer time to develop with increasing algorithmic 

complexity and increasing silicon density. The hardware design 

productivity gap that existed ever since 2003 has been widening [Smith 

2003]. This has huge design implications in today’s fast changing 

electronics and embedded systems industry. Taking too long to introduce 

a new product can result in a shrink in market share for a particular 

implementation. The same happens when it takes too long to upgrade 

existing products. So, time to market constraints have to be mitigated by 

using adaptable programmable solutions. However, most emerging 

programmable platforms lack the tools that will allow these platforms take 

advantage of time to market constraints especially when it comes to the 

fast moving Digital Signal Processing (DSP) domain.  

This is why development tools are needed to allow for easy simulation of 

the application on the selected many - core platform thereby providing 

developers with an easy means of getting feedback early in the 
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development process. This will also reduce design cost and save time by 

improving on software design productivity. 

 

1.1 BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

High performance stream processing systems demand real-time 

performance and low power expenditures.Traditionally, time and power 

constraints were satisfied using hardwired logic in the form of ASICs and 

FPGAs. Such technology made it possible to meet the performance and 

power requirements of real time embedded applications at the cost of 

limited flexibility and a high development cost.  

As it stands today, ASICs are 50 times more efficient than programmable 

processors [Dally & Others, 2008]. This efficiency gap makes ASICs the 

solution of first choice for high-volume embedded systems where 

performance and energy efficiency are of primary concern and where unit 

costs resulting from high Non Recurring Engineering (NRE) costs can be 

driven down because of high volumes. However, algorithms and standards 

are evolving at a faster pace than ever before and freezing them in 

hardwired logic exacerbates the flexibility problem. Also, as signal 

processing  applications get even more complex, it is necessary to have a 

more generalised hardware implementation, while restricting the 

implementation of the (more) complex algorithms to software. 
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Solutions are therefore being developed in the form of highly parallel, 

much more power efficient programmable processors. These processors 

have in some cases reduced the efficiency gap between ASICs and 

programmable processors to within 3 times. They incorporate tens if not 

hundreds of distributed processing units, otherwise regarded as cores, 

which have the potential of increasing to the thousands in the not too 

distant future. Typically they communicate through Network on Chip 

(NOC) communication structures and maintain localized memories in the 

cores. These processors are now increasingly regarded as many - core 

processors and they are distinct from their multi-core counterparts 

because of their distributed memory structure. 

However, to be able to use these parallel machines efficiently, application 

developers need tools that will assist them in exploiting these increasing 

number of cores. These tools must be domain specific in order to make 

the most impact. They should allow developers to easily develop 

applications on many - core processors, mapping those applications to 

specific cores, and parallelizing parts of the application in ways that can 

allow them to run faster, while also being able to tune down the speed of 

cores that are not heavily used, thereby, scaling down the overall energy 

consumed by the application. 
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1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The dramatic increase in the number of cores on a single chip has 

increased the complexity of developing software on such parallel 

platforms. Going by the predictions of the international technology road 

map 2007 [ITRS, 2007] and 2011 [ITRS, 2011], the complexity in 

program development will rise well into the next decade. Therefore, there 

is need to develop means of abstracting the complexities of program 

development on such machines. 

The problem for this work is to develop a suitable portable platform for 

abstracting these problems from the developer. At the moment, tools for 

many-core processors are mostly proprietary in nature, making it very 

difficult to develop applications without the support of the manufacturer. 

It restricts the ease of carrying out comparative analysis across 

processors and configurations at the earliest stage of product 

development.  

These challenges can be overcome with a portable system which will allow 

the developer to use several machine configurations before arriving at a 

particular processor configuration based on simulation results. 
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1.3 OBJECTIVES 

The research objective is to develop a tool for analyzing the dynamic 

execution cost of Digital Signal Processing tasks on many-core processors 

in terms of latency and energy consumption. This comprises of the 

following tasks: 

i. Develop a set of models that describe a virtual many-core 

machine. The set will include; a machine model which will 

use a set of abstract performance functions to calculate the 

cost of performing computation blocks in the cores of the 

machine in terms of latency; an energy model which will use 

a set of abstract energy functions to calculate the cost of 

performing computation blocks in the cores of the machine 

in terms of energy; and an application model which will be 

used to provide the machine with the resource needs of the 

application in terms of processing power and 

communications.   

ii. Introduce Intermediate Representation that will concretize 

the actions of the models and at the same time, generate 

the code for the cores based on a particular mapping. 

iii. Provide a means of returning feedback to the developer. 

This should make it possible for the developer to iteratively 

improve the schedule in a way that will allow timing 

constraints to be met at the least energy budget. 
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1.4 JUSTIFICATION OF STUDY 

The need for a portable tool for ranking mappings on many – core 

machines cannot be over emphasized. As the number of cores per 

processor grows, so does the programming complexity.  

A tool that will provide a developer with the right feedback, upfront, can 

dramatically reduce the cost and time budgets of an application. This will 

make it easier to wade through the maze of possibilities that this 

architecture can offer. 

Also, it can serve as a training tool, helping to deepen students 

understanding of the nature of parallel processing in general and stream 

processing in particular. For instance, a tool like this can open up the 

possibilities of reclaiming slack time from some cores as long as timing 

constraints can still be met, thereby saving more energy. 

 

1.5 SCOPE OF WORK 

This work is intended to address a few of the problems involved in 

designing streaming applications on a class of programmable processors 

often called many - core processors.  There can be several 

implementations of many - core processors; however, this work will be 

limited to two dimensional processor arrays (also known as Tiled 

processors), which means, an n x m array of processors on a Network on 

Chip (NOC) fabric. 
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This work will look at the stream processing domain. In this domain, data 

to be processed is regarded as data-flows or streams. However, it will be 

restricted to the Synchronous Data flow (SDF) model of computation 

(which is a subset of the streaming domain). 

Finally, it is expected that the resulting tool will assist in the development 

of streaming applications by providing an environment for experimenting 

with the design thereby providing feedback on the feasibility of the design 

based on two very important non – functional constraints, namely: 

 Latency 

 Energy  

This work will not attempt to map the tasks onto the processor. However, 

the tool will provide the developer with the capacity to experiment with 

several mappings while using the expected feedback to iteratively search 

for the most acceptable mapping.  

 

1.6 THESIS ORGANISATION 

This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 1 presents the introduction, 

highlighting the background information, motivation, problem statement, 

research objectives, justification and scope of work. Chapter 2 provides a 

review of the literature that summarizes work that has already been done 

in the field, both in terms of the technology and related implementations.  

In Chapter 3, the layout of the model set that abstracts the details of the 
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many-core and streaming application is introduced and discussed. Details 

of the functions that calculate the cost of decisions made are provided as 

well as the Intermediate Representation. The Abstract Interpreter that will 

be used to return feedback to the developer is also provided. In Chapter 

4, an outline of how abstract interpretation can be carried out on the 

Ptolemy II platform is discussed together with a discussion based on two 

experimental mapping case studies. The aim is to show how a rank based 

feedback tuning can be carried out using a performance and energy cost 

estimation system. Chapter five presents the conclusion of this thesis. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 

Prior advances in technology have contributed in no small way in making 

the outcome of this work achievable. This chapter presents hardware and 

software developments that are important to the achievement of the goals 

set out for this work. In terms of hardware, a discussion on candidate 

platforms is presented. The presentation will focus on hardwired platforms 

on one hand, and later on programmable platforms, of which the major 

focus will be on many-core processors. And in terms of software, 

languages that have made it possible to direct the stream graphs, 

scheduling and modeling environments are discussed. Streams and 

stream processing systems are also reviewed. Finally, a review of related 

work in the areas of performance prediction and energy modeling is 

presented. 

 

2.1 CANDIDATE HARDWARE PLATFORMS 

Stream computing applications are very demanding in terms of 

computational capacity. These applications can be found in cell phones, 

video cameras, digital television receivers and broadcast sets, and radio 

base stations e.t.c. The average 3G mobile phone receiver requires 35 to 

40 Giga Operations Per Second (GOPS) in order to handle a 14.4-Mbps 

channel, likewise, the estimated requirement for a 100-Mbps Orthogonal 
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Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) channel is between 210 and 290 

GOPS [ Dally & co., 2008]. In contrast, a typical desktop computer has a 

peak performance of only a few GOPS. These are some of the reasons why 

implementations have stuck to traditional hardwired platforms for a very 

long time. Today, with the advent of much more powerful programmable 

processors, the list of candidate platforms has grown longer. A list of 

candidate hardware platforms include the following: 

 Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC). 

 Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) 

 System On a Chip (SOC) 

 Digital Signal Processor (DSP) 

 Multi-cores 

 Many-cores 

Table 2.1 is used to group these candidate platforms according to the 

nature of the implementation (Hardwired or programmable). 

Table 2.1: Candidate Hardware platforms for stream processing 

Candidate Platform Category  
Application Specific Integrated Circuits Hardwired Solutions 
Field Programmable Gate Arrays 
System On a Chip 
Digital Signal Processors Programmable Solutions 
Multi-cores 
Many-cores 
 

Brief notes will now be presented on each platform. 
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2.1.1 APPLICATION SPECIFIC INTEGRATED CIRCUIT (ASIC) 

An Application Specific Integrated Cirtuit (ASIC) is an Integrated Circuit 

(IC) that is designed for a specific use. They are usually not intended for 

general purpose use. It is the foremost hardwired platform for 

implementing high performance embedded systems. ASICs were first used 

in the early 1980s, and ever since, their gate counts have risen from 

hundreds to thousands and even to about 100 million gates on a chip 

[Golshan, 2007]. Their shrinking feature size has made it possible to 

increase the density of the gates.  

However, just as their gate counts have grown, so also has the complexity 

of designing them. Typically, developers use a High Level Description 

Language (HDL) [Bergeron, 2000] such as verilog or VHDL to describe the 

functionality of the ASIC. A developer will select an ASIC manufacturer 

and will stick to proprietary design tools available from the manufacturer. 

While third party tools where available, they were not compatible with the 

tools at the manufacturer’s end. 

Nevertheless, by the mid 1980s, manufacturers started creating standard 

cell as a way out of the problem. The standard cells allow third party tools 

to utilize functional blocks created by the manufacturers with known 

electrical characteristics such as capacitance, inductance and propagation 

delays. The late 1990s saw the introduction of logic synthesis tools that 

made it possible to compile HDL into a gate level netlist [Morris, 2003]. 
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The process of creating a standard cell Integrated Circuit (IC) are as 

follows [Application Specific Integrated Circuits, 2013]: 

i. A requirement analysis is used to derive a non-formal 

understanding of the functions of the ASIC. 

ii. The design team uses HDL to describe the ASIC in a way that will 

achieve the functions as stated in the requirement analysis. This 

process is known as Register Transfer Level (RTL) and it is similar 

to writing a computer program. RTL Is a design abstraction which 

models digital circuits in terms of the flow of digital signals (data) 

between hardware registers and the logical operations performed 

on these signals. 

iii. Functional verification is carried out using techniques such as 

logic simulation, formal verification and emulation. 

iv. Gate level netlists are processed by a placement tool which 

places the standard cells onto a region representing the final 

ASIC. 

v. A routing tool takes the placement of the standard cells and uses 

the netlist to create the electrical connections between them. The 

output of this process is used to create a set of photomasks 

enabling a fabrication facility (fab) to produce the IC. 

vi. Tests are carried out to ensure that the device will function 

correctly over extreme conditions. When these tests are 

completed the photomask information is released for chip 

fabrication. 
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ASICs have high Non-Recurring Engineering (NRE) cost and it takes up to 

two years for a design to be completed. These problems, in addition to 

their lack of programmability, have led to a reduction in ASIC scalability. 

However, they still offer the best option when it comes to processing 

capacity and efficiency. They are still the first option for system 

developers when it comes to specialized systems (military and space 

exploration applications), for which cost is not an issue, or, when the 

product target is for the high volume mass market. 

 

2.1.2 FIELD PROGRAMMABLE GATE ARRAYS (FPGAs) 

An FPGA [Maxfield, 2004] is an integrated circuit designed to be 

configured (by the customer) after the manufacturing process has been 

completed [Field Programmable Gate Arrays, 2013]. It is generally 

configured using HDLs like VHDL and Verilog, similar to what is obtainable 

with ASICs. FPGAs can be used to implement any logical function that an 

ASIC can perform with the advantage of being partially re-configurable. 

They contain programmable logic blocks and a hierarchy of reconfigurable 

interconnects that allow blocks to be connected according to the function 

that is required from them. The blocks can be configured to perform 

combinational functions or simple functions like AND and XOR gates. In 

most FPGAs, logic blocks include memory elements flip-flops or more 

elaborate memory blocks. FPGAs offer less performance when compared 

to ASICs and are also less power efficient. They are also less silicon 
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efficient than ASICs because they devote more logic gates to making the 

chip programmable.  

 

2.1.3 SYSTEM ON A CHIP (SOC) 

A system on a Chip (SOC) is a single integrated circuit in which all the 

components of a computer or any other electronic system have been 

incorporated [Badawy and Jullien, 2003]. The IC alone bears the 

functionality of the system being designed. Typically they are used in 

embedded systems. 

A SOC typically consists of Microcontrollers, Microprocessor or Digital 

Signal Processors using various memory blocks which could be a selection 

of Read Only Memory (ROM), Random Access Memory (RAM), and Flash 

Memory. Some SOCs include more than one processor core and are 

regarded as Multiprocessor System on a Chip (MPSoC).  

 

2.1.4 MULTI-CORE PROCESSORS 

A multi-core processor is a single computing chip with two or more 

independent central processing units otherwise known as cores. Multi-

cores are also known as Chip Multi-Processors (CMPs). 

Initially, microprocessors had only a single core, but by the time they hit 

the scaling limit sometime in the early 2000s, hardware architects had to 
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find a way to keep up with Moore’s law performance improvements 

[Florain & Daniel, 2006]. In 1965, Gordon Moore predicted the continuous 

doubling of processor performance every 18 months [Moore G., 1965]. 

Ever since then, the industry has kept up with Moore’s predictions. Fig 2.1 

presents a graph of performance in Million Instructions Per Second (MIPS) 

against time. 

 

Fig 2.1: Processor Increase in speed over the past three decades [Hennesy & Patterson, 2006]. 

 

At roughly the same time that the single core speed limit was hit, multi-

cores started appearing as an alternative to single core processors. 
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Fig 2.2: Increase in the number of cores over time [ITRS, 2007]. 

Fig 2.2 illustrates this using a graph of the number of cores on a chip 

plotted against the year of manufacture of specific microprocessors. All 

the processors produced prior to the year 2000 were single core in nature 

while multi-cores started appearing at roughly the same time that the 

single core speed limit in terms of scalability was hit. 

The cores in a multi-core processor may share caches and at all times 

communicate through a shared memory inter-communication method. 

Available network technologies for multi-cores include the following: 

 Bus 

 Ring 

 Two dimensional mesh 
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Multi-cores may be homogeneous or heterogeneous. Homogeneous multi-

cores have only identical cores while heterogeneous multi-cores are 

systems that include non-identical cores. 

The performance gains in using a multi-core is severely limited by the 

effects of Amdahl’s law [Amdahl, 1967] [Rodgers, 1985]. Amdahl’s law is 

often used to predict the maximum speed up that can be achieved when 

using a multiprocessor. It states that “the speed up of a program using 

multiple processors in parallel computing is limited by the time needed for 

the sequential fraction of the program” [Amdahl, 1967]. Therefore, if a 

program takes 20 hours to complete on a single processor and a particular 

1 hour portion of the program cannot be parallelized, then regardless of 

how many processors that are employed in the processing of the program, 

the minimum execution time cannot be less than that critical 1 hour 

[Amdahl’s Law, 2013]. 

Another factor limiting the long term use of multi-cores is scalability. 

Multi-cores do not scale above a certain number of cores. This is due to 

the sharing of memory and the constrained nature of their 

communication. At upwards of 10 cores, performance improvements fall 

off dramatically with every increment in the number of cores. The effort to 

mitigate these problems led to the advent of the many-core architecture. 
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2.1.5 MANY-CORE PROCESSORS 

Unlike multi-cores, many-core processors implement a distributed 

memory architecture. All the cores operate in their own memory space. 

Therefore, the only means of communication between the cores is through 

the explicit hardware communication channels. Usually, communication is 

carried out by message passing; however, some processors have used 

circuit switching to implement their communication. Also, the on chip 

intercommunication network is usually implemented as a Network on a 

Chip (NOC) or a two dimensional mesh fabric.  

The rest of this section will be devoted to a discussion on the following 

many-core processors: 

 Ambric’s Am2045 chip 

 Tilera’s tile 64 chip 

 

2.1.5.1 AMBRIC’S Am2045 CHIP 

The Ambric architecture and chip were developed by Ambric, a company 

founded in 2003. The Am2045 and its software tools were introduced in 

2006. The chip primarily targeted high performance embedded stream 

applications in areas such as medical imaging, video and signal processing 

[Jones & Butts, 2006]. 

The Am2045 is a massively parallel distributed memory processor based 

on Ambric’s structural object programming model [Butts & Others, 2007] 
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[Butts, 2007]. In this model, each processor is programmed in a simplified 

form of java or assembly language. Objects are made up of one or more 

software programs running concurrently on an asynchronous array of 

Ambric processors. Leaf objects run on a single processor while composite 

objects are hierarchical combination of objects. Each object runs 

independently in its own memory space and at its own rate. This makes it 

possible for objects to execute with no side effects on one another. The 

only means of communication between objects is through a structure of 

self synchronizing channels. Each channel is unidirectional, point to point 

and acts like a First in, First out (FIFO) buffer. 

To develop an application for the Am2045 processor, the objects are first 

written out in java. When this is done, the user is able to express an 

applications object level parallel structure using a coordination language 

called aStruct. This defines how objects are connected to each other. 

The programming of the application is completed after expressing it in 

java and aStruct. The application is then compiled in Ambric’s Eclipse-

based Integrated Developer Environment (IDE) called aDesigner. It also 

provides a cycle accurate simulator for testing and debugging. Automatic 

placement and routing tools are used to map the design onto processors, 

memories and channels. These tools download the application to the 

Am2045 in minutes. 
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Fig 2.3: Block Diagram of the Am2045 [Butts, 2007] 

 

The Am2045 processor consists of a 9 row by 5 column array of brics. 

Each bric has two Streaming RISC (SR) CPUs, two Streaming RISC/DSP 

(SRD) CPUs and four RAM units. In total, the entire Am2045 processor has 

168 SRs, 168 32 SRDs and 336 memory banks. The device operates at a 

frequency of 300 MHz. It was designed to deliver throughput of one trillion 

operations per second. It has a Peripheral Component Interconnect 

express (PCIe) host interface, two 32 bit Double Data Rate type 2 
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Synchronous Dynamic Random-Access Memory (DDR2 SDRAM) controllers 

and four General Purpose Input/Output (GPIO) ports for interconnecting 

multiple chips and interfacing with Analogue to Digital Converters (ADCs), 

Digital to Analogue Converters (DACs) etc. It also has a Joint Test Action 

Group (JTAG) interface that allows debuggers to communicate with the 

chip. The Am2045’s implementation is based on the 130nm process and 

its peak power dissipation is 14W. Figure 2.3 presents the processor’s 

block diagram. 

 

2.1.5.2 TILERA’S TILE 64 CHIP 

The Tile 64 is a processor manufactured by Tilera. It consists of 64 tiles, 

with each tile implemented as a general purpose processor. Each tile 

consists of a processing core, with caches and a non blocking router which 

forms the point of attachment to the chip wide interconnection network. 

Each core has a register file, two integer arithmetic and logic units and a 

load and store unit. The caches consist of L1 and L2 caches that are 

entirely dedicated to the processing core. The Tile 64 has four DDR2 

controllers, two gigabit Ethernet interfaces, two four lane PCIe interfaces 

and a flexible input/output interface which can be software configured to 

handle a number of protocols. The processor is fabricated on a 90nm 

process and has an operating frequency range of 600 – 900 MHz. 
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In 2010, Tilera improved on this chip by launching a 100 tiles processor 

known as the Tilera Tile Gx 100 processor [McGrath D., 2010]. Fig 2.4 

displays a picture of the Tile Gx 100. 

 

Fig 2.4: The Tilera Tile Gx 100 processor block diagram [McGrath D., 2010] 

 

It consists of 100 64 bit processing cores, two Multistream iMesh Co-

processing Accelerators (MiCA), an interconnection network (iMesh) of 

200tera bits per second bandwidth, 3 PCIe interfaces, and four Double 

Data Rate type 3 Synchronous Dynamic Random-Access Memory (DDR3 

SDRAM) controllers. This chip runs at speeds of between 1 – 1.5 GHz. Just 

as it is with the Ambric Am2045, this chip comes with its own developer 

kit at the core of which is an Eclipse based Integrated Developer 
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Environment (IDE) which is used in programming and porting the 

application to the chip. 

 

2.2 STREAMS AND STREAM PROCESSING SYSTEMS 

The term “stream” was coined in the 1960s following the revolutionary 

work of P J Landin [Landin, 1964] and has been very useful in research 

into computational theory. By streams we refer to the continuous one 

directional flow of data in any format and streaming applications are 

applications that process single or multiple streams in the incoming and 

outgoing directions at predefined flow rates. Figure 2.5 presents a 

diagrammatic example of a stream of 1’s and 0’s. Examples of 

applications can be seen from the processing that goes on in Radio Base 

Stations (RBS), Digital Signal Processing (DSP) in radar systems and 

medical imaging devices, IP telephony and IP video streaming etc. 

 
Fig 2.5: Binary streams of 1’s and 0’s in the direction of the arrow [Ononiwu & Mlwilo, 2007]. 
 

Streaming applications are generally compute intensive and demand real 

time processing of the data they receive, thereby making it imperative 

that processing is done in the most efficient manner. They are suitably 

mapped to parallel architectures where most memory operations are 
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localized in the processing units and the notion of global variables do not 

exist. 

The history of streams and stream processing is centered on the notion of 

a Stream Processing System (SPS). An SPS is any collection of modules or 

blocks that constitute processes that compute in parallel, and 

communicates data via channels.  Such systems can be described as 

computation graphs. The processes take data streams at their input and 

produce data streams at their output. In general, SPSs are specified as 

Stream Transformers (STs) [Stephens, 1997]. STs are defined as abstract 

systems that take in a set of n input streams, and produce a set of m 

output streams.  

Mathematically they are defined as; 

ɸ: [T → A]n→ [T → A]m    (2.1) 

Where A is some data stream, T represents discrete time and n,m≥ 1. 

Examples of SPS are data flow systems, reactive systems, specialized 

functional and logic programming with streams, synchronous concurrent 

algorithms, signal processing systems, and certain classes of real-time 

systems.  

Examples of stream programming systems are Brook [Buck & Others, 

2004], StreamIt [Thies & Others, 2002], StreamC/KernelC [Kapasi & 

Others, 2003], and several Synchronous data flow (SDF) approaches [Lee 

& Messershmitt, 1987]. 
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2.3 DATA FLOW MODEL 

Data flows are a special case of the SPS. They are a creative means of 

addressing the scalability and productivity issues inherent in thread based 

programming, such as racing, thread starvation and deadlocks. These are 

some of the fundamental problems encountered when programming 

threads and the reason why they are not suitable for modeling systems 

that are deterministic in nature. 

In the data flow model, computations are either data driven (processes 

compute only when data is available) or demand driven (processes 

request for data when they wish to fire or execute). In this case, 

streaming applications are modeled as a set of atomic parallel 

communicating tasks (actors) [Agha, 1986], which communicate with 

each other through explicit communication channel (edges), resulting in a 

continuous output sequence that is a transformation of the consumed 

data. The required computations are carried out in the actors which are 

however described in sequential semantics, thereby avoiding any 

possibilities for intra-task parallelism. 

In the areas of Digital Signal Processing (DSP), the data flows are 

accepted as a natural way of expressing the application [Najjar & others, 

1999]. The program is presented as a directed graph in which the 

computations are carried out in actors and the edges represent First in 

First out (FIFO) channels (or buffers). The data which forms the stream 

are presented as queued tokens in the FIFO channels; they exit one actor 

and enter the next connected actor, being transformed according to the 
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computation which the actor represents. When the sequential code in the 

actor executes (or fires), the actor consumes a specified number of tokens 

from the FIFO channel, transforms them, before producing another 

specified number of tokens at the output of the actor, which is then fed 

into the FIFO channel. This output in the Channel (edge), could potentially 

form the input into another actor. 

Communications via directly connected channels is the only means an 

actor can influence the output of another actor. In this case, any actor can 

fire as long as it has been presented with enough inputs. This also means 

that several actors in the graph can fire simultaneously. Therefore, the 

data flow model is naturally a concurrent model which closely relates with 

the applications that they model. 

 

2.3.1 THE SYNCHRONOUS DATA FLOW (SDF) MODEL 

The Synchronous Data flow (SDF) model was developed at the University 

of California, Berkley by the work of Lee and Messerschmitt in the middle 

of the 1980s [Lee & Messerschmitt, 1987]. The SDF is a special case of 

the data flow model, not only because it is data driven, but more 

importantly, because the flow of control is sufficiently regular to be 

completely predictable at compile time.  

The SDF is a network of actors whose firings are dependent on pre – 

specified consumption of tokens at their inputs and likewise at their 

outputs. The fact that the numbers of tokens consumed and produced are 

fixed a priori for each input and output channel makes it possible for a 
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scheduler to determine the firing sequence at the time the model is 

initialized.  

SDF has many advantages when compared with other forms of the data 

flow model, like the Kahn Process Network (KPN) described in section 

2.3.2, and the Process Network (PN), described in 2.3.3 . With SDF, the 

circuitry for run time supervision of the schedule is significantly simplified 

because of the a priori specification of the token consumption and 

production rates [Battacharyya, 1994]. Also, for data flows in general, 

there is the need to provide for buffering along the communication 

channels. This can make significant demands on the hardware. However, 

due to the fact that the SDF graph is periodically executed by a static 

schedule, the required buffer size is predictable, reducing the need for 

extensive buffering due to overflows. 

These advantages make SDFs an excellent analytical tool for measuring 

performance metrics and for evaluating the worst case execution behavior 

of systems. 

 

2.3.1.1 NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS IN SDF 

Consider a simple SDF graph consisting of 3 actors and 2 channels (see 

Figure 2.6). The incoming and outgoing channels are associated with a 

non – negative integer which specifies the token consumption and 

production rates. 
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Figure 2.6: A 3 Actor, 2 Channel, SDF Application graph. 

TOKEN: This is the basic unit of communication between the 

computation blocks (otherwise known as Actors). In Figure 2.6, actor ‘a’ 

releases a token each time it is fired (run), while actor ‘b’ consumes this 

token each time before it can fire. Actor ‘b’ also releases one token each 

time it fires while; actor ‘c’ waits to consume a total of two tokens from ‘b’ 

before it can fire. The token consumption rate of the actors is used to 

determine the firing sequence of the application.  

 

SCHEDULER: The function of the SDF scheduler is to determine the firing 

sequence of the application at the moment it is initialized. The firing 

sequence can be described by a repetition vector which is used to 

repetitively fire the application. For the SDF application in figure 2.6, the 

repetition vector which describes the schedule is given as:  2(a.b).c 

This means that each time the application is run, a and b will fire twice 

before c fires once. 

 

ACTOR: An actor is an atomic unit of computation that consumes and 

produces tokens through a finite set of ports, P = Pin U Pout. Where the set 
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Pin are the input ports and the set Pout are the output ports, and Pin∩ Pout = 

Φ. Let’s denote the token consumption rate of an actor as rin and its token 

production rate as rout. When the actor fires, it consumes rin tokens from 

all P Ɛ Pin and after firing, it produces rout tokens on all P Ɛ Pout. 

 

CHANNEL: A channel is a FIFO queue. When an actor consumes a token 

from an incoming channel, it is removed from the channel. Also, when a 

token is produced on a channel, it is discarded. A channel connecting an 

output of actor a to an input of actor b is denoted as e(a,b). 

 

DELAY: Let e(ai,aj) be the channel connecting an output port of actor ai to 

an input port of actor aj. if e(ai,aj) has k units of delay, it means that the 

nth token consumed by aj will be the (n – k )th token produced by ajon 

e(ai,aj). 

 

LATENCY: In its simplest form, latency can be defined as the response 

time of a system to an input. In data flow systems, it can be regarded as 

the time difference between the arrival of an input and the production of 

an output from a computation unit. A low value of latency is always 

preferred and for real time embedded systems, it must be below a 

specified quantity.  

 

THROUGHPUT: Throughput is the amount of work done per unit time. It 

is one of the primary means of measuring the performance for a 
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computation system. However, it does not give the whole picture 

especially when it comes to real time systems. This is because when it 

comes to real time systems, latency has a higher priority. For instance, 

pipelining a process always improves throughput but increases latency. 

The main metric for measuring throughput is the instructions per cycle. 

 

2.3.2  KAHN PROCESS NETWORK 

Kahn Process Network (KPN) is a subset of the data flow model of 

computation [Kahn, 1974]. They were introduced by Gilles Kahn. In this 

case, a group of deterministic sequential processes communicate through 

unbounded FIFO channels. 

 

The resulting process network exhibits deterministic behaviour that does 

not depend on the various computation or communication delays. The 

model was originally developed for modeling distributed systems but has 

proven to be excellent for modeling signal processing systems. KPNs have 

found many applications in modeling embedded media systems, High 

Performance Computing (HPC), and other computationally intensive tasks.  

 

EXECUTION MODEL: Just as it is in all data flow models of computation, 

in the KPN model of computation, all communication is separated from 

computation. The only way computation blocks can communicate is 

through unbounded FIFO channels. Processes read or write data in the 

form of tokens which are the basic unit of communication between 
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computation units. Writing to a channel is non blocking (it does not stall 

the process), while reading from a channel is blocking (a process will stall 

when it attempts to read from an empty channel but will resume when 

data is present) [UC Berkeley EECS Dept., 2013].  

 

2.3.3 PROCESS NETWORK 

The Process Network (PN) as implemented in Ptolemy II is similar to KPN 

with a slight difference. Unlike the KPN where a write cannot stall a 

process, in the PN, Channels have a bounded buffer capacity. This means 

that a process blocks when it attempts to write to a buffer that is full 

[Parks, 1995]. An actor is blocked when it tries to read from an empty 

channel and can only fire when data is made available. Likewise, an actor 

stalls when it tries to write to a channel whose buffers are full. This is 

because the PN channels have bounded buffers.  

 

2.4 PTOLEMY II 

Ptolemy II is a layered collection of Java packages and classes that have 

been connected in such a way that they provide the user with increasingly 

specific capabilities [Eker & Others, 2003] [Brooks & Other, 2010].  The 

Ptolemy II platform provides a hierarchical structure of entities with ports 

and interconnections. It includes a graphical editor called Vergil for visual 

editing of models. Various specialized tools have been created from this 

framework, including HyVisual (for hybrid Systems modeling), Kepler (for 

scientific workflows), VisualSense (for modeling and simulation of wireless 
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networks), Viptos (for sensor network design), and some commercial 

products [Lee and Zheng, 2007] [Lee, 2009]. The Ptolemy II package 

includes an actor abstract semantics, which enables the interoperability of 

distinct models of computation with a well-defined semantics; and a 

sophisticated type system supporting type checking, type inference, and 

polymorphism [Lee and Zheng, 2009].  

The Ptolemy Project has developed directors supporting process networks 

(PN), discrete events (DE), Synchronous Data flow (SDF), Synchronous 

Reactive (SR), Rendezvous based models, 3-D visualization, 

and continuous-time models. Each level of the hierarchy in a model can 

have its own director, and distinct directors can be composed 

hierarchically [UC Berkeley EECS Dept., 2013]  

 

2.5 LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENTS 

Several approaches have been taken for the domain specific programming 

of embedded systems based on the streaming model of computation over 

the last 40 years. A comprehensive survey on the Stream processing 

domain has been presented in [Stephens, 1997]. 

The earliest synchronous languages such as SIGNAL [Gautier & Others, 

1987], LUSTRE [Halbwachs & Caspi, 1991], SISAL [Gaudiot & Others, 

1997] were developed in the 1980s and 90s for the concurrent 

programming of real time and reactive systems. They all required inputs 
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to be available before firing computations. On the other hand, ESTEREL 

[Berry & Gonthier, 1992] which was developed in 1992, was designed for 

the programming of asynchronous data flow systems, meaning that no 

input is required in order to fire a computation.  

With the advent of chip multi processing platforms such as Imagine 

[Kapasi & Others, 2003], Trips [Burger & Others, 2004] and RAW [Taylor 

& Others, 2004] in the early to mid 2000s, there was a demand for 

languages with operators that could act on localized data that can be 

described using kernel constructs. This is at the core of the DSP 

programming paradigm, because applications are made up of networks of 

computation kernels that transform the incoming data by passing them 

through successive kernels.  

However, up to this moment, C was the dominant language for embedded 

programming. However, there was a problem, due to the fact that C and 

other high level languages were optimized for general purpose 

applications running on machines that have centralized memory 

architectures. Programming them in a way that can express the 

parallelism that is inherent in both the processors and the application was 

very difficult. This resulted in a reduction in the expected architectural 

gains in terms of speed and reduced power consumption. This in turn led 

to the development of a new set of languages that focused on the unique 

features of applications in the streaming domain and the architectures. 

Languages like:  
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 RawCC [Lee & Others, 1998], which is a Fortran and C adaptation 

developed for the RAW architecture, that takes scalar C or Fortran 

source code as its input and transforms it into a parallelized output 

for the RAW processor.  

 Cg [Mark & Others, 2003], launched in 2003 specifically for 

programming graphics hardware using the concept of stream 

kernels. 

 Stream-C/Kernel-C [Kapasi & Others, 2003], also launched in 2003 

as a language for programming the Imagine Stream processor and 

in which the kernels are programmed using a subset of Kernel-C 

while communication links that direct the data streams to the 

computation kernels and the rest of the program are described 

using Stream-C. 

 Brook [Buck & Others, 2004], a language based on C but with 

extensions for data/parallel constructs, was designed at the 

Stanford graphics laboratory, as a portable language adapted to a 

wider array of stream processors such as Imagine, Trips, Raw and 

the graphics processor NVIDIA Geforce 6800.  

However, what was needed after all these attempts was a complete break 

from the C paradigm. This need finally led to the development of a new 

generation of domain specific languages with an emphasis on enhancing 

the programmer’s ability to channel the streams using higher level 

program constructs. StreamIT [Thies & Others, 2002], developed in 2002, 

led the way when it came to languages that deviated from the C 
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mentality. It is not based on C and is highly specialized for stream 

programming. It was designed from the very start as a portable language 

for processor arrays, producing interesting improvements in processor 

utilization when compared to prior parallel benchmarks. However, it had 

limitations such as a lack of efficient type primitives and operators for 

expressing bit level manipulations of data.  

Spindle [Consel & Others, 2003] and StreamBits [Bengtsson & Svensson, 

2009], both similar to StreamIt, introduced higher level program 

constructs for managing stream expressivity and directivity, thereby 

improving on programming efficiency. However, both lacked type 

primitives for bit level manipulation of data. This problem was the main 

reason for the development of PSPL (Parallel Stream Programming 

Language) [Ononiwu & Mlwilo, 2007], which in many ways is an 

improvement on StreamBits but differed due to its provision of type 

primitives and operators for bit level manipulation of data, useful in 

programming reconfigurable Many – core processors. 

 

2.6 SCHEDULING 

Scheduling is the process by which threads, processes or data flows are 

given access to system resources such as cores, processor time and 

communication bandwidth. It is usually done to share, balance the load 

among competing cores and balance the use of communications resources 

in order to achieve a certain level of Quality of Service (QOS). 
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Techniques for scheduling data flow graphs on parallel processing 

platforms have been extensively researched in the last 40 years. 

Generally, research has concentrated on mapping task graphs to 

resources or maximizing throughput by iteratively adjusting the schedule 

or both. 

Bokhari [Bokhari, 1988] developed an algorithm for mapping data flow 

task graphs onto a linear array of processors while Sih[Sih, 1991] 

proposed an algorithm which is a single step heuristic that takes inter – 

processor communication overhead into account during clustering. As has 

been proposed for this work, Sih developed this algorithm with the aim of 

providing the programmer with a feedback thereby aiding the iterative 

tuning of task graphs on the architecture. 

On the other hand, Banerjee et al. [Banerjee & Others, 1995] developed a 

throughput maximizing scheme using a two step method in which the first 

step used an iterative scheduling algorithm to determine the tradeoffs 

between clustering and parallelism. In the next step, the granularity was 

determined through an iterative refinement technique. The work of 

Kianzad and Bhattacharyya demonstrated through comparisons that the 

two step methods tend to produce a more qualitative schedule than the 

single step method [Kianzad & Bhattacharyya, 2006]. This work will 

continue with this method by separating the clustering from the 

scheduling phase. 

Others have approached the problem by first attempting to find a 

schedule that satisfies a timing or throughput constraint. Examples can be 
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seen in the work of Choudhry et al. [Choudhry & Others, 1994] and Aiken 

and Nicolau [Aiken & Nicolau, 1988]. Both have decomposed the graph 

into serial and parallel sections with an optimal assignment of processors 

to the sections so that the response time is minimal for a given 

throughput constraint. This is closely related to real time systems where 

latency is given precedence over throughput. This work will aim to take it 

a step further by providing an end to end latency constraint that must be 

surpassed before a mapping can be ranked. It’s also possible to provide 

sub graphs with specific timing constraints but they will have to be dealt 

with as standalone systems. 

 

2.7 RELATED WORK 

Most performance prediction tools evolved for uni-processor systems. This 

is understandable as multiprocessing platforms did not join the 

mainstream for most applications till the early 2000s. Back in the 1970s 

and 1980s, multi computing platforms were stuck in labs as experimental 

machines and early architectural tools were limited to performance 

prediction. One dilemma that has presented itself to researchers has been 

the choice between; low-level circuit and verilog simulation tools, which 

have excellent accuracy but are far less useful for making architectural 

decisions and also take far too much time in returning results; and the 

less accurate architecture-level tools which present itself at a high level. 

One major disadvantage of the low level tools is that they require a 
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complete design before they can be used; however, these simulations are 

required at a high level to be able to design the application. 

 

2.7.1 CACTI 

CACTI  was the first complete toolset developed for power, area and 

timing estimation for computer architecture research with a focus on RAM 

based structures [Thoziyoor & Others, 2008]. It is an integrated system 

that combines memory and cache access time, area, performance and 

power models.  

The aim was to provide the user with a means of determining the 

tradeoffs between time, power and area based on mutually consistent 

assumptions. It is available in two forms; a C++ code version and a web 

based version. Recent versions of the tool now include support for SRAM 

and DRAM based caches as well as ordinary memory arrays. CACTI uses 

device models based on the industry – standard ITRS roadmap, to 

calculate device parameters at different technology nodes. 

It takes advantage of optimization features in determining a configuration 

with minimal power consumption for given area and timing constraints. 
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2.7.2 WATTCH 

Another tool that has been widely used for processor power estimation is 

Wattch [Brooks & Others, 2000]. Wattch is an architectural level power 

analysis tool developed at Princeton University as an open source 

development. Just like the product of this work, it aimed to be used at the 

early stages of the design process to provide a means of determining the 

many hardware configurations based on tradeoffs that need to be made. 

It calculated dynamic power dissipation using switching events obtained 

from an architectural simulation and capacitance models of the micro 

architecture. Like this work, it has used a simple linear scaling model; 

however, its scaling is based on the 0.8μm technology which is highly 

inaccurate when making predictions for current and future deep submicron 

technology modes [Li & Others, 2009].  

 

2.7.3 ORION 2.0 

Orion 2.0 [Kahng & Others, 2009] is a power – area simulator for 

interconnection networks. It includes models for area, dynamic power and 

gate leakage but does not consider timing and short circuit power.  It 

makes use of an architecture level regression analysis model for different 

router components based on energy numbers obtained from simulations. 

The capacitance of each component is derived using architectural 

parameters. The activities at each cycle are then used to trigger 

calculations of network power. 
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2.7.4 MCPAT 

Another interesting tool is MCPAT (Multi-core Power, Area, and Timing) [Li 

& Others, 2009]. It is an integrated power, area and timing tool for 

multithreaded and multi-core processors, released in 2009. It also has 

support for many-core processor configurations and was designed to work 

with a variety of performance and thermal simulators over many 

technology generations (ranging from 90nm, 22nm and beyond). It can be 

used as a high-level architectural tool, and similar to this work, it comes 

with an advantage of having the capacity to allow the user specify low-

level details when they deviate from the default values. 

At the microarchitectural level, McPAT is able to model in-order and out-

of-order processor cores, shared caches, integrated memory controllers, 

and similar to this work, multi-domain clocking. 

At the circuit and technology levels, the tool has supports for modeling 

critical-path timing, area modeling, dynamic, short-circuit and leakage 

power modeling for each of the device types forecast in the ITRS 

roadmap. These include bulk Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor 

(CMOS) and double-gate transistors. 
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2.7.5 RAW MODELING 

Bengtsson and Svensson carried out a cycle accurate modeling of the RAW 

processor using the concept of timed configuration graphs [Bengtsson & 

Svensson, 2009][Bengtsson, 2009]. This is very interesting because 

similar to this work; the timed configuration graphs were used to preserve 

information for the Abstract Interpreter. This research work actually 

started off were the modeling of the RAW stopped.  

However, their focus in modeling the RAW was on mapping task graphs to 

the cores and simulating the performance of such mappings based on 

their predicted throughput or end-to-end latencies. Also, their work 

carried out experiments that compared the data output from these 

simulations to the measured output from the actual processor. They 

concluded that their was a very close correlation between both readings. 

For the small set of mappings explored in the experiments, the tool was 

able to correctly rank different mappings with respect to the highest 

throughput or shortest latency. One understandable source of error was 

the absence of network buffer capacity or network link concurrency in the 

intermediate representation. This work will take care of that. 

This work will also extend their work by incorporating an energy model 

and doing away with some low level machine details. Unlike the many – 

core model this work has in mind, the RAW processor does not have the 

ability to vary either its speed or its frequency. However, in this work, will 

include a means of modeling the ability of the processor to allow for multi-
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domain clocking. Also, this work aims at portability, while the work done 

on the RAW is processor specific. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3.0     METHODOLOGY 

In this chapter, the methodology required to achieve the set objectives is 

presented. The detailed objectives of this work was presented in Section 

1.3. 

 

3.1 THE DESIGN SPECIFICATION  

This section presents the design specification for the Many-core Energy 

and Latency Estimator (MELE) software application. The application will be 

designed with the following specifications in mind: 

a. The need for a graphical user interface that will enhance user 

interaction. This specification will be met using the Vergil graphical 

programming tool already included in the Ptolemy II package. To 

use the application, a windows 7 user will need to carry out the 

following tasks accordingly: 

i. Start Eclipse by double clicking on the Eclipse icon on the 

windows desktop. 

ii. Start Vergil, which can be selected from the run menu of 

Eclipse. 

iii. Once Vergil comes up, the user has the option of starting a 

fresh graphical user interface or editing work that had already 

been saved. 
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iv. Populate the user interface with the icons representing the 

cores and interconnecting them. 

v. The user will now open the cores by double clicking on the 

icons for the cores and populating them with the icons that 

represent portions of the application that have been placed 

(mapped) on the cores. 

b. The need for input forms for the parameters that describe the 

machine to be modeled in terms of performance and energy. These 

forms will be editable and used to provide the system with the 

configuration of the machine. Two forms will be used and they will 

be named as follows: 

i. Machine model: For editing the performance parameters of a 

machine that is being modeled. 

ii. Power model: For editing the electrical parameters of the same 

machine. 

The Icons representing these forms must be displayed on the user 

interface. All that is needed to modify them is to double click, edit 

values and save. 

c. A Ptolemy II PN director actor will be included in the graphical user 

interface to serve as an entry point to the Abstract Interpreter. All 

the user needs do is to right click on the PN director icon and select 

“Model Interpretation” from the drop down menu. This will start the 

interpretation processes. 
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d. Once all graphical user interface has been setup with the Icons 

representing the cores and the application mapped to the cores, the 

PN director representing the Abstract Interpreter, and the forms 

have been placed and edited, the model can now be run by clicking 

on the run menu. After running, the user can call up the Abstract 

Interpreter by right clicking on the PN director icon and selecting 

“Model Interpretation”. 

e. Graphical performance plots will now be required in order to provide 

the user with a simple means of getting feedback from the system. 

Running model interpretation results in the plots being called up. 

f. A textual output that is detailed will be required for more accurate 

analysis of the output of the system. This also comes up at the 

same time as the performance plots. 

 

3.2 THE SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION 

The Many-core Energy and Latency Estimator (MELE) toolkit will be 

implemented in software. The Java programming language will be used to 

write all the codes. In order to facilitate this process, a program 

development environment will be used. In this case, Eclipse, which is a 

Java Developer Environment, will be used. Also, the Ptolemy II modeling 

environment will be installed inside Eclipse and used to implement the 

Abstract Interpreter, which returns feedback to the developer. 
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Therefore, to be able to run this software application, the following 

requirements must be met: 

i. Operating system should be a minimum of Windows xp. 

ii. Java 5.0 or later must be installed on the Windows system. 

iii. The Java compiler that is installed must be the Java 

Development kit (JDK) and not the Java Runtime 

Environment (JRE). 

iv. The latest version of Eclipse for RCP/Plug-in Developers from 

http://www.eclispse.org must be downloaded and installed 

on the system. The latest file size is about 187mb. 

v. Ptolemy II can now be installed by directing Eclipse to 

download the Ptolemy project tree from 

svn://source.eecs.berkeley.edu/chess/ptII. 

The rest of this chapter will present the following; the system block 

diagram and system description; the model set; the performance and 

energy functions which calculate the cost of performing the tasks; the 

Intermediate Representation (IR) and the Abstract Interpreter which 

returns feedback to the programmer.  

However, at first brief notes are presented on the target processor for a 

deeper understanding of the assumptions that have been made in order to 

make the work manageable and realizable. 
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3.3 THE TARGET PROCESSOR 

The target processor will be an array – structured Multiple Instruction, 

Multiple Data (MIMD) type machine with homogeneous tightly coupled 

cores. This work is restricted to machines implemented using 

Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) technology. We also 

assume that this processor is reconfigurable, capable of performing 

Dynamic speed and Voltage Scaling (DVS) on a per – core basis [Rountree 

& Co., 2011] [Chitra & Prabakaran, 2012]. This means that the cores will 

be modeled with a local clock that is timed with reference to the global 

system clock. Also, we only consider a distributed memory architecture 

where all the cores are in control of their own local memory space. This 

allows them to take advantage of the locality of data that is typical within 

the data flow domain. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.1: A diagram of the generic target processor. 
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The network of cores is implemented on a mesh structure which provides 

a decentralized but transparent communication scheme. This makes it 

easier to predict communication timing and notice its effects on end to 

end latency constraints. We also restrict the work to packet switched 

networks and take this assumption into consideration when developing the 

model for communicating on the network. Fig 3.1 presents a block 

diagram of an example of a generic processor that this work is targeting. 

SA in the diagram stands for Stream Accelerator (SA). It could be any 

Intellectual Property (IP) core that can be used to carry out intensive 

stream processing.  

 

3.4 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION  

This section presents the system description of the Many-core Energy and 

Latency Estimator toolkit. The block diagram presented in fig 3.2 

describes the system. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.2: Block diagram representation of the Many-core Energy and Latency Estimation tool. 
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INPUT: The SDF application that is being analyzed is presented as the 

input to the Many-core Energy and Latency Estimator tool. The actors that 

make up the SDF application would have been programmed and placed on 

the virtual cores of the virtual processor at this stage in line with the 

mapping that has been selected by the developer. Mapping is the 

distribution of actors to processors. 

The machine configuration that will be used for a particular simulation 

based on the processor that is being modeled is used to configure the 

virtual machine. This is also regarded as an input to the system and is 

collected using an editable input form (Machine model). Given a 

reconfigurable machine, it is possible to switch to different configurations 

of the same machine especially when it comes to the operating speed and 

voltage of the participating cores. 

ANALYZER AND SCHEDULER: This module is responsible for providing 

the system with information regarding the SDF application and its 

mapping (placement) onto the cores. It is this module of the system that 

first determines how many cores have been used for the mapping, how 

many communication channels are involved, and for each channel, there 

is need to know which core is the source and which is the destination. All 

these are regarded as the top level map of the SDF application. Each core 

and channel is assigned its unique identifier, known as an index. It is 

these core indices and their corresponding channel indices that are stored 
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in data structures (Hash tables/maps) as the top level map of the 

application.   

After the top level map of the application has been determined, the 

processing requirement of the SDF model is determined. For each actor, a 

worst case execution time is determined, which is equivalent to the time it 

takes to execute the operations in the actor, and stored in data structures 

for use in later stages of the tool.   

Also, the scheduler uses this stage to determine the repetition vector 

(firing sequence) of the application which is used to describe its schedule. 

More details on the SDF scheduler have been presented in Section 2.3.1. 

At the end of this stage, the system would have discovered the map and 

the firing sequence of the application and stored them in data structures 

for use in the later stages of the system.  

The Java programs that implement this module of the Many-core Energy 

and Latency Estimator (MELE) toolkit are presented in Appendix C. 

MODEL TRANSFORMER: This is the next module in the tool. In this 

module, the model set is applied to the output of the Analysis and 

scheduling stage. The model set is discussed in Section 3.5. It is the 

combined model set that carries out the model transformation. It is made 

up of the following: 

 An Application model 

 A machine model 
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 An Energy model 

The outcome of this stage is the transformation of the maps stored in data 

structures from the previous stage into another set of data structures that 

preserves information with regards to local timing and energy of discrete 

events taking place within the cores.  

The Intermediate Representation (IR) is implemented as an abstract 

graph in a graph data structure in Java with vertices (nodes) and their 

corresponding edges (links). Each core or memory forms a vertex in the 

IR while each communication channel forms an edge in the IR. For each 

core, a vertex core is set up which has its own local timing. The vertex 

core records a sequence of discrete events that each bears a cost. The 

memory vertex can only record events that relate to global memory reads 

or writes. The cost of each event is calculated based on the machine and 

energy models and stored in the data structure. On the other hand, the 

channels introduce a delay that is equivalent to their individual weights. 

This is stored in edges of the IR. The sum total of the data structure 

formed at this point is regarded as the Intermediate Representation (IR). 

The Java programs that implement this module of the Many-core Energy 

and Latency Estimator (MELE) toolkit are presented in Appendix D, 

Appendix E and Appendix F. 

THE ABSTRACT INTERPRETER: This module takes in the IR that was 

generated in the previous block as its input, and imposes the rules of the 

architecture on it. Since all the nodes are virtual cores in the IR that store 
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timing information inside them based on local timing, what the interpreter 

does is to look at them from a global perspective. Starting from global 

time 0, it determines which core is processing and which core is waiting 

for input from other cores. It builds up a chronological history of all events 

that have taken place from time 0. This way, it is able to present the 

global timing and energy view to the programmer, making it possible for 

the programmer to receive feedback from the interpreter. More 

information on the Abstract Interpreter is presented in Section 3.7. 

The Java programs that implement this module of the Many-core Energy 

and Latency Estimator (MELE) toolkit are presented in Appendix B. 

OUTPUT: The output of the system at this stage is the selected mapping 

and the machine configuration for the modeled application. During 

implementation on the selected processor, the machine configuration will 

be used in configuring the machine, while the selected mapping will be 

used in placing the stream application onto the cores of the machine. The 

manufacturer of the processor ships the processor with its proprietary 

development tools. These are usually incased in an Integrated Developer 

Environment (IDE) and include automatic partitioning, debugging, 

placement and routing tools. The processes that follow the output of this 

tool are described as follows: 

 This proprietary IDE supplied by the processor’s manufacturer is 

used to compile the program. 
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  The automatic placement tool in the IDE is used to map the 

computation blocks of the application to the cores of the processor. 

 The automatic routing tool is used to carry out the communication 

mapping as described by the selected mapping from the output of 

the Many-core Energy and Latency Estimator (MELE). 

 The compiled and mapped application is then downloaded to the 

processor which is mounted as an add-on card to a specialized 

computer used for the job. 

 Debugging tools in the IDE are used to carry out tests on the 

system. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows; Section 3.5 provides 

details of the models; Section 3.6 discusses the Intermediate 

Representation (IR); Section 3.7 concludes the chapter by describing the 

Abstract Interpreter. 

 

3.5 THE MODEL SET OF THE MODEL TRANSFORMER 

The model set used for constructing the Intermediate Representation (IR) 

in the Model Transformation module of the Many-core Energy and Latency 

Estimator (MELE) tool is presented in this section. It consists of; an 

application model which describes the processing requirements of the 

application; an energy model which computes the energy consumed in 

carrying out the task based on the particular many-core machine and; a 
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machine model which describes the memory and computational resources 

of the many-core processor.  

It is the model set that transforms the SDF application into an IR and all 

this takes place in the Model transformation block (See Fig 3.2). 

 

3.5.1  THE APPLICATION MODEL 

The synchronous data flow (SDF) model of computation is used to model 

the application. It is made up of a network of actors which are blocks of 

computation, and communication channels which are the only means of 

communicating between actors. Actors fire as soon as there is enough 

data or tokens consumed from the communication channel, therefore, the 

whole process is data synchronized. For a more detailed description of 

SDFs and their firing properties, see [Lee & Messershmitt, 1987]. The duty 

of the application model is to present the resource needs of the 

application to the system. Basically all the application requires are 

computation time, memory space, and incoming and outgoing 

communication bandwidth.  

These demands can be modeled by representing each actor in the SDF 

application by a tuple.  

A = <rp, rm ,Rs ,Rr>   (3.1) 

Where  
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 rp is the number of operations required to compute the actor, and is 

a function of the size of the block of code making up the actor. 

 rm is the requirement on local memory in words. 

 Rs = [Rs1, Rs2, Rs3,……., Rsn]   (3.2) 

It is a sequence where Rsi is the number of words produced on 

channel i each firing. 

 Rr  = [Rr1, Rr2, Rr3,……., Rrj]   (3.3) 

It is a sequence where Rrn is the number of words received from 

channel j each firing. 

Because this work is not making a cycle accurate simulation of the 

processing, we make use of worst case estimates on time and memory 

requirements.  

 

This is all the application model extracts from the application; the rest of 

the application is discarded at this stage. The system will now use the 

information extracted by this model to determine the cost of computing 

each actor in the application in terms of energy and latency 

 

3.5.2 THE MACHINE MODEL 

The machine model is made up of a set of parameters that describe the 

common resources of the machine that is available to the application. It is 

at the core of the tools portability. All a user needs do is set the 

parameters according to the machine that is being modeled. These 
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parameters are used to define abstract performance and energy functions 

that compute the cost of various configurations of the application. 

Description of the machine is given by; 

M = < (x, y), p, bg, gw, gr, o, so, sl, c, hl, rl, ro, sf, f, wl, ILeakage, V>  (3.4) 

Where 

 x, y are the number of rows and columns of cores. They describe the 

exact location of the core in the processor array. For instance, a 16 

core 4 x 4 processor configuration will have its first core located at 

position (0, 0), the second core at (0, 1) and the fourth core at (0, 

3). The fifth core will then appear at location (1, 0) and so on. 

 p is the average processing power (instruction throughput) of each 

core, in operations per clock cycle. For the class of many – core 

processors being modeled by this work, 1 will represent the default 

value because these are simple cores. However, there is room to 

vary this value when presented with much more complex cores. 1 

represents the assumption that the simple core can process 1 

instruction per clock cycle. Usually, it is not the case that all 

instructions have equal latencies. However, to make the work less 

complicated and feasible, p is regarded as an average value. 

 bg is global memory bandwidth, in words per clock cycle. All memory 

being used by the application that is not local to the core will form 

part of bg. 
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 gw is the penalty for global memory write, in words per clock cycle. 

This cost will come into play once an application writes to the global 

memory. It is usually less than the penalty for a global read because 

when writing, the core is released as soon as the data is sent out 

unlike the read operation. 

 gr is the penalty for global memory read, in words per clock cycle. 

This cost will come into play once an application reads from the 

global memory. 

 o is the software overhead for initiation of a network transfer, in 

clock cycles per frame. It is the cost in clock cycles of preparing the 

data to be written into the output buffers of the core in preparation 

for a network transfer operation. This may include preparing the 

header of the message, addressing and address overheads of the 

frame. 

 so is core send occupancy, in clock cycles, when sending a message. 

It is the cost of writing into the output buffers of the core when a 

network operation is taking place. With multiple input and output 

channels being mapped to a single network link, there is need for 

data to be buffered locally. The model takes care of this using so and 

on the other hand ro, when the core is sending or receiving data. 

 sl is the latency for a sent message to reach the network, in clock 

cycles. It is the average time it takes for the sent message to be 

injected into the network. 
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 c is the bandwidth of each interconnection link, in words per clock 

cycle. It describes the carrying capacity of the link. The bigger it is, 

the more data that can be moved from one core to the other. 

 hl is network hop latency, in clock cycles. It is the latency involved 

when moving a message between a core and a direct neighbor. 

 rl is the latency from network to receiving core, in clock cycles. It is 

the average time it takes for the data to be extracted from the 

network by the core. 

 ro is core receive occupancy, in clock cycles, when receiving a 

message. It is the cost of writing data into the core buffers when 

data is received from the network. 

In order to model the concept of local timing for the cores, the following 

parameters are also included;  

 sf is the scaling factor used to determine the speed and voltage level 

of the core with reference to the global operating frequency and 

voltage of the machine. Sfi ɛ SF where i corresponds to the number 

of the core as can be determined by the x, y coordinates of the core. 

The idea here is to use this parameter to model the processor’s 

ability to operate cores at different voltage and speed (DVS) levels, 

which provides the major capacity to save energy while reclaiming 

slack time from cores with less work to do based on the given timing 

constraint. 

 f denotes the global operating frequency of the processor. 

 wl is the average wire length between cores. 
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 ILeakage is the leakage current per core. 

 V is the supply voltage. 

The machine model has been used to collect the parameters of the 

machine from the programmer. The second function of the machine model 

is to compute the cost of executing the actors in the application. The 

performance functions that are used to compute the cost of carrying out 

tasks in terms of latency is presented in Section 3.5.2.1. 

 

3.5.2.1 THE PERFORMANCE FUNCTIONS 

F is a set of abstract functions describing the performance of 

computations, global memory transactions and local communication and it 

is defined as: 

F(M) = <tp, ts, tr, tc, twg, trg>    (3.5) 

Where 

• tp is a function evaluating the time to compute a list of instructions. 

• ts is a function evaluating the core occupancy when sending a data 

stream in clock cycles. 

• tr is a function evaluating the core occupancy when receiving a data 

stream in clock cycles. 

• tc is a function evaluating network propagation delay for a data stream 

in clock cycles. 
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• twg is a function evaluating the time for writing a stream to global 

memory in clock cycles. 

• trg is a function evaluating the time for reading a stream from global 

memory in clock cycles. 

The value for each of the performance functions can be derived from the 

machine parameters as follows: 

Compute: The number of clock cycles required to process the 

computation of a list of instructions is given as: 

tp(rp, p) =  (sf)[rp/p]     (3.6) 

It is a function of the requested number of operations rp and core 

processing power p. To calculate rp, we count all instructions except those 

related to network send- and receive operations. P is already preset as 

part of the configuration of the machine. The Sf, which models the scaling 

factor, is made to reflect on the increased cost of performing 

computations when the frequency of operation is reduced based on the 

timing. 

Send: The number of clock cycles required for a core to issue a network 

send operation is expressed as 

ts (Rs, o, so) =  (sf)[[Rs/framesize]  × o + Rs × so]  (3.7) 

It is a function of the requested amount of words to be sent, Rs in words, 

the software overhead,o, when initiating a network transfer, and the send 
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occupancy, so. The framesize is a machine specific parameter. Dynamic 

networks allow message frames of length within the interval [0, 31] 

words.  

When actors are connected and mapped on the same core, the channels 

are mapped in local memory if the memory capacity is enough to contain 

them. In this case, ts is automatically set to 0. 

Receive: The number of clock cycles required to perform a network 

receive operation is expressed as: 

tr(Rr, o, ro) = (sf)[[Rr/framesize] × o + Rr × ro]  (3.8) 

The receive overhead is calculated in a similar way as the send overhead, 

except that parameters of the receiving core replace the parameters of 

the sending core. Note that Rr represents the amount of words received 

from the network. 

Network Propagation Time: The network propagation time in clock 

cycles, which determines the propagation delay of a stream of data is 

expressed as: 

tc (Rs, d, sl, hl, rl) =  sl + d(xs,ys,xd,yd)  x hl + nturns + rl (3.9) 

 Where sl and rl represent the injection and extraction latency 

respectively, while d(xs,ys,xd,yd)  and hl represent the number of network 

hops and network hop latency respectively. d(xs,ys,xd,yd) is determined 

from the source and destination coordinates as follows: 
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d = │xs– xd │+ │ys – yd │    (3.10) 

Routing turns add an extra cycle to the hop latency. The model captures 

this as nturns. It is calculated using the source and destination coordinates.  

Streamed Global Memory Read: This is the propagation time in clock 

cycles when streaming data from the global memory to a receiving core. It 

is expressed as  

trg(rl, d, hl) = rl + d(xs,ys,xd,yd)  x hl + nturns  (3.11) 

This type of streaming occurs because most applications will require global 

memory even when they can fit into the small on-core memories. It is a 

function of the receiving core latency, rl, the network hop distance, d, and 

the network hop latency, hl. 

Streamed Global Memory Write: This is the propagation time in clock 

cycles when streaming data to the global memory from a sending core. It 

is expressed as 

twg(sl, d, hl)  = sl + d(xs,ys,xd,yd)  x hl + nturns  (3.12) 

It is a function of the send latency, sl, the network hop distance, d, and 

the network hop latency, hl. 

Everything about the machine model has now been presented. Section 

3.5.3 presents the energy model that will work together with the 

application and machine models to transform the SDF application into its 

Intermediate Representation. 
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3.5.3 THE ENERGY MODEL  

Power is the rate at which a system performs its work and energy is the 

work performed over a period of time. In a processor, power is the rate of 

consumption of electrical energy and energy is the sum total of all the 

electrical energy consumed over the entire period. 

P = W/T      (3.13) 

E = P * T      (3.14) 

E, P, W and T are the Energy, power, amount of work and time interval 

respectively. 

In order to model the power consumed in the processor, we choose to 

approach the problem from two angles. First, model the power consumed 

by the cores and then separately provide a model of the power consumed 

by the interconnection network. A combination of the two will provide a 

model for the power consumed in the processor at a given point in time.  

We estimate the power consumed by the entire many-core processor to 

be the sum of the dynamic power produced due to switching activity in the 

cores and also along the interconnection network when it is toggled, the 

short circuit current power which occurs during gate signal transitions, 

and the power that results from leakage current. Therefore 

Power = Pdyn + Pshort + PLeakage    (3.15) 
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Where Pdyn is the dynamic power dissipated across the core, Pshort is the 

short circuit power due to gate transitions and PLeakage is the power 

dissipated as a result of the leakage current. 

It is possible to neglect the short circuit power because it is usually 

insignificant when compared to the rest [Veendrick 1984].  

Therefore, 

Power ≈Pdyn +  PLeakage    (3.16) 

Next, Section 3.5.3.1 presents how the core energy consumption is 

modeled while section 3.5.3.2 presents the modeling of the energy 

consumed in moving messages along the interconnection network. 

 

3.5.3.1  CORE ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) circuits dissipate 

power by charging the various load capacitances whenever they are 

switched. In one complete cycle, current flows from the source to charge 

the load capacitance and then flows from the charged load capacitance to 

the ground during discharge. Therefore, in one complete charge-discharge 

cycle, a total charge of: 

Q = CLV      (3.17) 
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Where Q is the equivalent charge transferred from the source to the 

ground. V is the operating voltage and CL is the load capacitance. Multiply 

this by the switching frequency to get the current used per second. 

Therefore, 

I = CLVf      (3.18) 

However, Electric power is given by the equation: 

P = IV       (3.19) 

Therefore, Multiplying equation 3.18 by V, gives: 

P = CEffV2f      (3.20) 

Equation 3.20 gives the effective power dissipated by a CMOS device. 

Since most gates do not switch at every clock cycle, they are often 

accompanied by a factor, b, called the activity factor. Therefore, dynamic 

power dissipation can be rewritten as 

Pdyn≈bCEff V2f     (3.21) 

Where b is an activity factor which relates to the rate of 0/1 transitions 

that occur within a core, CEff is the effective cumulative capacitance, V is 

the base supply voltage and f is the clock frequency.  

PLeakage = VILeakage     (3.22) 

Leakage power is also known as idle power or static power. It takes place 

when the processor is both in its idle and active states.  It is as a result of 
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the constant leakage of current from the transistors that make up the 

circuit even when the transistors are not switching.   

Therefore,  

Power ≈bCEff V2f + VILeakage    (3.23) 

However, the ability to slow down the core for slack reclaiming has to be 

included in the model. This introduces the sf machine parameter which is 

used to model the variability in the speed of cores vis-à-vis the global 

processor speed. Therefore, the equation becomes: 

Power ≈ (sf)bCEff V2f + VILeakage    (3.24) 

Where sf is the scaling factor and is specific to a particular core. 

 

3.5.3.2 INTERCONNECTION NETWORK ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

Ye et al. [Ye & Others, 2002] proposed a power model for network routers 

based on the bit energy metric. The bit energy metric is defined as the 

energy consumed when one bit of data is transported through the router 

and its interconnection fabric. 

Ebit = ESbit + EBbit + EWbit    (3.25) 

Where ESbit ,EBbit, and EWbit are the energy consumed by the switch, 

buffering and interconnection wires within the router. The key assumption 

is that the entire chip is occupied by the router. 
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Working with this model, Hu et al. [Hu & Marculescu, 2003] proposed a 

model for the energy consumed by a bit of data when it moves from one 

point to another in an interconnection network. Their work introduced a 

new parameter known as the link energy, ELbit. This is defined as the 

energy consumed when a bit moves from one tile to another. Therefore, 

the bit energy becomes: 

Ebit = ESbit + EBbit + EWbit + ELbit    (3.26) 

Since EBbit and EWbit are negligible when compared to ESbit and ELbit, the 

equation can be reduced to: 

Ebit = ESbit + ELbit     (3.27) 

This is the cost in energy terms for moving a bit between neighboring 

tiles. Therefore, to move a bit between tile A and B, the total cost in 

energy terms will be: 

EAB
bit =nhops x ESbit + (nhops - 1) x ELbit   (3.28) 

Wolkotte et al. [Wolkotte & Others, 2005] deduced by observation that 

the exact bit energy expended on the router/switch (ESbit) is given by: 

ESbit = 0.98     (3.29) 

For a packet switched network, and 

ESbit = 0.37     (3.30) 

For a circuit switched network. Also, the energy expended on the wire link 

(ELbit) is given by 
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ELbit= 0.39 + 0.12 x wire length    (3.31) 

Therefore, applying it to the equation, we have: 

Eps = 0.98 x Nhops  + (0.39 + 0.12 x wire_length) x (Nhops - 1) (3.32) 

for packet switched networks and 

Ecs = 0.37 x Nhops  + (0.39 + 0.12 x wire_length) x (Nhops - 1) (3.33) 

for circuit switched networks. 

All the equations needed for the development of the energy functions 

needed to calculate the energy cost of the various actions that take place 

in the cores have been discussed. The next section discusses the energy 

functions. 

 

3.5.3.3 THE ENERGY FUNCTIONS 

 The process of computing the energy cost of events taking place in the 

many-core machine are outlined in this section 

The resources of a virtual cored architecture can be described using three 

tuples, M, F and E. While M is the set of machine parameters that describe 

the resources of the machine, F is the set of abstract performance 

functions that can be derived from the machine parameters and E is the 

set of abstract energy functions describing the energy consumed by 

atomic operations of the machine as a function of M. Therefore, a many-
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core processor is modeled by giving values to the parameters of M and by 

defining the functions F(M) and E (M). 

The complete set of E are described as follows: 

E(M) = <ep,es,er,ec, ewg,erg >    (3.34) 

 ep is a function that evaluates the energy consumed when a 

sequence of instructions is computed at a core. 

 es is a function that evaluates the energy consumed by the core 

when it prepares to send a stream of data. 

 er is a function that evaluates the energy consumed by a core as it 

receives a stream of data. 

 ec is a function that evaluates the energy consumed due to network 

propagation delays. 

 ewg is a function that evaluates the energy cost of writing a data 

stream to the global memory. 

 erg is a function that evaluates the energy cost of reading a data 

stream from the global memory. 

The value for each of the energy functions can be derived from the 

machine parameters as follows: 

Compute: The energy required to process the computation of a list of 

instructions is sum of the total power consumed during the duration of the 

entire computation and this includes the leakage power. It is represented 

by the equation: 
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ep(rp,p,sf,b,CEff,V,f) =  [b x CEff((sf)
-1V2)] x  (rp/p)+ VILeakage(rp/pf)  (3.35) 

which is the same as: 

ep(rp,p,sf,b,CEff,V,f) = [b x CEff((sf)
-1V2)] x  tp+ VILeakage(tp/f)  (3.36) 

tp represents the number of clock cycles used to process the computation, 

sf is the speed scaling factor, V represents the operating voltage, f 

represents the operating frequency, p ɛ M represents the core processing 

power in operations, and b represents the activity factor which is always 1 

when the system is active and 0 when it is not switching. ILeakageɛ M is a 

measure of the average leakage current per core. 

 

Send: The energy required for a core to issue a network send operation is 

expressed as: 

es(sf,V,f,ts) = [bCEff ((sf)
-1V2) x (ts)]+ [VILeakage] x (ts/f)  (3.37) 

ts represents the number of clock cycles used to issue a network send 

operation. Sf, V, f are the scaling factor, operating voltage and frequency, 

respectively. Through ts, implicitly, the model has taken account of the 

energy consumed by the core when preparing the message that will be 

sent out on the network, and also the time to write this message into the 

output buffers. 

 

Receive: The energy required for a core to perform a network receive 

operation is expressed as: 

er(sf,V,f,tr)  = [bCEff ((sf)
-1

 V
2)]x tr+ [VILeakage] x [tr/f]   (3.38) 
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tr represents the number of clock cycles used to receive a network 

message while sf, V and f are the scaling factor, operating voltage and 

frequency, respectively. Through tr, the model has taken account of the 

energy consumed by the core when it is receiving a message from the 

network. 

 

Network Propagation Energy: This is the energy required to move a 

message on the interconnection network, from one core to another. In 

order to capture this energy expenditure, the model has to take 

everything that goes on when a message is sent on the network into 

account and apportioned appropriate cost to each of them. Equation 3.32 

must be taken into account since the model is restricted to packet 

switched networks. Note, equation 3.32 only gives the cost of moving a 

single bit through the routers and wire links. However, this is not all that 

is involved. There is energy expended due to send and receive latency in 

the form of power leaks. Added to this is the extra energy leaked due to 

the added latency when a turn is involved (nturns). Therefore, 

ec =  (Total number of bits)(Bit Energy consumed at the switch +  Bit Energy consumed on 

the wire link )+ energy leaked due to various latencies (sl + rl + nturns)  ( 3.39) 

Equation 3.39 will eventually be in the form: 

ec(d, wl, sl, rl) = {Rs x (word_Size)}{0.98 x d(xs,ys,xd,yd) + [( 0.39 + 0.12 x wl ) x 

[d(xs,ys,xd,yd) – 1]]} + (sl + rl + hl + nturns)VI    (3.40) 
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where wl, sl and rl are, the average wire length between cores, the send 

latency and the receive latency accordingly. d is arrived at from equation 

3.10. Rs is the size of the message in words and word_Size in bits is a 

processor specific parameter. 

 

Streamed Global Memory Read: This is similar to ec. It is the energy 

expended when streaming a message on the interconnection network, 

from the global memory to the core that is making the read request. The 

only difference comes in the fact that we neglect sl because the data is 

streamed from the global memory and not from a core. Therefore, 

equation 3.40 will be reduced to: 

erg(d, wl, rl) = {Rr x (word_Size )}{0.98 x d(xs,ys,xd,yd) + [( 0.39 + 0.12 x wl ) x [d(xs,ys,xd,yd) 

– 1]]} + (rl + hl + nturns) VI     (3.41) 

Where wl, rl and d are, the average wire length between cores, the receive 

latency and the distance between the core and the global memory read 

location along the x, y co-ordinates accordingly. 

 

Streamed Global Memory write: This is similar to ec and erg. It is the 

energy expended when streaming a message on the interconnection 

network, from the core that is requesting a write operation to the global 

memory location where the streams are going to. The only difference 

comes in the fact that we neglect rl because the data is streamed to the 

global memory and not to a core. Therefore, equation 3.40 will be reduced 

to: 
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ewg(d, wl, sl) = {Rs x (word_Size)}{0.98 x d(xs,ys,xd,yd) + [( 0.39 + 0.12 x wl ) x [d(xs,ys,xd,yd) 

– 1]]} + (sl + hl + nturns)VI      (3.42) 

where wl, sland d are, the average wire length between cores, the send 

latency and the distance between the core and the global memory write 

location along the x, y co-ordinates accordingly. 

Next, the IR which is the product of the transformation of the SDF 

application that took place in the model transformation stage is discussed 

 

3.6 THE INTERMEDIATE REPRESENTATION (IR) 

The IR is a graph data structure representing an SDF application, after it 

has been partitioned and mapped to a specific many-core target. We can 

use the IR as input to a code generator, in order to configure each core as 

well as the interconnection network and plan global memory usage. It is 

also ideal for studying optimizations that can be applied to the stream 

application in later stages of the tool. We use the IR as input to an 

Abstract Interpreter for evaluating the dynamic behavior of the application 

when executed on the machine. 

The IR GM
A(V, C) is a description of the application A that has been 

mapped to the virtual machine, M. V is the set of Vertices (cores or 

memory) and C represents the set of communication channels or edges. 

During scheduling, the each SDF sub-graph is assigned a core in M. After 

constructing the IR, each v ɛ V and each c ɛ C is assigned costs in terms of 
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time and also in terms of energy consumed. The costs are calculated from 

the parameters of M and the functions of F and E. 

A sequence of abstract operations (receive, compute and send) are used 

to represent the actions of a core at the time it is fired. For each core that 

has a part of the application mapped to it, the set of activities that have 

taken place in them from the time the program started, is preserved in 

the vertex for that core in terms of a sequence of costs that relate to each 

activity. Such as: 

St = tr1, tr2, tr3 …………….trn, tp,ts1,ts2,ts3 ………..tsn  (3.43) 

For timing.  

And in terms of energy 

Se = er1, er2, er3 …………….ern, ep,es1,es2,es3 ………..esn  (3.44) 

Memory vertices are also assigned costs in terms of gr and gw to account 

for the cost of reading and writing to the global memory, respectively. 

Let the source vertex of channel e be source (e). Then for each incoming 

edge of a vertex p, a receive operation is added with a cost given as 

tr Ɛ F(M)       (3.45) 

and 

er Ɛ F(E)      (3.46) 
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Likewise, tp and ep are used for a compute operation to calculate the cost 

of the computation that takes place when an actor fires. 

tp Ɛ F(M)       (3.47) 

and 

ep Ɛ F(E)       (3.48) 

A send operation is added for each outgoing edge of a vertex. Let the sink 

vertex of channel e be sink (e).  The cost of sending tokens on that 

channel is given as 

ts Ɛ F(M)       (3.49) 

and 

es Ɛ F(E)       (3.50) 

The functions tc Ɛ F(M) and ec Ɛ F(E) signify the weight of the edge. They 

are both given as: 

tc Ɛ F(M)      (3.51) 

and 

ec Ɛ F(E)       (3.52) 

The weight of an edge is the same as the communication delay when 

sending a token between two cores that it connects, and the cost in 

energy terms of carrying out the communication task. The weight 

corresponds to the value of tc. 
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Eventually, the IR will be a single data structure that links up all the 

vertices via edges, with the vertices storing the set of all the activities that 

have taken place in the core that it represents from time 0. Also, the 

edges that link the vertices represent the communication channels which 

connect the core and storing information relating to the bandwidth of the 

channel in form of the weight of the edge. 

The IR now serves as input to the Abstract Interpreter stage of the tool. 

 

3.7 THE ABSTRACT INTERPRETER 

The IR stores the information regarding the processing cost of the 

application on the cores based on a particular mapping and configuration. 

The function of the interpreter is to interpret the information stored in the 

IR in a way that will allow the programmer to get meaningful feedback 

from the system. 

The Abstract Interpreter is implemented on the Ptolemy II modeling 

framework. The Process Network (PN) domain implemented in Ptolemy is 

used for the interpretation because it models the behavior of the type of 

architecture being studied. An actor is blocked when it tries to read from 

an empty channel and can only fire when data is made available. Likewise, 

an actor stalls when it tries to write to a channel whose buffers are full. 

This is because the PN channels have bounded buffers. This attribute 

makes it possible to model the stall times and collect the data through the 
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Abstract Interpreter. Because of this, it can be said that the PN model 

mimics the general behavior of the target processor. 

 

3.7.1 HOW THE ABSTRACT INTERPRETER WORKS 

The application model (SDF) and the machine configuration are both 

introduced as input to the tool. The application is then transformed to a 

distributed SDF model embedded in the PN model. The inter graph edges 

in the SDF graph are cut and replaced by top level PN channels which 

represent the inter core communication. Apart from this cut, the SDF 

application model remains intact. 

In each case, the core and memory vertices in GM
A are allocated to 

processes. Each of the cores and memory processes has its own local 

clock, t, which tracks the start, stop and blocking times of the operations 

in the sequence, S. Read operations block until data is available on the 

channel and write operations block until the output buffers are free to be 

written into. Only one message is allowed to be sent over a channel at any 

particular time. 

The processes track the vertices using a state machine. During each clock 

cycle, the state of the vertice is tracked and stored in an ordered 

chronological history with the evaluation starting at time t=0. 

The state of a vertice is defined as: 

State = < type, tstart, tstop>     (3.53) 
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The set of possible states is given by the set 

State_set Ɛ (receive, compute, send, blockedreceive, blockedsend)  (3.54) 

Clock synchronization between processes that are communicating is 

managed using events. Since the only blocking operations are the send 

and receive, they are also the only ones that can generate events. This 

means that the send and receive operations are synchronizing operations 

used to synchronize the operations of two communicating processes. The 

events generated by the send and receive operations carries with it a time 

stamp. These time stamps are used by the interpreter to determine the 

timing of synchronizing events and in calculating the stall times. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this Chapter, experiments carried out on the tool are discussed using 

case studies. There are two case studies on the whole. The purpose of the 

case studies are as follows: 

i. To describe how the tool can be used to analyze the mapping of an 

application on a generic Many-core machine. 

ii. To show how information from the tool can be used to select an 

optimal configuration (In terms of the core speeds/frequencies and 

core voltages) for the machine, given the same application and 

given the same number of cores. 

iii. To investigate whether the predictions from the machine can 

eventually be used to rank a set of mappings of an application based 

on latency and energy costs. 

One application was selected per case, making it two applications in total. 

Each application represents some aspect of the streaming paradigm. It 

should be noted that the functionality of the application is not within the 

scope of this work. What this work has done, through the application 

model, is to provide a means of abstracting the resource needs of the 

application that is being modeled. Therefore, the tests confirm that the 

resource needs of the application can be obtained and used to determine 

the best configuration and best mapping for running it on the selected 
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many-core machine. The two applications that have been used in the case 

studies represent different communication patterns that can be seen in 

streaming applications. One program is easily parallelizable and therefore 

susceptible to stalls, while the other is not. They have been chosen in 

order to give the tests a wider foot print and assist in investigating the 

effect of stalls vis-à-vis the need to reduce latency and increase energy 

efficiency. 

 

4.1 RUNNING PTOLEMY II 

Ptolemy II project was built and installed on the Eclipse developer 

environment. The following tasks were carried out: 

a. In the run menu of Eclipse, the “Run Configurations…” menu was 

selected. 

b. In the resulting dialog box, the “Java Application” option was 

selected and “New” was clicked on. 

c. In the dialog screen that appeared, the following information was 

typed into the text boxes as follows:  

i. Name: Vergil 

ii. Project: ptII 

iii. Main Class: Ptolemy.vergil.VergilApplication  

d. The run button was then clicked on. The Ptolemy II Vergil content 

panel appeared at this point. Figure 4.1 presents the Vergil content 

panel. It is the entry point into the Ptolemy modeling platform. 
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Fig 4.1: Screen Shot of the Vergil content panel. 
 

e. Navigating through the File menu of the Vergil content panel, the 

user selected the new graphics editor option which brought up a 

new graphics editor. This new graphics editor was used to set up the 

applications for each of the case studies. Figure 4.2 presents the 

edited graphics editor for Case study A. 

Figure 4.2: Screen shot of an edited graphics editor. 
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In Figure 4.2, the PN Director icon represents the Abstract 

Interpreter. The machine configuration parameters for any 

experiment is set through the machine model and power model 

icons. Double clicking on either icon called up a form that was used 

to capture the parameters of the machine being modeled. The 

remaining icons titled core 1 to core 4 are virtual cores of the virtual 

processor. Section 4.2 presents the machine parameters used for 

the case studies. 

 

4.2 MACHINE CONFIGURATION 

For the tests, the following configuration was selected based on equation 

3.4: 

M = < (4, 4), 1, 1, 1, 6, 2, 5, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3, (1:10), (100MHZ), (10nm), (0.001mA), 1.2V> 

 

Meaning: 

<x,y> = <4,4> ;This shows that the processor being modeled in these 

experiments has 16 cores 

p = 1; 

bg = 1; 

gw = 1; 

gr = 6; 

o = 2; 

so = 5; 

sl = 1; 
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c =1; 

hl =1; 

rl =1 ; 

ro =3; 

 

These values have been selected to make the configuration for the 

experiments to be more realistic. They were taken from the experiments 

used to model of the RAW processor in the work carried out by Bengtsson 

and Svensson [Bengtsson & Svensson, 2009]. 

Also, the remaining parameter values that relate to power, wiring and the 

frequency of the generic processor have been taken from the ITRS report 

[ITRS, 2007] [ITRS, 2011]. They are as follows for a 22nm process node: 

sf = (1:10); 

f = (100MHZ); 

wl = (10nm); 

ILeakage = (0.001mA); 

v = (1.2V); 

These parameters are hypothetical values for a generic many-core 

processor. This is because this work is not carrying out a cycle accurate 

simulation of any processor. Rather, what matters are the relative values 

of the task costs based on a given set of parameters. The task is to show 

that feedback can be received from the tool and it can be used to make 

informed adjustments to the configuration (in this case, the speed and 

voltage of some cores can be adjusted if need be). 
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4.3 CASE STUDY A 

The first case study presents a Sequence-to-Array Converter which allows 

data to be communicated across the network through a chain of actors. All 

the communication in this application is flowing in one direction. This 

means that different mappings of the application will not affect the routing 

of the communication. What is at stake here is the optimum number of 

cores that are needed to give the best results and the optimum 

configuration in terms of the running speed of the cores. 

The block diagram of the application as implemented in the Ptolemy II 

modeling framework is displayed in fig 4.3. 

 

Fig 4.3: The Sequence-to-Array Converter application 

 

The application consists of the following actors: 

 A sequence source ramp. 
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 A Sampler. 

 A generic source constant. 

 A sequence to array. 

 An array plotter 

In total, the application has 5 actors. The ramp actor serves as a signal 

source whose output is sampled and sequenced to an array. The output of 

the sequence to array is plotted on an array plotter display. 

The application is presented as input to the tool. Also, a machine 

configuration and a latency constraint are provided. In this case we 

assume the configuration presented in section 4.2 and a latency constraint 

of 330 clock cycles. Note that the constraint must be provided by the 

application developer based on the targeted Quality Of Service (QOS) to 

be delivered by the application. 

 

4.3.1 PLACEMENT FOR CASE STUDY A 

Using a 4x4 arrangement of cores, results in a 16 core machine. Each 

actor is regarded as an atomic entity that must not be subdivided. Then at 

a maximum, the application can take up to five cores. However, the 

generic source constant is too small to be in one core alone. This is due to 

the fact that it will result in an unbalanced load across the cores because 

its computational needs are by far less than that of any other actor. 
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Therefore, at a minimum, a single core is used, while at max, Quad cores 

are used. Table 4.1 gives a breakdown of the core distribution of the 

actors in the application. 

Table 4.1: Breakdown of process task distribution for the Sequence-to-Array converter application. 

Actor 
Single Core 

Mapping (SCM) 

Dual Core 
Mapping 
(DCM) 

Triple Core 
mapping 
(TCM) 

Quad core 
Mapping 
(QCM) 

Ramp Core 1 Core 1 Core 1 Core 1 
Generic Constant Core 1 Core 1 Core 1 Core 2 

Sampler Core 1 Core 1 Core 1 Core 2 
SequenceToArray Core 1 Core 2 Core 2 Core 3 

ArrayPlotter Core 1 Core 2 Core 3 Core 4 

 

The list of possible mapping of this application to the machine is given in 

table 4.2. 

Table 4.2: Summary of the scaling factor settings for the Sequence to Array Converter. 

Mapping Abreviation Scaling factor setting 
Single Core Mapping  SCM  (1) 

Dual Core Mapping Un-Optimized DCM Un-Op (1,1) 
Dual Core Mapping Optimized DCM Op (2,2) 

Triple Core Mapping Un-Optimized TCM Un-Op (1,1,1) 
Triple Core Mapping Optimized TCM Op (1,2,3) 

Quad Core Mapping Un-Optimized QCM Un-Op (1,1,1,1) 
Quad Core Mapping Optimized QCM Op (2,1,1,2) 

 

4.3.2 RUNNING THE APPLICATION 

In order to run Vergil, the run option was selected from Eclipse. The 

Ptolemy II Vergil content panel appeared at this point. The application was 

located by navigating through the file menu of the Vergil panel to the 

particular folder it was saved in. Double clicking on the application opened 
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up the graphical user interface. Clicking on the run menu of the graphical 

user interface started the application. As soon as the model started 

running, the output of the ArrayPlotter appeared on the screen. The model 

now had to be stopped by clicking on the stop model button in order to 

bring the application to a halt. This must be done before the Abstract 

Interpreter can be called to give the required feedback. At this point the 

Intermediate Representation (IR) of the algorithm had already been 

generated. As discussed earlier, when the interpreter is called, it takes the 

IR as its input and generates the information required for the analysis of 

the mapping.  

 

4.3.3 RESULTS FOR CASE STUDY A 

In this case, the first feedback was received from a performance plot, 

which gave a visual impression of the performance of the mapping. Fig 

4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 presents the performance plots for the dual core, triple 

core and quad core mappings respectively.  

 

Fig 4.4: Performance plot for the Dual Core Mapping (DCM) with no optimization attempted. 

Core 1 

Core 2 
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Fig 4.5: Performance plot of the Triple Core Mapping (TCM) with no optimization attempted. 

 

 

Fig 4.6: Performance plot of the Quad Core Mapping (QCM) with no optimization attempted. 

 

The plot uses a color coded scheme to present a visual display of the 

performance of the mapping. Red represents the time it takes to receive 

messages, blue represents the time to compute, green represents the 

time to send and gray represents the time when the cores are stalled. 

The MELE tool also has a textual output, which shows precisely how the 

cores performed, including the energy it took to carry out the processes 

assigned per processor. This can be used when precise figures are 

required from the output. However, the visual display gives a rough but 

Core 1 

Core 2 

Core 3 

Core 1 

Core 2 

Core 3 

Core 4 
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quick means of getting feedback. Fig. 4.7 shows an example of what the 

textual output looks like. 

 

Fig 4.7: Textual output from the MELE tool. 

For the rest of the discussion, a summary of the textual output is 

presented in tables 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 for the single core, dual core, 

triple core and quad core mappings respectively. 

Table 4.3: Summary of output for Single Core Mapping (SCM) Un-optimized. 

SCM Data  
Core Number 1 

Operation 
 

Compute 1070 

Send 0 

Receive 0 

Blocked Receive 0 

Blocked Send 0 

Energy Consumed (μj) 30.82 

Energy Consumed Blocked (μj) 0 

Periodicity 1070 
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Table 4.4: Summary of output for Dual Core Mapping (DCM) Un-optimized. 

DCM Data Un-Optimized 

Core number 1 2 Sum 

Operation 
   

Compute 51 50 101 

Send 21 0 21 

Receive 0 22 22 

Blocked Receive 0 0 0 

Blocked Send 18 0 18 

Energy Consumed (μj) 1.56 2.07 3.63 

Energy Consumed Blocked (μj) 0.00021 0 0.00021 

Periodicity 90 72 162 

 

Table 4.5: Summary of output for Triple Core Mapping (TCM) Un-optimized. 

TCM Un-Optimized 

Core number 1 2 3 Sum 

Operation 
    

Compute 51 20 30 101 

Send 3 3 0 6 

Receive 0 31 24 55 

Blocked Receive 0 9 21 30 

Blocked Send 0 0 0 0 

Energy Consumed (μj) 1.56 1.30 0.95 3.80 

Energy Consumed Blocked (μj) 0 0.00011 0.00025 0.00036 

Periodicity 54 63 75 192 

 

Table 4.6: Summary of output for Quad Core Mapping (QCM) Un-optimized. 

QCM Un-Optimized 

Core number 1 2 3 4 Sum 

Operation 
     

Compute 18 33 20 30 101 

Send 21 9 3 0 33 

Receive 0 3 22 15 40 

Blocked Receive 0 0 0 12 12 

Blocked Send 18 6 0 0 24 

Energy Consumed (μj) 0.61 1.12 1.30 0.05 3.08 

Energy Consumed Blocked (μj) 0.00022 0.00007 0 0.00014 0.00043 

Periodicity 57 51 45 57 210 
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Given that the latency constraint requirement for this application is 330 

clock cycles, it is clear that the SCM does not meet with this constraint. 

However, DCM, TCM and QCM all met this requirement by far. Also given 

the fact that slower cores consume less energy, the programmer can now 

face the issue of energy consumption for those mappings that have met 

the initial latency constraint by reconfiguring the cores to get the timing to 

as close to 330 cycles as possible. This process is regarded as optimizing 

for lower energy consumption. There is no need to attempt this in the 

case of SCM, since it did not meet the constraint in the first place. Any 

slowdown in the single core will only result in further increasing the 

periodicity of the task graph. 

For the DCM, optimization was achieved by adjusting the scaling factor 

(sf) from: 

sf = (1,1) 

to 

sf = (2,2) 

The output from the adjusted configuration is summarized in Table 4.7. 
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Table 4.7: Summary of output for Dual Core Mapping (DCM) Optimized. 

DCM Optimized 

Core number 1 2 Sum 

Operation    

Compute 102 100 202 

Send 42 0 42 

Receive 0 44 44 

Blocked Receive 0 0 0 

Blocked Send 36 0 36 

Energy Consumed (μj) 0.195 0.26 0.455 

Energy Consumed Blocked (μj) 0.000216 0 0.000216 

Periodicity 180 144 324 

 

For the TCM, optimization was achieved by adjusting the scaling factor (sf) 

from: 

sf = (1, 1, 1) 

to 

sf = (1, 2, 3) 

The output from the adjusted configuration is summarized in Table 4.8. 

Table 4.8: Summary of output for Triple Core Mapping (TCM) Optimized. 

TCM Optimized 

Core number 1 2 3 Sum 

Operation 
    

Compute 51 40 90 181 

Send 39 6 0 45 

Receive 0 44 9 53 

Blocked Receive 0 0 0 0 

Blocked Send 36 0 0 36 

Energy Consumed (μj) 1.556 0.1623 0.0353 1.7536 

Energy Consumed Blocked (μj) 0.000432 0 0 0.000432 

Periodicity 126 90 99 315 
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For the QCM, optimization was achieved by adjusting the scaling factor 

(sf) from: 

sf = (1, 1, 1, 1) 

to 

sf = (2, 1, 1, 2) 

The output from the adjusted configuration is summarized in Table 4.9. 

Table 4.9: Summary of output for Quad Core Mapping (QCM) Optimized. 

QCM Optimized 

Core number 1 2 3 4 Sum 

Operation 
     

Compute 36 33 20 60 149 

Send 6 30 24 0 60 

Receive 0 3 22 6 31 

Blocked Receive 0 0 0 0 0 

Blocked Send 0 27 21 0 48 

Energy Consumed (μj) 0.076 1.124 1.297 0.119 2.616 

Energy Consumed Blocked (μj) 0 0.000036 0.00025 0 0.000286 

Periodicity 42 93 87 66 288 

 

A comparison of the mappings shows the level of improvement achieved 

without breaching the latency constraint. More importantly, it will make it 

possible to rank the mappings according to how much energy they will use 

while meeting the latency constraint. The mapping with the least energy 

consumption will be ranked first, while the mapping with the most energy 

consumption will rank last. Table 4.10 gives a side by side summary of all 

the mappings that have scaled the latency constraint, both un-optimized 

and optimized. 
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Table 4.10: Summary of results of all mappings (Sequence-to-Array Converter). 

Mapping DCM Un-Op DCM Op TCM Un-Op TCM OP QCM Un-Op QCM Op 

Total periodicity 162 324 192 315 210 288 
Total Energy 

Consumed (μj) 
3.65 0.46 3.84 1.75 3.12 2.62 

 

The ranking is now presented in table 4.11. 

Table 4.11: Ranking of the mapping of the Sequence-to-Array Converter application. 

Mapping Energy Consumed (μj) Rank 
DCM Op 0.46 1 
TCM Op 1.75 2 
QCM Op 2.62 3 

QCM Un-OP 3.12 4 
DCM Un-Op 3.65 5 
TCM Un-Op 3.84 6 

 

Based on this ranking, the Optimized Dual Core Mapping (DCM Op) is 

selected for this application.  

 

4.4 CASE STUDY B 

This case study makes use of a parallel merge sort algorithm as its input 

application. Compared with the Sequence-to-Array converter, the parallel 

merge sort algorithm has much less computational requirements but 

potentially involves a greater distribution of the computation across 

several cores. Ramp actors are used as signal sources to simulate the 

merging and sorting of data from 8 separate signal sources. As the tree 

narrows, the computation load for each actor increases. Each actor 
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consumes a sorted list from its preceding nodes and in turn, sorts this, 

before sending it out.  

 

Fig 4.8: The parallel Merge Sort Application. 

 

The latency constraint stipulated for this simulation is 650 clock cycles end 

to end. Any mapping that meets this constraint will be considered for 

further optimization and eventual ranking. Figure 4.8 presents a screen 

shot of the parallel merge sort application used in this case study.  
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4.4.1 PLACEMENT FOR CASE STUDY B 

The mapping has been arranged in three ways. The first one maps all 

actors to a single core, while the other mappings involve 8 cores and 15 

cores. On the whole, there are 16 actors to be placed on the cores. Table 

4.12 gives a summary of the placement on the cores. 

Table 4.12: Breakdown of process task distribution for the Parallel Merge Sort application. 

Actor Single Core Mapping (SCM) 8 Core Mapping (8CM) 15 Core Mapping (15CM) 
Ramp 1 Core 1 Core 1 Core 1 
Ramp 2 Core 1 Core 1 Core 5 
Ramp 3 Core 1 Core 5 Core 9 
Ramp 4 Core 1 Core 5 Core 13 
Ramp 5 Core 1 Core 4 Core 4 
Ramp 6 Core 1 Core 4 Core 8 
Ramp 7 Core 1 Core 8 Core 12 
Ramp 8 Core 1 Core 8 Core 16 
MergeTwoFlows 1 Core 1 Core 1 Core 2 
MergeTwoFlows 2 Core 1 Core 5 Core 3 
MergeTwoFlows 3 Core 1 Core 4 Core 14 
MergeTwoFlows 4 Core 1 Core 8 Core 15 
MergeTwoFlows 5 Core 1 Core 2 Core 7 
MergeTwoFlows 6 Core 1 Core 3 Core 11 
MergeTwoFlows 7 Core 1 Core 7 Core 6 
Display Core 1 Core 8 Core 6 

 

For each mapping that has met the latency constraint there are two 

separate adjustments made to the original configuration that represent 

attempts at optimization. The list of all the Mappings, their abbreviations 

and their speed configurations are summarized in table 4.13. 
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Table 4.13: Summary of the Scaling factor settings for the parallel sort merge application. 

Mapping Abbreviation Scaling factor setting 
Single Core Mapping SCM 1 

8 Core Mapping Un optimized 8CM UN-OP (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) 
8 Core Mapping (First Optimization) 8CM OP A (1,2,2,1,1,1,1,1) 

8 Core Mapping (Second Optimization) 8CM OP B (1,2,2,1,1,2,2,1) 
15 Core Mapping Un optimized 15CM UN-OP (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) 

15 Core Mapping (First Optimization) 15CM OP A (2,1,1,2,2,1,1,2,2,1,1,2,2,1,2) 
15 Core Mapping (Second 

Optimization) 
15CM OP B (2,1,1,2,2,1,2,2,2,1,2,2,2,1,2) 

 

 

4.4.2 RESULTS FOR CASE STUDY B 

The results of the simulation are summarized in table 4.14 in Figures 4.9 

and 4.10. 

Table 4.14: Summary of results of all mappings (Parallel Merge Sort). 

CASE  B SCM 8CM UN-OP 8CM OP A 8CM OP B 
15CM UN-
OP 

15CM OP 
A 

15CM OP 
B 

END-END LATENCY  640 430 526 650 459 438 648 
TOTAL ENERGY USED 
(μj) 18.44 13.72 11.30 9.59 17.82 13.58 13.16 
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Fig 4.9: Comparison of End to End Latency for various mappings. 

 

Fi
g 4.10: Comparison of the total Energy Consumed (in uj) by various mappings. 

 

Given that the latency constraint for this simulation is 650 clock cycles, it 

is clear that all mappings and their configurations meet with this 

constraint. Therefore, ranking will be based on the total energy consumed. 

A summary of the ranking is presented in table 4.15. 

Latency in Clock 
Cycles 

Energy (μj) 
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Table 4.15: Ranking of the mapping of the Parallel Merge Sort application. 

Mapping Energy Consumed ((μj)) Rank 
8CM OP B 9.59 1 
8CM OP A 11.30 2 
15CM 0P B 13.16 3 
15CM OP A 13.58 4 
8CM UN-OP 13.72 5 

15CM UN-OP 17.82 6 
SCM 18.44 7 

 

Based on the result of the ranking, the 8 Core Mapping based on the B 

optimization option is predicted to offer the best mapping and speed 

configuration setting for this application. 

 

4.5 DISCUSSION 

In both case studies, some observations have been made. They are briefly 

discussed in the following sections. 

 

4.5.1 CONTENTION AND STALLS 

It would have been expected that the mapping with the most cores will 

offer the shortest end to end latency. However, this is not the case.  

In the first case study, there were four separate mappings, from single to 

quad core. However, the selected mapping is a dual core mapping. This 

can be attributed to the effects of communication contention, 
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synchronization and stalls. As the number of cores used in the processing 

increased, the effect of contention grew end to end, resulting in greater 

latency costs. The same observation can be seen in the second case 

study, where the 8 core option produced two of the highest ranked 

mappings. 

 

4.5.2 STEADY STATE CONVERGENCE TIME 

Another observation is the transient nature of the processing at the 

earliest iterations. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show plots of processing latency 

against iterations, for both the un-optimized and the optimized cases 

based on the first case study. 

 

Latency in Clock 
Cycles 

Iterations 
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Fig. 4.11: Latency against Iterations for the Sequence-to-Array Converter application (Un-Optimized). 

From Figure 4.11, it can be seen that the Quad core mapping finally got 

into steady state at the 9th iteration while the triple core mapping got to 

steady state level at the 2nd iteration. It is important to note that the 

quality of service of the application is also enhanced by the speed at which 

it reaches steady state levels. 

Fig. 4.12: Latency against Iterations for the Sequence-to-Array Converter application (Optimized). 

 

From Figure 4.12, even though the Dual core mapping was finally selected 

based on energy consumption estimates, it is still taking much longer than 

the triple core mapping to arrive at its steady state values. Although this 

problem is not a focus of this research, these observations have been 

Latency in Clock 
Cycles 
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noted and will be used to make a case for adjustments to the ranking 

method in the future. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

5.0 CONCLUSION 

Within the last decade, emerging parallel processors have come to within 

3 times the performance reach of ASICs. Effort should now be 

concentrated on developing adequate abstractions from the hardware that 

will improve on software design productivity. This is needed in order to 

take full advantage of the performance and the energy reduction that such 

systems can achieve. Useful abstractions can only come with a better 

programmer environment through the provision of domain specific 

languages, tools and developer environments. This will reduce the time it 

takes to design new products and improve on quality by taking into 

account non – functional properties of a system such as latency and 

energy. Also, the proprietary nature of most tools in the industry makes it 

difficult to carry out cross platform comparisons at the earliest stage of 

product development. This leads us to the goals of this project. 

The objectives of this work which are to develop a generic tool for 

analyzing the dynamic execution cost of DSP tasks on many-core 

processors in terms of latency and energy consumption have been 

achieved. Three sets of models have been developed; an application 

model, a many – core machine model and an energy model. An 

Intermediate Representation has been used to concretize the actions of 

these models. An Abstract Interpreter has been designed to run on top of 
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the Ptolemy II environment, returning feedback to the programmer for 

iterative improvement of the mapping and processor configuration.  

Experiments have been used to show how the Abstract Interpreter works. 

Results from these experiments show that the use of a greater number of 

cores in the processing does not necessarily result in the highest ranked 

mapping. This is because the cost of synchronization grows as the number 

of cores used in the processing increases. Also, some mappings take too 

long to arrive at their steady state processing cost values. 

These findings support the pre-design objectives of the Many-core Energy 

and Latency Estimator (MELE), in that they show that it can be used by a 

programmer to analyze the mapping and receive useful insights into the 

relative cost of carrying out the various tasks involved in the application. 

These can then be used to rank the mapping and thereby predict the best 

mapping and configuration for the application.  

 

5.1 CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE 

This work has made the following original contributions: 

i. Tool Portability: It has produced a Many-core Energy and 

Latency Estimator (MELE) which is portable in the sense that 

it allows the application developer to estimate the latency 

and energy consumption of the application at the earliest 

stage in the development process. The data derived from 
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the simulation will determine the feasibility of the application 

based on set constraints. 

ii. Energy model for many-core energy estimation: This 

work has developed an energy model for estimating the 

energy consumed by tasks executed on a generic virtual 

many-core machine. The equations that implemented the 

energy functions were developed from scratch. 

iii. Modeling of multi-speed domains: This work modified 

equations from the work done by Bengtsson and Svensson 

in modeling the RAW processor [Bengtsson and Svensson, 

2009]. The modifications introduced by this work resulted 

from the need to model multi-speed capability in processors 

that are capable of carrying out dynamic voltage and 

frequency scaling. 

iv. Ranking method: A ranking method was adopted for this 

work whereby, all mappings that meet with the timing 

constraint are ranked according to the amount of energy 

they are predicted to consume.  

v.  Contention and Stalls: Data from the experiments carried 

out have shown that contention and stalls tend to increase 

with an increase in the number of cores involved in 

processing the application.  Performance does not scale 

beyond a certain number of cores. 
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vi. Steady state convergence cost: The problem of uneven 

convergence cost has been noted. This will have an 

undesirable effect on the quality of service provided by the 

application. This work proposes the use of this parameter 

when ranking the mappings in any further work. However, 

this should be done after an exhaustive study in order to 

understand the weight that should be allocated to it in the 

ranking system. 

 

5.2 LIMITATIONS TO SET GOALS 

The major limitations encountered by this work are listed as follows: 

i. Lack of funding for the purchase of cycle accurate simulation 

tools based on a selected set of processors. 

ii. Many-core processors are relatively new, therefore, very 

little has been published on the most recent offerings. The 

works that have been published, like the modeling of the 

RAW and the Ambric Am2045, are on processors that fall 

short of the capabilities of the target processor for this work. 

This lack of information on the most recent processors 

greatly hampered the speed of executing this work. 
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5.3  SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 

There are areas that still need to be addressed and solutions are proposed 

as follows: 

i. The application model is based on the use of the SDF model of 

computation. This model of computation is very predictable and 

it is easy to estimate the applications resource needs in terms 

of memory, processing and communication. One interesting 

thing that can be done is to carry out an investigation into the 

use of some of the models of computation already implemented 

in the Ptolemy II platform for the application modeling. 

ii. The scaling method used in modeling multi-speed domains is 

linear. It has been implemented this way because at the 

moment, there is not enough information on how multi-speed 

domains have been implemented in reality. Very few processors 

have this capability and for the most recent processors like the 

Kalray’s MPPA and the Anemone many-core processors, no 

work has been published to date. In the future, more 

information will be available and this work could be modified to 

take them into account. 

iii. The MELE tool can be expanded by including automatic 

partitioning and mapping modules to it.  

iv. The Ranking method should be improved on by taking the 

uneven steady state convergence time into account. However, 
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this should be done after a careful study has been carried out 

on its effect on product quality. 
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APPENDIX A 
 

COMPLETE PROGRAM MAP 

Java Package Java program Compiled Programs 

abstractInterpretation And.java And.class 

CFGModel.java CFGModel.class 

ChannelPair.java ChannelPair.class 

EdgeDelay.java EdgeDelay.class 

GlobMem.java GlobMem.class 

GlobMenCPLX.java GlobMemCPLX.class 

Mem.java Mem.class 

PendingNullRequest.java PendingNullRequest.class 

PendingRequest.java PendingRequest.class 

Transformer.java Transformer.class 

Vcore.java Vcore.class 

Vmem.java Vmem.class 

abstractInterpretation.Analysis CoreStatistics.java CoreStatistics.class 

abstractInterpretation.Computations Compute.java Compute.class 

End.java End.class 

GlobalRead.java GlobalRead.class 

GlobalWrite.java GlobalWrite.class 

Idle.java Idle.class 

InitEven.java InitEven.class 

MemReadBlocked.java MemReadBlocked.class 

MemWriteBlocked.java MemWriteBlocked.class 

Oper.java Oper.class 

Receive.java Receive.class 

Send.java Send.class 

abstractInterpretation.IRGeneration GenerateIR.java GenerateIR.class 

ActorType.class 

GenerateFlattenedRepresentation.class 

MyFrame.class 

SDFTransformerController.class 
abstractInterpretation. 
MachineDescription MachineSpecification.java MachineSpecification.class 

PowerModel.java PowerModel.class 
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APPENDIX B 
 
 
PACKAGE: abstractInterpretation 
 
AND.JAVA SOURCE CODE 
 
package ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation; 
import ptolemy.actor.lib.Transformer; 
import ptolemy.data.type.BaseType; 
import ptolemy.data.BooleanToken; 
import ptolemy.kernel.CompositeEntity; 
import ptolemy.kernel.util.IllegalActionException; 
import ptolemy.kernel.util.NameDuplicationException; 
public class And extends Transformer { 
 public And(CompositeEntity container, String name) 
   throws NameDuplicationException, 
IllegalActionException { 
  super(container, name); 
  input.setMultiport(true); 
  output.setMultiport(false); 
  input.setTypeEquals(BaseType.BOOLEAN); 
  output.setTypeEquals(BaseType.BOOLEAN); 
 } 
 public void fire() throws IllegalActionException { 
  super.fire(); 
  for(int i=0; i<input.numberOfSources(); i++) { 
   input.get(i); 
  } 
  output.send(0, new BooleanToken("true")); 
 } 
} 
 
 
 
 
CFGMODEL.JAVA SOURCE CODE 
 
package ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation; 
 
import ptolemy.actor.Manager; 
import ptolemy.actor.CompositeActor; 
import ptolemy.actor.lib.Transformer; 
//import ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.MachineModel; 
import ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.MachineDescription.MachineSpecification; 
public class CFGModel {  
 public CFGModel(CompositeActor toplevel, Manager manager, MachineSpecification 
mspec) { 
  modelSpace = toplevel; 
  modelManager = manager; 
  machineSpecification = mspec; 
 }  
 public CompositeActor modelSpace; 
 public Manager modelManager; 
 public MachineSpecification machineSpecification; 
 int x = Integer.parseInt(MachineSpecification.n_cores_x_dim.getValueAsString()); 
 int y = Integer.parseInt(MachineSpecification.n_cores_y_dim.getValueAsString()); 
 Transformer[][] MM_RAW= new Vcore[x][y]; 
} 
 
 
 
CHANNELPAIR.JAVA SOURCE CODE 
 
package ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation; 
 
public class ChannelPair { 
  
 public ChannelPair(int src, int dst) { 
  source_channel = src; 
  sink_channel = dst; 
 } 
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 public String toString() { 
  return "<"+source_channel+","+sink_channel+">"; 
 } 
  
 public int source_channel; 
 public int sink_channel; 
} 
 
 
 
 
EDGEDELAY.JAVA SOURCE CODE 
 
package ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation; 
 
import ptolemy.actor.lib.Transformer; 
import ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter; 
import ptolemy.data.IntToken; 
import ptolemy.data.Token; 
import ptolemy.data.type.BaseType; 
import ptolemy.kernel.CompositeEntity; 
import ptolemy.kernel.util.IllegalActionException; 
import ptolemy.kernel.util.NameDuplicationException; 
 
public class EdgeDelay extends Transformer { 
 
 public EdgeDelay(CompositeEntity container, String name) 
   throws IllegalActionException, 
NameDuplicationException { 
  super(container, name); 
  delta = new Parameter(this, "delta"); 
        delta.setExpression("0"); 
  input.setTypeEquals(BaseType.INT); 
  output.setTypeEquals(BaseType.INT); 
 } 
  
    /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    ////                     ports and parameters                  //// 
 
 public Parameter delta; 
 
 /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    ////                         public methods                    //// 
  
 public void initialize() throws IllegalActionException { 
        super.initialize(); 
    } 
  
 public void fire() throws IllegalActionException { 
        super.fire(); 
        IntToken message = (IntToken)input.get(0); 
        // check if token is a timed event or a signaling token  
        if(message.intValue() >= 0) { 
         //Yes, add edge dealy to the time stamp 
         message = new IntToken(message.intValue() + _delta); 
        } 
        else { 
         // No, negate the value without adding a delay 
         message = new IntToken(-message.intValue()); 
        } 
        output.send(0, message); 
    } 
  
    public void preinitialize() throws IllegalActionException { 
        super.preinitialize(); 
 
        Token contents = delta.getToken(); 
 
        if (!(contents instanceof IntToken)) { 
            throw new IllegalActionException(this, "delta was " 
                    + contents + " which is not an" + " int token."); 
        } 
 
        _delta = ((IntToken)contents).intValue(); 
        getDirector().invalidateResolvedTypes(); 
    } 
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    public void setDelay(int d) 
    { 
     this.delta.setExpression("" + d); 
    } 
     
    /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    ////                         private variables   
    //// 
     
 private int _delta; 
} 
 
 
 
 
 
GLOBALMEM.JAVA SOURCE CODE 
 
package ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation; 
 
import ptolemy.data.IntToken; 
import ptolemy.data.type.BaseType; 
import ptolemy.actor.lib.Transformer; 
import ptolemy.kernel.CompositeEntity; 
import ptolemy.kernel.util.IllegalActionException; 
import ptolemy.kernel.util.NameDuplicationException; 
 
public class GlobalMem extends Transformer implements Mem { 
  
 public GlobalMem(CompositeEntity container, String name)  
   throws IllegalActionException, 
NameDuplicationException { 
  super(container, name); 
  input.setTypeEquals(BaseType.INT); 
  output.setTypeEquals(BaseType.INT); 
 } 
  
 
 /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    ////                         public methods                    //// 
  
 public void initialize() throws IllegalActionException { 
        super.initialize(); 
    } 
  
 public void fire() throws IllegalActionException { 
  IntToken message = new IntToken(0); 
        super.fire(); 
        if(input.numberOfSources() > 0) { 
         message = (IntToken)input.get(0); 
        } 
        if(output.numberOfSinks() > 0) { 
         output.send(0, message); 
        } 
    } 
  
    public void preinitialize() throws IllegalActionException { 
        super.preinitialize(); 
    } 
 
} 
 
 
 
 
 
GLOBALMEMCPLX.JAVA SOURCE CODE 
 
package ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation; 
 
import ptolemy.data.ComplexToken; 
import ptolemy.data.type.BaseType; 
import ptolemy.actor.lib.Transformer; 
import ptolemy.kernel.CompositeEntity; 
import ptolemy.kernel.util.IllegalActionException; 
import ptolemy.kernel.util.NameDuplicationException; 
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public class GlobMemCPLX extends Transformer implements Mem { 
  
 public GlobMemCPLX(CompositeEntity container, String name)  
   throws IllegalActionException, 
NameDuplicationException { 
  super(container, name); 
  input.setTypeEquals(BaseType.COMPLEX); 
  output.setTypeEquals(BaseType.COMPLEX); 
 } 
  
 
 /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    ////                         public methods                    //// 
  
 public void initialize() throws IllegalActionException { 
        super.initialize(); 
    } 
  
 public void fire() throws IllegalActionException { 
  ComplexToken message = new ComplexToken(); 
        super.fire(); 
        if(input.numberOfSources() > 0) { 
         message = (ComplexToken)input.get(0); 
        } 
        if(output.numberOfSinks() > 0) { 
         output.send(0, message); 
        } 
    } 
  
    public void preinitialize() throws IllegalActionException { 
        super.preinitialize(); 
    } 
 
} 
 
 
 
 
 
MEM.JAVA SOURCE CODE 
 
 
package ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation; 
 
public interface Mem { 
 
} 
 
 
 
 
 
PENDINGNULLREQUEST.JAVA SOURCE CODE 
 
 
 
package ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation; 
 
public class PendingNullRequest extends PendingRequest { 
  
 public PendingNullRequest(int chan, int t_arrival, int length) { 
  super(chan, t_arrival, length); 
 } 
  
 public String toString() { 
  return "Null request"; 
 } 
} 
 
 
 
 
 
PENDINGREQUEST.JAVA SOURCE CODE 
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package ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation; 
 
public class PendingRequest implements Comparable<PendingRequest>{ 
 
 public PendingRequest(int chan, int t_arrival, int length) { 
  channel = chan; 
  tof_arrival = t_arrival; 
  str_length = length; 
 } 
  
 public int compareTo(PendingRequest pr) { 
  int result = 0; 
  if(tof_arrival < pr.tof_arrival) 
   result = -1; 
  else if(tof_arrival > pr.tof_arrival) 
   result = 1; 
  return result; 
 } 
  
 public String toString() { 
return "request on channel " + channel +  " at time " + tof_arrival; 
 } 
  
 public int channel; 
 public int tof_arrival; 
 public int str_length; 
} 
 
 
 
 
 
TRANSFORMER.JAVA SOURCE CODE 
 
 
package ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation; 
 
public interface Transformer { 
} 
 
 
 
  
VCORE.JAVA SOURCE CODE 
 
 
package ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation; 
 
import ptolemy.actor.lib.Transformer; 
import ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.Computations.*; 
import ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.Analysis.CoreStatistics; 
import ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.MachineDescription.MachineSpecification; 
import ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.MachineDescription.PowerModel; 
import ptolemy.data.IntToken; 
import ptolemy.data.Token; 
import ptolemy.data.type.BaseType; 
import java.util.ArrayList; 
import java.util.Iterator; 
import ptolemy.actor.TypedIOPort; 
import ptolemy.data.BooleanToken; 
import ptolemy.kernel.util.IllegalActionException; 
import ptolemy.kernel.util.NameDuplicationException; 
import ptolemy.kernel.CompositeEntity; 
 
public class Vcore extends Transformer { 
  
 public boolean ready = false; 
 public boolean actorStopped = false; 
 private boolean compressedTrace = false; 
  
 public Vcore(CompositeEntity container, String name)  
   throws NameDuplicationException, 
IllegalActionException { 
  super(container, name); 
  stop = new TypedIOPort(this, "stop", false, true); 
  input.setMultiport(true); 
  output.setMultiport(true); 
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  input.setTypeEquals(BaseType.INT); 
  output.setTypeEquals(BaseType.INT); 
  stop.setTypeEquals(BaseType.BOOLEAN); 
  _S = new ArrayList(); 
     _connectedReadBuffers = new ArrayList<Integer>(); 
     _connectedWriteBuffers = new ArrayList<Integer>(); 
     _iterations = MachineSpecification.getIterations(); 
     _alpha = 0.0; 
 } 
 
    /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    ////                     ports and parameters                  //// 
 public TypedIOPort stop; 
  
    /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    ////                         public methods                    //// 
    public void fire() throws IllegalActionException { 
     super.fire(); 
     int t_blocked; 
     if(!_S.isEmpty()) { 
      while(_iterations > 0) { 
       _curr_oper = _S.get(_op_cnt++); 
       t_blocked = 0; 
       if(_curr_oper instanceof Receive) { 
  int channel_number = _curr_oper.channel_number; 
  Token event = input.get(channel_number); 
 int message_available_at = ((IntToken)event).intValue(); 
    
 output.send(channel_number, new IntToken( message_available_at > _t ? 
message_available_at : _t ) ); 
t_blocked = (_t >= message_available_at ? 0 : message_available_at - _t); // Calculate receive 
stall cycles 
_history.add(_generateReceiveState(_t, _curr_oper, t_blocked)); // Generate operation trace 
    _t = (_t + t_blocked); // Add stall time to current time 
       } 
       else if(_curr_oper instanceof Compute) { 
        _history.add(_generateComputeState(_t, 
_curr_oper)); 
       } 
       else if(_curr_oper instanceof Send) { 
     int channel_number = _curr_oper.channel_number; 
 Token event = input.get(channel_number); 
 int channel_free_at = ((IntToken)event).intValue(); 
     t_blocked = (channel_free_at < _t ? 0 : channel_free_at - _t); 

output.send(channel_number, new IntToken(channel_free_at > _t ? 
channel_free_at:_t )); 
        _history.add(_generateSendState(_t, 
_curr_oper, t_blocked)); 
        _t = _t + t_blocked; 
       } 
 
       else if(_curr_oper instanceof GlobalWrite) { 
      int channel_number = _curr_oper.channel_number; 
      Token event = input.get(channel_number); 
      int channel_free_at = ((IntToken)event).intValue(); 
      /** Fix me: send block will probably never occur **/ 
    int send_blocked = channel_free_at < _t ? 0 : channel_free_at - _t; 
    // channel number, time stamp of request, and the current RW oper 
    sendMemoryRequest(channel_number, channel_free_at > _t ? channel_free_at:_t, _curr_oper); 
      event = input.get(channel_number); 
      if(send_blocked > 0) { 
     _history.add(_generateMemWriteBlockedState(_t, send_blocked, 
_curr_oper)); 
      _t = _t + send_blocked; 
        } 
      int write_blocked = 0; 
      if(((IntToken)event).intValue() > 0) { 
      write_blocked = ((IntToken)event).intValue();   
        } 
   _curr_oper.delta = 
MachineSpecification.t_s(((GlobalWrite)_curr_oper).message_length) + write_blocked; 
        _history.add(_generateMemWriteState(_t, 
_curr_oper)); 
       } 
       else if(_curr_oper instanceof GlobalRead) { 
      int channel_number = _curr_oper.channel_number; 
      Token event = input.get(channel_number); 
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      int channel_free_at = ((IntToken)event).intValue(); 
    int send_blocked = channel_free_at < _t ? 0:channel_free_at - _t; 
    // channel number, time stamp of request, and the current RW oper 
   sendMemoryRequest(channel_number, channel_free_at > _t ? channel_free_at:_t, _curr_oper); 
      // Now read stream of data 
      event = input.get(channel_number); 
      if(send_blocked > 0) { 
  _history.add(_generateMemReadBlockedState(_t, send_blocked, _curr_oper)); 
       _t = _t + send_blocked; 
        } 
      _curr_oper.delta = MachineSpecification.t_s(1) + 
MachineSpecification.t_r(((GlobalRead)_curr_oper).message_length) + 
((IntToken)event).intValue() - _t;     
 _history.add(_generateMemReadState(_t, _curr_oper)); 
       } 
       // Testing clock scaling 
      _t = _t + (int)(_curr_oper.delta*_alpha); 
          if(this._connectedReadBuffers.size() > 0 || 
this._connectedWriteBuffers.size() > 0) { 
           pushNullTokensOnAll(); 
          } 
           
    // reset instruction counter when last operation in program reached 
       if(_op_cnt == _S.size()) { 
        _op_cnt = 0; 
        _iterations = _iterations - 1; 
        _history.add(new End(_t)); 
        if(_iterations == 0) { 
            ready = true; 
        } 
       } 
      } 
     // Push NULL tokens to all memory actors and force clock step 
      _t++; 
      if(this._connectedReadBuffers.size() > 0 || 
this._connectedWriteBuffers.size() > 0) { 
       pushNullTokensOnAll(); 
      } 
     } 
     if(stop.connectedPortList().size() > 0 && ready) { 
      try { 
       stop.send(0, new BooleanToken(true)); 
       ready = false; 
      } 
      catch(IllegalActionException iae) { 
      } 
     } 
    // We must continue to push NULL tokens until model execution stops 
     _t++; 
  pushNullTokensOnAll(); 
    } 
 
 public CoreStatistics getStatus() { 
   
  CoreStatistics stats = new CoreStatistics(getName()); 

java.util.Iterator<Oper> listIterator = _history.iterator(); 
   
  while(listIterator.hasNext()) { 
   Oper oper =  listIterator.next(); 
    
   if(oper instanceof Compute) { 
   stats.compute +=  oper.stop - oper.start; 
 stats.energy_consumption += oper.stat_energy_consumption; 
   } 
   else if(oper instanceof Receive) { 
   stats.receive +=  oper.stop - oper.start; 
stats.energy_consumption += oper.stat_energy_consumption + oper.dynamic_energy_consumption; 
stats.energy_consumption_blocked = oper.dynamic_energy_consumption; 
  stats.idle_receive += oper.time_blocked; 
   } 
   else if(oper instanceof Send) { 
  stats.send +=  oper.stop - oper.start; 
  stats.energy_consumption += oper.stat_energy_consumption + 
oper.dynamic_energy_consumption; 
stats.energy_consumption_blocked += oper.dynamic_energy_consumption; 
  stats.idle_send += oper.time_blocked; 
   } 
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   else if(oper instanceof GlobalRead) { 
   stats.mem_read += oper.stop - oper.start; 
   } 
   else if(oper instanceof GlobalWrite) { 
   stats.mem_write += oper.stop -oper.start; 
   } 
   else if(oper instanceof End){ 
   stats.setCurrentIterationStop(oper.start); 
   stats.summarizeFiring(); 
   } 
   else { 
System.out.println("error: illegal operation encountered. Exiting..."); 
   } 
    
  } 
  return stats; 
 } 
    /** Method to reset clock and operation counter, clear history 
     * and set the number of operations to execute 
     *  
     * Things to fix: iterations should be set by a parameter later 
     */ 
    public void initialize()  
      throws IllegalActionException { 
     super.initialize(); 
     _t = 0; 
     _t_current = 0; 
     _op_cnt = 0; 
     _history = new ArrayList<Oper>(); 
     _iterations = MachineSpecification.getIterations(); 
     _period = new int[_iterations]; 
    } 
     
    public void loadProgram(ArrayList program) { 
     _S = program; 
     Iterator<Oper> oper = _S.iterator(); 
     java.util.HashMap<Integer, Integer> _addedChannels = new java.util.HashMap(); 
     while(oper.hasNext()) { 
      Oper nextOper = oper.next(); 
      if(nextOper instanceof GlobalRead) { 
       if(!_addedChannels.containsKey(new 
Integer(nextOper.channel_number))) { 
     _connectedReadBuffers.add(new Integer(nextOper.channel_number)); 
     _addedChannels.put(new Integer(nextOper.channel_number), null); 
       } 
      } 
     } 
     oper = _S.iterator(); 
     _addedChannels = new java.util.HashMap(); 
     while(oper.hasNext()) { 
      Oper nextOper = oper.next(); 
      if(nextOper instanceof GlobalWrite) { 
       if(!_addedChannels.containsKey(new 
Integer(nextOper.channel_number))) { 
    _connectedWriteBuffers.add(new Integer(nextOper.channel_number)); 
    _addedChannels.put(new Integer(nextOper.channel_number), null); 
       } 
      } 
     } 
    } 
     
    public boolean postfire() { 
     return true; 
    } 
     
    public void pruneDependencies() { 
     super.pruneDependencies(); 
     removeDependency(input, output); 
    } 
     
    public void pushNullTokensOnAll() throws IllegalActionException { 
     IntToken token2 = new IntToken(-Vmem._NULL); 
     IntToken token3 = new IntToken(0); 
     int step = 1; 
/*     if(_curr_oper.delta < 50) { 
      step = 1; 
     } 
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     else if(_curr_oper.delta < 500) 
      step = 2; 
     else if(_curr_oper.delta < 1000) 
      step = 5; 
     else if(_curr_oper.delta < 10000) 
      step = 100; 
     else if(_curr_oper.delta < 15000) 
      step = 250; //150 
     else if(_curr_oper.delta < 20000) 
      step = 500; 
     else  
      step = 500; */ 
     while(_t_current <= _t) { 
      Iterator<Integer> channels = _connectedReadBuffers.iterator(); 
      IntToken token1 = new IntToken(_t_current); 
       while(channels.hasNext()) { 
       int channel = channels.next().intValue(); 
        output.send(channel, token1); 
        output.send(channel, token2); 
        output.send(channel, token3); 
       } 
      channels = _connectedWriteBuffers.iterator(); 
       while(channels.hasNext()) { 
       int channel = channels.next().intValue(); 
        output.send(channel, token1); 
        output.send(channel, token2); 
        output.send(channel, token3); 
       } 
      _t_current += step; 
     } 
     _t_current = _t; 
    } 
 
    public void sendMemoryRequest(int channel_number, int t, Oper oper) throws 
IllegalActionException { 
  // Send time stamp of read request 
  output.send(channel_number, new IntToken(t)); 
  if(oper instanceof GlobalRead) { 
// Signal read mode (we use negated numbers to signal token is not a timed event) 
 output.send(channel_number, new IntToken(-Vmem._READ)); 
// Send length of message (also negated number to avoid delay to be added by the delay actor) 

output.send(channel_number, new IntToken(-
((GlobalRead)_curr_oper).message_length)); 

  } 
  else { 
// Signal read mode (we use negated numbers to signal token is not a timed event) 
 output.send(channel_number, new IntToken(-Vmem._WRITE)); 
   
// Send length of message (also negated number to avoid delay to be added by the delay actor) 
output.send(channel_number, new IntToken(-((GlobalWrite)_curr_oper).message_length)); 
  } 
    } 
     
    public void setAlpha(double alpha) { 
     _alpha = alpha; 
    } 
     
    public double getAlpha() { 
     return _alpha; 
    } 
     
    /** Print the recorded history 
     *  
     *  Fix me: should provide methods to gather feedback information 
     */ 
    public void wrapup() { 
//     System.out.println(getStatus()); 
    } 
     
    /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    ////                         private methods                   //// 
 private Oper _generateComputeState(int t, Oper curr_oper) { 
  Oper state = new Compute(curr_oper.delta); 
  state.start = t; 
  state.stop = t + (int)(curr_oper.delta*_alpha); 
  state.stat_energy_consumption = PowerModel.e_p(curr_oper.delta, 
_alpha); 
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  return state; 
 } 
private Oper _generateMemReadBlockedState(int t, int delta, Oper curr_oper) { 
  Oper state = new MemReadBlocked(); 
  state.start = t; 
  state.stop = t + delta; 
  state.stat_energy_consumption = 0.0; 
state.dynamic_energy_consumption = PowerModel.e_idle(delta,_alpha); 
  return state; 
 } 
  
 private Oper _generateMemReadState(int t, Oper curr_oper) { 
Oper state = new GlobalRead(((GlobalRead)curr_oper).channel_number, 
((GlobalRead)curr_oper).message_length); 
  state.start = t; 
  state.stop = t + (int)(_curr_oper.delta*_alpha); 
  return state; 
 } 
 
private Oper _generateMemWriteBlockedState(int t, int delta, Oper curr_oper) { 
  Oper state = new MemWriteBlocked(); 
  state.start = t; 
  state.stop = t + delta; 
  return state; 
 } 
   
 private Oper _generateMemWriteState(int t, Oper curr_oper) { 
Oper state = new GlobalWrite(((GlobalWrite)curr_oper).channel_number, 
((GlobalWrite)curr_oper).message_length); 
  state.start = t; 
  state.stop = t + (int)(curr_oper.delta*_alpha); 
  return state; 
 } 
  
 private Oper _generateReceiveState(int t, Oper curr_oper, int block_time) { 
Oper state = new Receive(curr_oper.delta, curr_oper.channel_number); 
state.start = t; 
state.stop = t + (int)(curr_oper.delta*_alpha) + block_time; 
state.time_blocked = block_time; 
state.stat_energy_consumption = PowerModel.e_r(curr_oper.delta, _alpha); 
state.dynamic_energy_consumption = PowerModel.e_idle(block_time,_alpha); 
  return state; 
 } 
private Oper _generateSendState(int t, Oper curr_oper, int block_time) { 
Oper state = new Send(curr_oper.delta, curr_oper.channel_number); 
state.start = t; 
state.stop = t + (int)(curr_oper.delta*_alpha) + block_time; 
state.time_blocked = block_time; 
state.stat_energy_consumption = PowerModel.e_s(curr_oper.delta, _alpha); 
state.dynamic_energy_consumption = PowerModel.e_idle(block_time,_alpha); 
  return state; 
 } 
 
    /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    ////                         private variables   
    //// 
    ArrayList<Oper> _S; 
    ArrayList<Oper> _history; 
    ArrayList<Integer> _connectedReadBuffers; 
    ArrayList<Integer> _connectedWriteBuffers; 
    int _iterations; 
    int _t; 
    int _t_current; 
    int _op_cnt; 
    Oper _curr_oper; 
    int _period[]; 
    double _alpha; 
} 
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VMEM.JAVA SOURCE CODE 
 
 
package ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation; 
 
import java.util.ArrayList; 
import ptolemy.actor.lib.Transformer; 
import ptolemy.actor.TypedIOPort; 
import ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.MachineDescription.MachineSpecification; 
import ptolemy.data.IntToken; 
import ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter; 
import ptolemy.data.type.BaseType; 
import ptolemy.kernel.CompositeEntity; 
import ptolemy.kernel.util.IllegalActionException; 
import ptolemy.kernel.util.NameDuplicationException; 
 
 
public class Vmem extends Transformer { 
 
 public Vmem(CompositeEntity container, String name)  
 throws IllegalActionException, NameDuplicationException { 
  super(container, name); 
  latency = new Parameter(this, "latency"); 
        latency.setExpression("0"); 
        input.setMultiport(true); 
        output.setMultiport(true); 
        input.setTypeEquals(BaseType.INT); 
 output.setTypeEquals(BaseType.INT); 
 _read_pending_queue = new ArrayList<PendingRequest>(); 
 _write_pending_queue = new ArrayList<PendingRequest>(); 
 } 
 
    /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    ////                     ports and parameters                  //// 
 
    Parameter latency; 
    TypedIOPort mem_rw; 
 
 /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    ////                         public methods                    //// 
 
    public void fire() throws IllegalActionException { 
     super.fire(); 
 
  int deltaRead; 
  int deltaWrite; 
  int t_read_blocked; 
  int t_write_blocked; 
   
     int num_of_channels = input.getWidth(); 
     /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
     // Collect input from all channels that have no pending request 
     for(int channel_nbr=0; channel_nbr<num_of_channels; channel_nbr++) { 
if(_hasNoPendingRequest[channel_nbr]) { // poll all connected input channels 
 IntToken token = (IntToken)input.get(channel_nbr); 
 int t_request_arrival = token.intValue(); 
 token = (IntToken)input.get(channel_nbr); 
 int rw = token.intValue(); 
 token = (IntToken)input.get(channel_nbr); 
 int length_of_message = token.intValue(); 
 
// Check whether the request is Read, Write or a Null token 
    if(rw == _READ) { 
    
 _read_pending_queue.add(new PendingRequest(channel_nbr, t_request_arrival, 
length_of_message)); 
    
 _hasNoPendingRequest[channel_nbr] = false; 
    } 
    else if(rw == _WRITE) { 
    
 this._write_pending_queue.add(new PendingRequest(channel_nbr, t_request_arrival, 
length_of_message)); 
    
 _hasNoPendingRequest[channel_nbr] = false; 
    } 
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// Add only null requests if the time of arrival is less than next pending R/W requests in the 
queues 
    else if(rw == _NULL) { 
    
 if(_read_pending_queue.size() == 0 || t_request_arrival < 
_read_pending_queue.get(0).tof_arrival) { 
     
 _read_pending_queue.add(new PendingNullRequest(channel_nbr, t_request_arrival, 
length_of_message)); 
     } 
    
 if(_write_pending_queue.size() == 0 || t_request_arrival < 
_write_pending_queue.get(0).tof_arrival) { 
     
 _write_pending_queue.add(new PendingNullRequest(channel_nbr, t_request_arrival, 
length_of_message)); 
     } 
    } 
    else { 
     System.out.println("error: 
illegal request id " + rw); 
    } 
      } 
     } 
      
     //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
   // sort pending request queues according to the requests time of arrival 
     java.util.Collections.sort(_read_pending_queue); 
     java.util.Collections.sort(_write_pending_queue); 
     
     ////////////////////////////// 
        // serve pending read requests 
  java.util.Iterator<PendingRequest> iter = _read_pending_queue.iterator(); 
 //    System.out.println(this.getName() + " serving read requests"); 
     if(iter.hasNext()) { 
      PendingRequest nextRequest = iter.next(); 
      if(nextRequest instanceof PendingNullRequest) { 
       iter.remove(); 
       while(iter.hasNext()) { 
      if(iter.next() instanceof PendingNullRequest) { 
         iter.remove(); 
        } 
        else 
         break; 
       } 
      } 
      else { 
if(nextRequest.tof_arrival <= _t_busy_read) { 
t_read_blocked = _t_busy_read - nextRequest.tof_arrival; 
    } 
    else { 
     t_read_blocked = 0; 
    } 
// OBS!!! Check this carefully 
deltaRead = nextRequest.tof_arrival + t_read_blocked + 
Integer.parseInt(MachineSpecification.g_r.getValueAsString()) + nextRequest.str_length; 
 // update busy time of memory read input channel 
 _t_busy_read = deltaRead; 
 // send response time 
 output.send(nextRequest.channel, new IntToken(deltaRead)); 
 // set link ready for next read OBS! Check if this is correct... 
 output.send(nextRequest.channel, new IntToken(deltaRead)); 
   
 _hasNoPendingRequest[nextRequest.channel] = true; 
    iter.remove(); 
      } 
     } 
     /////////////////////////////// 
     // serve pending write requests 
     iter = this._write_pending_queue.iterator(); 
//     System.out.println(this.getName() + " serving write requests"); 
 
     if(iter.hasNext()) { 
      PendingRequest nextRequest = iter.next(); 
      if(nextRequest instanceof PendingNullRequest) { 
       iter.remove(); 
       while(iter.hasNext()) { 
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      if(iter.next() instanceof PendingNullRequest) { 
         iter.remove(); 
        } 
        else 
         break; 
       } 
      } 
      else { 
if(nextRequest.tof_arrival <= (_t_busy_write - 
Integer.parseInt(MachineSpecification.n_b.getValueAsString()))) { 
t_write_blocked = _t_busy_write - nextRequest.tof_arrival; 
    } 
    else { 
     t_write_blocked = 0; 
    } 
deltaWrite = t_write_blocked + Integer.parseInt(MachineSpecification.g_w.getValueAsString()) + 
nextRequest.str_length; 
_t_busy_write = nextRequest.tof_arrival + deltaWrite; 
// send response time 
output.send(nextRequest.channel, new IntToken(deltaWrite)); 
// set link ready for next read OBS! Check if this is correct 
output.send(nextRequest.channel, new IntToken(deltaWrite + 1)); 
   
 _hasNoPendingRequest[nextRequest.channel] = true; 
    iter.remove(); 
      } 
  } 
      
        // Prune Null tokens from pending queue and check whether we have requests 
pending for any channel 
     iter = this._read_pending_queue.iterator(); 
     while(iter.hasNext()) { 
      PendingRequest nextRequest = iter.next(); 
      if(nextRequest instanceof PendingNullRequest) 
       iter.remove(); 
      else{ 
       _hasNoPendingRequest[nextRequest.channel] = false; 
      } 
     } 
     iter = this._write_pending_queue.iterator(); 
     while(iter.hasNext()) { 
      PendingRequest nextRequest = iter.next(); 
      if(nextRequest instanceof PendingNullRequest) 
       iter.remove(); 
      else 
       _hasNoPendingRequest[nextRequest.channel] = false;    
    
     } 
      
     // assert that the number of requests do not exceed the number of cores (error) 
     if(_read_pending_queue.size() > MachineSpecification.getNumberOfCores())  
      throw new IllegalActionException("Warning:: queue size for pending 
read request in " + this.getName() + " exceeds the number of cores"); 
     if(_write_pending_queue.size() > MachineSpecification.getNumberOfCores())  
      throw new IllegalActionException("Warning:: queue size for pending 
write requests in " + this.getName() + " exceeds the number of cores"); 
    } 
     
    public void initialize() throws IllegalActionException { 
        super.initialize(); 
        _t_busy_read = 0; 
        _t_busy_write = 0; 
        _hasNoPendingRequest = new boolean[input.getWidth()]; 
        for(int i=0; i<_hasNoPendingRequest.length; i++) 
         _hasNoPendingRequest[i] = true; 
    } 
     
    public void preinitialize() throws IllegalActionException { 
        super.preinitialize(); 
    } 
 
    public void pruneDependencies() { 
//     super.pruneDependencies(); 
//     removeDependency(input, output); 
    } 
     
    /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
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    ////                         private variables //// 
 
    public final static int _READ = 1; 
    public final static int _WRITE = 2; 
    public final static int _NULL = 3; 
     
    private int _t_busy_read; 
    private int _t_busy_write; 
    private ArrayList<PendingRequest> _read_pending_queue; 
    private ArrayList<PendingRequest> _write_pending_queue; 
    private boolean[] _hasNoPendingRequest; 
} 
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APPENDIX C 
 
PACKAGE:abstractInterpretation.Analysis 
 
 
CORESTATISTICS.JAVA SOURCE CODE 
 
 
package ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.Analysis; 
 
import ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.MachineDescription.MachineSpecification; 
public class CoreStatistics { 
    
 public CoreStatistics(String name) { 
  id = name; 
compute = send = receive = idle_receive = idle_send = mem_read = mem_write = 0.0; 
 int nValues = MachineSpecification.getIterations(); 
 periodicity = new double[nValues]; 
     compute_rec = new double[nValues]; 
     send_rec = new double[nValues]; 
     receive_rec = new double[nValues]; 
     mem_read_rec = new double[nValues]; 
     mem_write_rec = new double[nValues]; 
     energy_consumed = new double[nValues]; 
     energy_consumed_blocked = new double[nValues]; 
     idle_rec = new double[nValues]; 
     idle_sen = new double[nValues]; 
     start = new int[nValues]; 
     stop = new int[nValues]; 
  _periodCnt = 0; 
 } 
  
 public String toString() { 
  StringBuffer status = new StringBuffer(); 
  status.append(this.id + "_status {\n"); 
 
  status.append(" Compute:: "); 
  for(int j=0; j<compute_rec.length; j++) { 
   status.append(compute_rec[j] + " "); 
  } 
   
  status.append("\n Send:: "); 
  for(int j=0; j<send_rec.length; j++) { 
   status.append(send_rec[j] + " "); 
  } 
 
  status.append("\n Recieve:: "); 
  for(int j=0; j<receive_rec.length; j++) { 
   status.append(receive_rec[j] + " "); 
  } 
 
  status.append("\n MemRead:: "); 
  for(int j=0; j<mem_read_rec.length; j++) { 
   status.append(mem_read_rec[j] + " "); 
  } 
   
  status.append("\n MemWrite:: "); 
  for(int j=0; j<mem_write_rec.length; j++) { 
   status.append(mem_write_rec[j] + " "); 
  } 
 
  status.append("\n Blocked receive:: "); 
  for(int j=0; j<idle_rec.length; j++) { 
   status.append(idle_rec[j] + " "); 
  }   
 
  status.append("\n Blocked send:: "); 
  for(int j=0; j<idle_sen.length; j++) { 
   status.append(idle_sen[j] + " "); 
  }   
 
  status.append("\n Energy consumed:: "); 
  for(int j=0; j<energy_consumed.length; j++) { 
   status.append(energy_consumed[j] + " "); 
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  }   
 
  status.append("\n Energy consumed blocked:: "); 
  for(int j=0; j<energy_consumed_blocked.length; j++) { 
  status.append(energy_consumed_blocked[j] + " "); 
  }   
 
  status.append("\n Periodicity:: "); 
  for(int j=0; j<periodicity.length; j++) { 
   status.append(periodicity[j] + " "); 
  } 
 
  status.append("\n}"); 
  return status.toString(); 
 } 
  
 public void summarizeFiring() { 
compute_rec[_periodCnt] = compute; 
receive_rec[_periodCnt] = receive; 
send_rec[_periodCnt] = send; 
mem_read_rec[_periodCnt] = mem_read; 
mem_write_rec[_periodCnt] = mem_write; 
idle_rec[_periodCnt] = idle_receive; 
idle_sen[_periodCnt] = idle_send; 
energy_consumed[_periodCnt] = energy_consumption; 
energy_consumed_blocked[_periodCnt] = energy_consumption_blocked; 
periodicity[_periodCnt] = receive + compute + send + mem_read + mem_write;// + idle_receive + 
idle_send; 
  _periodCnt += 1; 
compute = send = receive = idle_receive = idle_send = mem_read = mem_write = 
energy_consumption = energy_consumption_blocked = 0.0; 
 } 
  
 public void setCurrentIterationStop(int t) { 
  stop[_periodCnt] = t; 
 } 
  
 String id; 
  
    public double compute; 
    public double send; 
    public double receive; 
    public double mem_read; 
    public double mem_write; 
    public double idle_receive; 
    public double idle_send; 
    public double energy_consumption; 
    public double energy_consumption_blocked; 
     
    public double[] periodicity; 
    public double[] compute_rec; 
    public double[] send_rec; 
    public double[] receive_rec; 
    public double[] mem_read_rec; 
    public double[] mem_write_rec; 
    public double [] energy_consumed; 
    public double [] energy_consumed_blocked; 
    public double[] idle_rec; 
    public double[] idle_sen; 
     
    public int[] start; 
    public int[] stop; 
    private int _periodCnt; 
} 
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APPENDIX D 
 
PACKAGE:abstractInterpretation.Computations 
 
 
COMPUTE.JAVA SOURCE CODE 
 
package ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.Computations; 
 
public class Compute extends Oper { 
  
  /** Constructor 
   *  
   * @param T_process is the computation time 
   */ 
  
  public Compute(int T_compute) { 
   this.delta = T_compute; 
   this.stat_energy_consumption = 0.0; 
  } 
   
  public String toString() { 
 return "Compute issued at " + this.start + " to " + this.stop; 
  } 
} 
 
 
 
 
 
END.JAVA SOURCE CODE 
 
package ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.Computations; 
 
public class End extends Oper{ 
  
/** Constructor 
  *  
* @param stopTime is the finishing time for one iteration of a program 
*/ 
 public End(int stopTime) { 
  this.start = stopTime; 
  this.stop = stopTime; 
 } 
  
 public String toString() { 
  return "Reach end at " + this.stop ; 
 } 
} 
 
 
 
 
 
GLOBALREAD.JAVA SOURCE CODE 
 
package ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.Computations; 
 
public class GlobalRead extends Oper { 
 
 public GlobalRead(int channel, int length) { 
  channel_number = channel; 
  message_length = length; 
 } 
  
 public String toString() { 
  return "Global read issued at " + this.start + " to " + this.stop + 
" on channel " + channel_number; 
 } 
 
 public int message_length; 
  
 // stats 
 public int send_hdr_start; 
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 public int send_hdr_stop; 
 public int receive_start; 
 public int receive_stop; 
} 
 
 
 
 
GLOBALWRITE.JAVA SOURCE CODE 
 
package ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.Computations; 
 
public class GlobalWrite extends Oper { 
 
 public GlobalWrite(int channel, int length) { 
  channel_number = channel; 
  message_length = length; 
 } 
  
 public String toString() { 
  return "Global write issued at " + this.start + " to " + this.stop 
+ " on channel " + channel_number; 
 } 
 
 public int message_length; 
} 
 
 
 
IDLE.JAVA SOURCE CODE 
 
package ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.Computations; 
 
public class Idle extends Oper{ 
  
 public String toString() { 
 return "Core idle at " + this.start + " to " + this.stop; 
 } 
} 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
INITEVENT.JAVA SOURCE CODE 
 
package ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.Computations; 
 
import ptolemy.actor.lib.Transformer; 
import ptolemy.data.IntToken; 
import ptolemy.data.Token; 
import ptolemy.data.type.BaseType; 
import ptolemy.kernel.CompositeEntity; 
import ptolemy.kernel.util.IllegalActionException; 
import ptolemy.kernel.util.NameDuplicationException; 
 
public class InitEvent extends Transformer { 
 
 public InitEvent(CompositeEntity container, String name)  
   throws IllegalActionException, 
NameDuplicationException { 
  super(container, name); 
  input.setTypeEquals(BaseType.INT); 
  output.setTypeEquals(BaseType.INT); 
 } 
 
 /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    ////                         public methods                    //// 
 
    public void fire() throws IllegalActionException { 
        super.fire(); 
        Token message = input.get(0); 
        output.send(0, message); 
    } 
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    public void initialize() throws IllegalActionException { 
        super.initialize(); 
        output.send(0, new IntToken(0)); 
    } 
} 
 
 
 
 
MEMREADBLOCKED.JAVA SOURCE CODE 
 
 
package ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.Computations; 
 
public class MemReadBlocked extends Oper { 
 public String toString() { 
  return "Core mem read blocked at " + this.start + " to " + 
this.stop; 
 } 
} 
 
 
 
 
 
MEMWRITEBLOCKED.JAVA SOURCE CODE 
 
 
package ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.Computations; 
 
public class MemWriteBlocked extends Oper { 
 public String toString() { 
  return "Core mem write blocked at " + this.start + " to " + 
this.stop; 
 } 
} 
 
 
 
 
 
OPER.JAVA SOURCE CODE 
 
package ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.Computations; 
 
public class Oper { 
 public int start; 
 public int stop; 
 public int delta; 
 public int time_blocked; 
 public int channel_number; 
 public double stat_energy_consumption; 
 public double dynamic_energy_consumption; 
} 
 
 
 
 
 
RECEIVE.JAVA SOURCE CODE 
 
 
 
package ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.Computations; 
 
public class Receive extends Oper { 
  
 /** Constructor fro Receive 
  *  
  * @param T_receive is the number of static receive cycles 
  * @param channel_number is the channel of subject for receive 
  */ 
 
 public Receive(int T_receive, int channel_number) { 
  this.delta = T_receive; 
  this.stat_energy_consumption = 0.0; 
  this.channel_number = channel_number; 
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 } 
 
 public Receive(int T_receive, double E_receive, int channel_number) { 
  this.delta = T_receive; 
  this.stat_energy_consumption = E_receive; 
  this.channel_number = channel_number; 
 } 
  
 public String toString() { 
  return "Receive issued at " + this.start + " to " + this.stop + " 
on channel " + channel_number; 
 } 
} 
 
 
 
 
SEND.JAVA SOURCE CODE 
 
package ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.Computations; 
 
public class Send extends Oper { 
 
/** Constructor 
 *  
 * @param T_send is the requested start time of the receive operation 
 * @param channel_number is the channel of subject for sending data 
 */ 
 
 public Send(int T_send, int channel_number  ) { 
  this.delta = T_send; 
  this.channel_number = channel_number; 
 } 
 
 public Send(int T_send, double E_send, int channel_number  ) { 
  this.delta = T_send; 
  this.stat_energy_consumption = E_send; 
  this.channel_number = channel_number; 
 } 
  
 public String toString() { 
  return "Send issued at " + this.start + " to " + this.stop + " on 
channel " + channel_number; 
 } 
} 
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APPENDIX E 
 
 
PACKAGE:abstractInterpretation.IRGeneration 
 
GENERATEIR.JAVA SOURCE CODE 
 
 
package ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.IRGeneration; 
 
// Java packages 
import java.awt.Graphics; 
import java.awt.event.ActionEvent; 
import java.util.ArrayList; 
import java.util.Hashtable; 
import java.util.Iterator; 
import java.util.List; 
import java.util.Vector; 
 
// Ptolemy Packages 
import ptolemy.actor.Actor; 
import ptolemy.actor.AtomicActor; 
import ptolemy.actor.CompositeActor; 
import ptolemy.actor.Manager; 
import ptolemy.actor.TypedCompositeActor; 
import ptolemy.actor.TypedIOPort; 
import ptolemy.actor.lib.Transformer; 
import ptolemy.actor.util.DFUtilities; 
import ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.Analysis.CoreStatistics; 
import ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.EdgeDelay; 
import ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.Vmem; 
import ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.Vcore; 
import ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.ChannelPair; 
import ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.CFGModel; 
import ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.GlobalMem; 
import ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.Mem; 
import ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.MachineDescription.MachineSpecification; 
import ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.MachineDescription.PowerModel; 
import ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.Computations.InitEvent; 
import ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.Computations.Oper; 
import ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.Computations.Compute; 
import ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.Computations.GlobalRead; 
import ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.Computations.GlobalWrite; 
import ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.Computations.Receive; 
import ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.Computations.Send; 
import ptolemy.data.BooleanToken; 
import ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter; 
import ptolemy.data.expr.SingletonParameter; 
import ptolemy.data.type.BaseType; 
import ptolemy.domains.pn.kernel.PNDirector; 
import ptolemy.domains.sdf.kernel.SDFDirector; 
import ptolemy.domains.sdf.kernel.SDFScheduler; 
import ptolemy.kernel.util.IllegalActionException; 
import ptolemy.kernel.util.Location; 
import ptolemy.kernel.util.NameDuplicationException; 
import ptolemy.kernel.util.NamedObj; 
import ptolemy.kernel.util.Settable; 
import ptolemy.kernel.util.Workspace; 
import ptolemy.vergil.actor.ActorInstanceController; 
import ptolemy.vergil.basic.NamedObjController; 
import ptolemy.vergil.basic.NodeControllerFactory; 
import ptolemy.vergil.icon.EditorIcon; 
import ptolemy.vergil.kernel.attributes.RectangleAttribute; 
import ptolemy.vergil.kernel.attributes.TextAttribute; 
import ptolemy.vergil.toolbox.FigureAction; 
import ptolemy.vergil.toolbox.MenuActionFactory; 
import diva.graph.GraphController; 
 
public class GenerateIR extends NodeControllerFactory { 
 
 private boolean debugChannelMap = false; 
  
 ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
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 //// Manycore IR Generator 
 
 /** 
This is an attribute that inludes an abstract interpreter for Many-core  
Energy and Latency Estimation. 
 
 
  */ 
public GenerateIR(NamedObj container, String name) 
          throws NameDuplicationException, IllegalActionException { 
  super(container, name); 
   
        // Hide the name. 
  SingletonParameter _hideName = new SingletonParameter(this, "_hideName"); 
        _hideName.setToken(BooleanToken.TRUE); 
        _hideName.setVisibility(Settable.EXPERT); 
 
        // The IR generator icon. 
        EditorIcon _icon = new EditorIcon(this, "_icon"); 

RectangleAttribute rectangle = new RectangleAttribute(_icon, 
                "rectangle"); 
        rectangle.width.setExpression("155.0"); 
        rectangle.height.setExpression("20.0"); 
        rectangle.fillColor.setExpression("{1.0, 0.7, 0.7, 1.0}"); 
 
        Location _location = new Location(rectangle, "_location"); 
        _location.setExpression("-5.0, -15.0"); 
 
        TextAttribute text = new TextAttribute(_icon, "text"); 
        text.text.setExpression("IRGenerator"); 
    } 
 
    /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    ////                         public methods                    //// 
 
    /** Return a new node controller. This base class returns an 
     *  instance of IconController. Derived 
     *  classes can return some other class to customize the 
     *  context menu. 
     *  @param controller The associated graph controller. 
     *  @return A new node controller. 
     */ 
    public NamedObjController create(GraphController controller) { 
        return new SDFTransformerController(controller); 
    } 
 
    /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    ////                         private methods                   //// 
 
    /** This method builds a map of channels connecting top-level  
     *  PN actors (network connections between cores and global memory) 
     *  @param toplevel The top level actor of the model  
     */ 
    private void _buildChannelMap(CompositeActor toplevel)  
      throws IllegalActionException { 
// Iterate through all top level actors and assign an index for each one of them   
  
     Iterator<Actor> actors = toplevel.entityList().iterator(); 
     int indexCounter = 0; 
     _actorToIndexMap = new Hashtable<Actor,Integer>();// maps each actor to a unique 
index 
     _channelIndexCounters= new Hashtable<Actor,Integer>();  // counts 
the number of channels connect to each actor 
     while(actors.hasNext()) { 
      Actor nextActor = actors.next(); 
     _actorToIndexMap.put(nextActor, new Integer(indexCounter++)); 
     } 
      
     // the matrix ChannelPair[][] maps channels from actor A connected to actor B 
indexed by <source, destination> 
     int nActors = toplevel.entityList().size(); 
     _channelMap = new ChannelPair[nActors][nActors]; 
      
     /** Comment: the ChannelPair map is currently only capable of mapping ONE 
channel between to actors. **/ 
     actors = toplevel.entityList().iterator(); 
     while(actors.hasNext()) { 
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      Actor nextActor = actors.next(); 
      // First map the outgoing channels 
 Iterator<TypedIOPort> outputPorts = nextActor.outputPortList().iterator(); 
      while(outputPorts.hasNext()) { 
      TypedIOPort outputPort = outputPorts.next(); 
     if(!outputPort.isMultiport() && !(nextActor instanceof Mem) ) { 
    throw new IllegalActionException("Error:: actor " + nextActor.getName() + "'s output port 
must be a single multiport"); 
       } 
       else { 
Iterator<TypedIOPort> sinkPorts = outputPort.connectedPortList().iterator(); 
     while(sinkPorts.hasNext()) { 
     TypedIOPort sink = sinkPorts.next(); 
     Actor destination = (Actor)sink.getContainer(); 
     Integer srcActor = _actorToIndexMap.get(nextActor); 
     Integer dstActor = _actorToIndexMap.get(destination); 
     if(srcActor == null || dstActor == null) { 
     throw new IllegalActionException("top level ouptut port " + outputPort + " 
connects to core internal input port " + sink); 
         } 
        
 if(_channelMap[srcActor][dstActor] == null) 
         
 _channelMap[srcActor][dstActor] = new 
ChannelPair(_getNextChannelIndex(nextActor), _getNextChannelIndex(destination)); 
        } 
       } 
      } 
 // Now map incoming channels  
   Iterator<TypedIOPort> inputPorts = nextActor.inputPortList().iterator(); 
      while(inputPorts.hasNext()) { 
       TypedIOPort inputPort = inputPorts.next(); 
    if(!inputPort.isMultiport() && !(nextActor instanceof Mem)) { 
    throw new IllegalActionException("Error:: actor " + nextActor.getName() + "'s output port 
must be a single multiport"); 
       } 
       else { 
Iterator<TypedIOPort> sourcePorts = inputPort.connectedPortList().iterator(); 
      while(sourcePorts.hasNext()) { 
     TypedIOPort source = sourcePorts.next(); 
     Actor sourceActor = (Actor)source.getContainer(); 
     Integer srcActor = _actorToIndexMap.get(sourceActor); 
     Integer dstActor = _actorToIndexMap.get(nextActor); 
     if(_channelMap[srcActor][dstActor] == null) 
         
 _channelMap[srcActor][dstActor] = new 
ChannelPair(_getNextChannelIndex(sourceActor),_getNextChannelIndex(nextActor)); 
        } 
       } 
      } 
     } 
    } 
     
    /** This method generates edges in the Timed Configuration Graph 
     *  
     * @param graph 
     * @param src 
     * @param dst 
     * @param delay 
     * @throws IllegalActionException 
     * @throws IllegalStateException 
     * @throws NameDuplicationException 
     */ 
 private void _buildGraphEdge(TypedCompositeActor graph, Transformer src, 
Transformer dst, int delay) 
throws IllegalActionException, IllegalStateException, NameDuplicationException { 
 
  int output_index = src.output.numberOfSinks() + 1; 
  int input_index = dst.input.numberOfSources() + 1; 
   
String name = src.getName() + "_" + src.output.getName() + output_index + dst.getName() + "_" 
+ dst.input.getName() + input_index; 
  if(delay > 0) { 
EdgeDelay prop_time = new EdgeDelay(graph,"forward_" + name); 
   prop_time.setDelay(delay); 
 graph.connect(src.output, prop_time.input); 
 graph.connect(prop_time.output, dst.input); 
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  } 
  else { 
   graph.connect(src.output, dst.input); 
  } 
 
  output_index = dst.output.numberOfSinks() + 1; 
  input_index = src.input.numberOfSources() + 1; 
 
name = dst.getName() + "_" + dst.output.getName() + output_index + src.getName() + "_" + 
src.input.getName() + input_index;  
InitEvent event_feedback = new InitEvent(graph, "feedback_" + name); 
  graph.connect(dst.output, event_feedback.input); 
  graph.connect(event_feedback.output,src.input);  
 } 
 
 /**  
  *  
  * @param toplevel 
  * @throws IllegalActionException 
  * @throws NameDuplicationException 
  */ 
    private CFGModel _buildExecutableIRGraph(CompositeActor toplevel)  
    throws IllegalActionException, NameDuplicationException { 
Hashtable<String,Transformer> cfgActors = new Hashtable<String,Transformer>(); 
     // Create a new Workspace for the CFG 
  Workspace workspace = new Workspace(); 
  TypedCompositeActor graph = new TypedCompositeActor(workspace); 
        graph.setName("TimedConfigurationGraph"); 
        Manager manager = new Manager(workspace, "cfgmanager"); 
        new PNDirector(graph, "PN Director"); 
        graph.setManager(manager); 
     CFGModel theModel = new CFGModel(graph, manager, _machineSpecification); 
 
     // Now we instantiate all Vcore and Vmem actors, load programs to each core and 
set clock scale factor 
     Iterator<Actor> actorList = toplevel.entityList().iterator(); 
     while(actorList.hasNext()) { 
      Actor actor = actorList.next(); 
      if(actor instanceof CompositeActor) { 
     Vcore cfgCore = new Vcore(graph, actor.getName()); 
      
 cfgCore.loadProgram(_corePrograms.get(actor.getName())); 
     cfgActors.put(actor.getName(), cfgCore); 
      
 cfgCore.setAlpha(_machineSpecification.getAlpha(Integer.parseInt(actor.getName()
.substring(4)))); 
      } 
      else if(actor instanceof Mem) { 
 Parameter memory_number = (Parameter)((AtomicActor)actor).getAttribute("dram_id"); 
       int bank_number = 0; 
       if(memory_number != null) { 
    bank_number = Integer.parseInt(memory_number.getValueAsString()); 
       } 
       String memID = "mem_" + bank_number; 
     if(!cfgActors.containsKey(memID)) { 
     Vmem cfgMem = new Vmem(graph, memID); 
        cfgActors.put(memID, cfgMem); 
       } 
      } 
     } 
      
     // Build the channel connections 
     ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.And andStopTokens = new 
ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.And(graph,"and_stop_tokens"); 
     actorList = toplevel.entityList().iterator(); 
     while(actorList.hasNext()) { 
      Actor actor = (Actor)actorList.next(); 
      Transformer source; 
      Transformer destination; 
      TypedIOPort output; 
      String memID = ""; 
             
      // check if source is a global memory? 
      if(actor instanceof Mem) { 
    Parameter memory_number = (Parameter)((AtomicActor)actor).getAttribute("dram_id"); 
       int bank_number = 0; 
       if(memory_number != null) { 
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    bank_number = Integer.parseInt(memory_number.getValueAsString()); 
       } 
       memID = "mem_" + bank_number; 
       output = ((Transformer)actor).output;  
      } 
      // else source must be a core actor... 
      else { 
    output = (TypedIOPort)((CompositeActor)actor).getPort("output"); 
      
 graph.connect(((Vcore)cfgActors.get(actor.getName())).stop, 
andStopTokens.input); 
      } 
      // get all destination actors 
Iterator<TypedIOPort> sinkPorts = output.sinkPortList().iterator(); 
   while(sinkPorts.hasNext()) { 
TypedIOPort sink = sinkPorts.next(); 
// check if destination is a global memory 
if(sink.getContainer() instanceof Mem) { 
 Parameter memory_number = 
(Parameter)((AtomicActor)sink.getContainer()).getAttribute("dram_id"); 
        int bank_number = 0; 
        if(memory_number != null) {bank_number = 
Integer.parseInt(memory_number.getValueAsString()); 
        } 
      memID = "mem_" + bank_number; 
     source = cfgActors.get(actor.getName()); 
     destination = cfgActors.get(memID); 
    } 
// else if source is mem and destination is a core actor 
  else if(actor instanceof Mem) { 
// Note: Switched destination and source because the core is the source when making a read 
request! 
// Otherwise buildgraphedge will not work (delay and ack edges) 
source = cfgActors.get(sink.getContainer().getName()); 
    destination = cfgActors.get(memID); 
    } 
 // else core to core 
    else { 
source = cfgActors.get(actor.getName()); 
destination = cfgActors.get(sink.getContainer().getName());  
    
    } 
int edgeDelay = _computeEdgeDelay(actor, (Actor)sink.getContainer()); 
_buildGraphEdge(graph, source, destination, edgeDelay);  
   } 
     } 
     graph.connect(andStopTokens.output, new 
ptolemy.actor.lib.Stop((graph),"stop").input); 
     return theModel; 
    } 
     
    /** Method to compute the link propagation times (Edge delays) 
     *  
     * @param src The source Actor 
     * @param dst The destination Actor 
     * @return the propagation time between source and destination 
     * @throws IllegalActionException 
     */ 
    private int _computeEdgeDelay(Actor src, Actor dst) 
      throws IllegalActionException { 
 
     ActorType source = null; 
     ActorType dest = null; 
     int delay = 1;     
     Parameter src_x = null; 
     Parameter src_y = null; 
     Parameter dst_x = null; 
     Parameter dst_y = null; 
      
     // get source coordinates 
     if(src instanceof CompositeActor) { 
   src_x = (Parameter)((CompositeActor)src).getAttribute("x_pos"); 
   src_y = (Parameter)((CompositeActor)src).getAttribute("y_pos"); 
      source = ActorType.Core; 
     } 
     else if(src instanceof AtomicActor) { 
   src_x = (Parameter)((AtomicActor)src).getAttribute("x_pos"); 
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   src_y = (Parameter)((AtomicActor)src).getAttribute("y_pos"); 
      source = ActorType.Memory; 
     } 
      
     // check so that source coordinates has been assigned 
  if(src_x == null || src_y == null) { 
   throw new IllegalActionException("Error:: source 
actor " + src.getName() + " has not been assigned x,y coordinates"); 
  } 
   
     // get destination coordinates 
     if(dst instanceof CompositeActor) { 
    dst_x = (Parameter)((CompositeActor)dst).getAttribute("x_pos"); 
   dst_y = (Parameter)((CompositeActor)dst).getAttribute("y_pos"); 
      dest = ActorType.Core; 
     } 
     else if(dst instanceof Transformer) { 
    dst_x = (Parameter)((AtomicActor)dst).getAttribute("x_pos"); 
    dst_y = (Parameter)((AtomicActor)dst).getAttribute("y_pos"); 
      dest = ActorType.Memory; 
     } 
 
     // check so that destination coordinates has been assigned 
 
if(dst_x == null || dst_y == null) { 
throw new IllegalActionException("Error:: destination actor " + dst.getName() + " has not been 
assigned x,y coordinates"); 
  } 
   
// now we compute the delays using the proper evaluation function 
  int xs = Integer.parseInt(src_x.getValueAsString()); 
  int ys = Integer.parseInt(src_y.getValueAsString());  
  int xd = Integer.parseInt(dst_x.getValueAsString()); 
  int yd = Integer.parseInt(dst_y.getValueAsString()); 
   
if(source == ActorType.Core && dest == ActorType.Core) { 
 delay = MachineSpecification.t_c(xs, ys, xd, yd); 
  } 

else if(source == ActorType.Core && dest == ActorType.Memory) { 
 delay = MachineSpecification.t_gw(xs, ys, xd, yd); 
  } 
else if(source == ActorType.Memory && dest == ActorType.Core) { 
 delay = MachineSpecification.t_gr(xs, ys, xd, yd); 
  } 
  else { 
throw new IllegalActionException("Error: illegal combination of nodes in CFG" ); 
  } 
     return delay; 
    } 
     
    /** Method to keep track on occupied channel indexes. The index is  
     *  increased for each channel that is added to a top level actor  
     *  
     * @param a The actor to which a channel is to be added 
     * @return index Which is the next available channel index to use 
     */ 
    private Integer _getNextChannelIndex(Actor a) { 
     Integer index; 
     if(_channelIndexCounters.containsKey(a)) { 
      Integer index2 = _channelIndexCounters.get(a) + 1; 
      index = new Integer(index2); 
      _channelIndexCounters.put(a, index2); 
     } 
     else { 
      index = new Integer(0); 
      _channelIndexCounters.put(a, new Integer(0)); 
     } 
     return index; 
    } 
     
    /** Method to generate abstract programs for SDF subgraphs mapped inside PN core actors 
     * Fix me: This method should be refactored... 
     * @param coreActor 
     * @return 
     */ 
    private ArrayList<Oper> _generateAbstractProgram(CompositeActor coreActor)  
      throws IllegalActionException { 
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     ArrayList<Oper> program = new ArrayList<Oper>();  
Hashtable<TypedIOPort,Vector<Integer>> inputChannelMap = new 
Hashtable<TypedIOPort,Vector<Integer>>(); 
Hashtable<TypedIOPort,Vector<Integer>> outputChannelMap = new 
Hashtable<TypedIOPort,Vector<Integer>>(); 
      
 /* We need to build a map of the internal channels in order to refer to the correct outer 
channels */ 
    ypedIOPort inputPort = (TypedIOPort)coreActor.getPort("input"); 
    TypedIOPort outputPort = (TypedIOPort)coreActor.getPort("output"); 
   
     // Make sure that input and output ports exists 
    if(inputPort == null || outputPort == null) { 
throw new IllegalActionException("Toplevel actors in the configuration graph must have one 
input and one output port"); 
     } 
     // Build a map of channels connected to the cores input  
Iterator<TypedIOPort> internalSinkPorts = inputPort.deepInsidePortList().iterator(); 
     int channelIndex = 0; 
     while(internalSinkPorts.hasNext()) { 
      TypedIOPort sinkport = internalSinkPorts.next(); 
      if(inputChannelMap.containsKey(sinkport)) { 
   Vector<Integer> v = inputChannelMap.get(sinkport);  
      v.add(new Integer(channelIndex)); 
      } 
      else { 
       Vector<Integer> v = new Vector(); 
       v.add(new Integer(channelIndex)); 
       inputChannelMap.put(sinkport, v); 
      } 
      channelIndex++; 
     } 
     // Build a map of channels connected to the cores output  
Iterator<TypedIOPort> internalSourcePorts = outputPort.deepInsidePortList().iterator(); 
     channelIndex = 0; 
     while(internalSourcePorts.hasNext()) { 
      TypedIOPort sourceport = internalSourcePorts.next(); 
      if(outputChannelMap.containsKey(sourceport)) { 
     Vector<Integer> v = outputChannelMap.get(sourceport);  
       v.add(new Integer(channelIndex)); 
      } 
      else { 
       Vector<Integer> v = new Vector(); 
       v.add(new Integer(channelIndex)); 
       outputChannelMap.put(sourceport, v); 
      } 
      channelIndex++; 
     } 
      
    
 ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////// 
// Now we generate the abstract operations for receive, compute and send code of SDF actors. 
      
     try { 
         SDFDirector director = (SDFDirector)coreActor.getDirector(); 
       SDFScheduler sdfScheduler = (SDFScheduler)director.getScheduler(); 
         ptolemy.actor.sched.Schedule schedule = sdfScheduler.getSchedule(); 
            Iterator<Actor> scheduledFirings = schedule.actorIterator(); 
            while(scheduledFirings.hasNext()) { 
             Actor nextActor = scheduledFirings.next(); 
// if actor is composite actor, generate lower hierarchical schedule and then add to the 
program (recursive function call). 
      if(nextActor instanceof CompositeActor) { 
            program.addAll(_generateAbstractProgram((CompositeActor)nextActor)); 
         System.out.println("Warning: Found hierarchical SDF graph. "); 
             
             } 
             else { 
              ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
           // First generate receive operations for all incoming channels 
               
                 if(nextActor.inputPortList().size() > 0) { 
                  // generate receive operations 
  Iterator<TypedIOPort> inputPorts = nextActor.inputPortList().iterator(); 
                  while(inputPorts.hasNext()) { 
               TypedIOPort nextInputPort = inputPorts.next(); 
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Iterator<TypedIOPort> connectedSourcePorts = nextInputPort.sourcePortList().iterator(); 
            Hashtable isMapped = new Hashtable(); 
                   while(connectedSourcePorts.hasNext()) { 
            TypedIOPort nextSourcePort = connectedSourcePorts.next(); 
                   
 if(isMapped.get(nextSourcePort) == null) { 
                    
 isMapped.put(nextSourcePort, nextSourcePort); 
  // we skip inputs that are core internal (no communication costs added) 
                    
 if(coreActor.getPort(nextSourcePort.getName()) != null) { 
// the channel comes from outside so generate a receive operation 
Vector<Integer> nMappedInputChannels = inputChannelMap.get(nextInputPort);                
      
                     
 if(nMappedInputChannels != null) { 
                     
 Iterator<Integer> tmp = nMappedInputChannels.iterator(); 
                     
  while(tmp.hasNext()) {                  TypedIOPort 
nextOutsidePort = (TypedIOPort)nextSourcePort.sourcePortList().get(tmp.next()); 
                     
 // If the input comes from a Mem actor 
                     
  if(nextOutsidePort.getContainer() instanceof Mem) { 
Integer srcActorIndx = _actorToIndexMap.get(nextOutsidePort.getContainer()); 
 Integer dstActorIndx = _actorToIndexMap.get(coreActor); 
ChannelPair connection = _channelMap[srcActorIndx][dstActorIndx]; 
 int r_r = DFUtilities.getTokenConsumptionRate(nextInputPort); 

int frame_length = MachineSpecification.getMemFramesize(); 
                     
   // calculate how many messages needed 
int n_messages = (int)Math.ceil((double)r_r/(double)frame_length); 
                     
 if(n_messages > 1) { 
                     
   for(int i=0; i<n_messages-1; i++) { 
program.add(new GlobalRead(connection.sink_channel, frame_length)); 
                     
     } 
                     
  // read last words... 
                     
  int tail_words = r_r - (n_messages-1)*frame_length; 
                     
   if(tail_words > 0) { 
program.add(new GlobalRead(connection.sink_channel, tail_words)); 
                     
     } 
                     
    } 
else { 
 program.add(new GlobalRead(connection.sink_channel, r_r)); 
                     
    } 
                     
   } 
                     
   else { 
              // Input comes from a another Core 
Integer srcActorIndx = _actorToIndexMap.get(nextOutsidePort.getContainer()); 
Integer dstActorIndx = _actorToIndexMap.get(coreActor); 
ChannelPair connection = _channelMap[srcActorIndx][dstActorIndx]; 
int r_r = DFUtilities.getTokenConsumptionRate(nextInputPort); 
 int frame_length = MachineSpecification.getFramesize(); 
 int receiveCycles = 0; 
int n_messages = (int)Math.ceil((double)r_r/(double)frame_length); 
                         
  if(n_messages > 1) { 
 receiveCycles = MachineSpecification.t_r(frame_length); 
                     
   for(int i=0; i<n_messages-1; i++) { 
program.add(new Receive(receiveCycles, connection.sink_channel)); 
     } 
  // read last words... 
                     
  int tail_words = r_r - (n_messages-1)*frame_length; 
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   if(tail_words > 0) { 
  receiveCycles = MachineSpecification.t_r(tail_words); 
program.add(new Receive(receiveCycles, connection.sink_channel));  
    } 
                         
   } 
                     
    else { 
                        
 receiveCycles = MachineSpecification.t_r(r_r); 
program.add(new Receive(receiveCycles, connection.sink_channel)); 
                     
    } 
                     
   } 
                     
  } 
                     
 } 
                     } 
                    } 
                   } 
                  } 
                 } 
                
 ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////// 
                 // Next step is to generate the compute function based on r_p 
(application model) and p (machine model) 
                  
  Parameter r_p = (Parameter)((AtomicActor)nextActor).getAttribute("r_p"); 
                 int nComputeCycles; 
                 if(r_p == null) { 
             // Fix me: Should set parameter rp in the actor instead. 
  System.out.print("\n Warning: no execution time (r_p) is provided for the actor " + 
nextActor.getName()); 
System.out.println(" r_p of actor "  + nextActor.getName() + "is set to zero."); 
                  nComputeCycles = 0;  
                 } 
                 else { 
                  nComputeCycles = 
MachineSpecification.t_p(Integer.parseInt(r_p.getValueAsString())); 
                 } 
                 program.add(new Compute(nComputeCycles)); 
 
                 //////////////////////////////////////////// 
                 // Next step is to generate send operations 
                  
                 if(nextActor.outputPortList().size() > 0) { 
                  // generate send operations 
 Iterator<TypedIOPort> outputPorts = nextActor.outputPortList().iterator(); 
                  while(outputPorts.hasNext()) { 
                TypedIOPort nextOutputPort = outputPorts.next(); 
Iterator<TypedIOPort> connectedSinkPorts = nextOutputPort.sinkPortList().iterator(); 
             Hashtable isMapped = new Hashtable(); 
                   while(connectedSinkPorts.hasNext()) { 
                TypedIOPort nextSinkPort = connectedSinkPorts.next(); 
if(isMapped.get(nextSinkPort) == null) { 
 isMapped.put(nextSinkPort, nextSinkPort); 
if(coreActor.getPort(nextSinkPort.getName()) != null) { 
                     
 // the channel goes  outside so generate a send operation 
Vector<Integer> nMappedOutputChannels = outputChannelMap.get(nextOutputPort); 
                     
 if(nMappedOutputChannels != null) { 
                    
 Iterator<Integer> index = nMappedOutputChannels.iterator(); 
                     
  while(index.hasNext())  
TypedIOPort nextOutsidePort = (TypedIOPort)nextSinkPort.connectedPortList().get(index.next());
    // Global memory write operation 
                     
 if(nextOutsidePort.getContainer() instanceof Mem) { 
                     
 Integer srcActorIndx = _actorToIndexMap.get(coreActor); 
Integer dstActorIndx = _actorToIndexMap.get(nextOutsidePort.getContainer()); 
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ChannelPair connection = _channelMap[srcActorIndx][dstActorIndx]; 
int r_s = DFUtilities.getTokenProductionRate(nextOutputPort); 
int frame_length = MachineSpecification.getMemFramesize(); 
                     
  // calculate how many messages needed 
int n_messages = (int)Math.ceil((double)r_s/(double)frame_length); 
                     
    if(n_messages > 1) { 
  for(int i=0; i<n_messages-1; i++) { 
program.add(new GlobalWrite(connection.source_channel, frame_length)); 
                     
     } 
                     
   // send last words... 
                     
 int tail_words = r_s - (n_messages-1)*frame_length; 
                     
    if(tail_words > 0) { 
program.add(new GlobalWrite(connection.source_channel, tail_words)); 
                     
     } 
                     
    } 
                     
    else { 
                     
 program.add(new GlobalWrite(connection.source_channel, r_s)); 
                     
    } 
                     
   } 
                     
   // local network send 
                     
   else { 
                     
 Integer srcActorIndx = _actorToIndexMap.get(coreActor); 
Integer dstActorIndx = _actorToIndexMap.get(nextOutsidePort.getContainer()); 
ChannelPair connection = _channelMap[srcActorIndx][dstActorIndx]; 
int r_s = DFUtilities.getTokenProductionRate(nextOutputPort); 
int nSendCycles = 0; 
int frame_length = MachineSpecification.getFramesize(); 
int n_messages = (int)Math.ceil((double)r_s/(double)frame_length); 
                     
    if(n_messages > 1) { 
                     
 nSendCycles = MachineSpecification.t_s(frame_length); 
for(int i=0; i<n_messages-1; i++) { 
program.add(new Send(nSendCycles, connection.source_channel)); 
                     
     } 
 // send last words... 
                     
 int tail_words = r_s - (n_messages-1)*frame_length; 
                     
  if(tail_words > 0) { 
nSendCycles = MachineSpecification.t_s(tail_words); 
program.add(new Send(nSendCycles, connection.source_channel)); 
                     
     } 
                     
    } 
                     
    else { 
                     
  nSendCycles = MachineSpecification.t_s(r_s); 
 program.add(new Send(nSendCycles, connection.source_channel)); 
                     
    } 
                     
   } 
                     
  } 
                     
 } 
                     } 
                    } 
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                   } 
                  } 
                 }  
             } 
            } 
        }  
catch(ClassCastException cce) {  
         throw new IllegalActionException(cce.getMessage()); 
        } 
        return program; 
    } 
     
/** Build a flat actor graph of the application model and generate abstract programs for each 
core 
*  
* @param compositeActor The toplevel component of the configuration graph 
* @throws ClassCastException 
*/ 
private void _generateFlattenedRepresentation(CompositeActor compositeActor)  
    throws ClassCastException, IllegalActionException { 
     List<Actor> actorList = compositeActor.entityList(); 
     Iterator<Actor> actors = actorList.iterator(); 
 
     _corePrograms = new Hashtable<String, ArrayList<Oper>>(actorList.size()); 
        while (actors.hasNext()) { 
         Actor entity = actors.next(); 
            if(entity instanceof CompositeActor) { 
                CompositeActor actor = (CompositeActor)entity; 
                _corePrograms.put(actor.getName(), _generateAbstractProgram(actor)); 
            } 
            else if(!(entity instanceof Mem)){ 
                throw new IllegalActionException("Unsupported actor type at the top level of 
the configuration graph: " 
                      + entity.getClass().getName() + " (value = " + entity 
                    + "). Must be composite actors and Mem actors only." ); 
            } 
        } 
    } 
              
    /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    ////                         inner classes                     //// 
 
    /** The controller that adds commands to the context menu. 
     */ 
    public class SDFTransformerController extends ActorInstanceController { 
 
    /** Create a DependencyController that is associated with a controller. 
    * @param controller The controller. 
    */ 
        public SDFTransformerController(GraphController controller) { 
            super(controller); 
 
GenerateFlattenedRepresentation generate = new GenerateFlattenedRepresentation( 
                    "Model Interpretation", true, false); 
            _menuFactory.addMenuItemFactory(new MenuActionFactory(generate)); 
        } 
    } 
 
    /** The action for the commands added to the context menu. 
     */ 
    private class GenerateFlattenedRepresentation extends FigureAction { 
        public GenerateFlattenedRepresentation(String commandName, boolean forward, 
                boolean clear) { 
            super(commandName); 
            _coreCounter = 0; 
        } 
 
        // Entry point of IR generator when executed  
        public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 
     // Determine which entity was selected for the create instance action. 
            super.actionPerformed(e); 
            
            NamedObj actor = getTarget(); 
            TypedCompositeActor toplevel; 
 
            // Get the toplevel and assert that it is a PN directed model  
            try { 
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             toplevel = (TypedCompositeActor)actor.toplevel(); 
                if(!(toplevel.getDirector() instanceof PNDirector)) { 
 throw new RuntimeException("Toplevel model in the IR must be a PN model"); 
                } 
            } catch(ClassCastException cce) { 
throw new RuntimeException("Top level must be of type TypedCompositeActor"); 
            } 
            // Get the machine specification from the IR 
            _machineSpecification = (MachineSpecification)toplevel.getAttribute("Machine 
Model"); 
            if(_machineSpecification == null) { 
             throw new RuntimeException("Machine Model Error: A machine model must be 
supplied to generate the IR."); 
            } 
 
            // Get the power specification from the IR 
            _powerModel = (PowerModel)toplevel.getAttribute("Power Model"); 
            if(_powerModel == null) { 
             throw new RuntimeException("Power Model Error: A power model must be supplied to 
generate the IR."); 
            } 
             
            // Start generation of the IR and execute the IR 
            try { 
// First build a map of the channels connecting the top level (the network configuration) 
             System.out.println(); 
   System.out.print("::Building a map of toplevel channels... "); 
             _buildChannelMap(toplevel); 
             System.out.println("Done!"); 
 
// Flatten the hierarchical input and generate abstract core programs 
    System.out.print("::Flattening the functional IR model... "); 
             _generateFlattenedRepresentation(toplevel); 
             System.out.println("Done!"); 
                           
             // Generate the abstract interpreter 
      System.out.print("::Building the executable IR model... "); 
             CFGModel cfg = _buildExecutableIRGraph(toplevel); 
             System.out.println("Done!"); 
              
             // Run abstract interpretation 
System.out.println("::Running abstract interpretation of the IR... "); 
             cfg.modelManager.run(); 
          System.out.println("Execution analysis finished..."); 
                           
// Collect the recorded statistics 
statisticsTable = new CoreStatistics[MachineSpecification.getNumberOfCores()]; 
Iterator entities = cfg.modelSpace.entityList(Vcore.class).iterator(); 
             while(entities.hasNext()) { 
              Vcore nextCore = (Vcore)entities.next(); 
             String name = nextCore.getName().substring(0,4); 
              if(!name.equals("Core")) { 
           System.out.println("error: Core actors must be named by the convention 
\"Corei\", where i is a unique integer 0-n"); 
               System.exit(1); 
              } 
              int id = Integer.parseInt(nextCore.getName().substring(4));  
            statisticsTable[id] = nextCore.getStatus(); 
              System.out.println(statisticsTable[id]); 
             } 
 
             // Check if steady state reached 
             Vector v = new Vector(); 
             for(int 
n_cores=1;n_cores<_machineSpecification.getNumberOfCores();n_cores++) { 
            CoreStatistics cs = statisticsTable[n_cores]; 
              if(cs!= null) { 
              
 v.add(cs.periodicity[_machineSpecification.getIterations()-1]); 
              } 
             } 
             Iterator iter = v.iterator(); 
             double value1 = 0.0; 
             double value2 = 0.0; 
             boolean steady = false; 
             if(iter.hasNext()) { 
            value1 = ((Double)iter.next()).doubleValue(); 
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              steady = true; 
              while(iter.hasNext()) { 
             value2 = ((Double)iter.next()).doubleValue(); 
               if(value1 != value2) { 
                steady = false; 
                break; 
               } 
              } 
             } 
_steadyState = new int[_machineSpecification.getNumberOfCores()]; 
             if(steady && value1 > 0.0) { 
              // Print steady iteration count 
              for(int 
n_cores=0;n_cores<_machineSpecification.getNumberOfCores();n_cores++) { 
         CoreStatistics cs = statisticsTable[n_cores]; 
               if(cs!= null) { 
                for(int index=0; 
index<cs.periodicity.length; index++) { 
                 if(cs.periodicity[index] 
== value1) { 
                 
 _steadyState[n_cores] = index;  
                  break; 
                 } 
                } 
               } 
              } 
             } 
              
             // Plot execution trace 
             MyFrame myFrame = new MyFrame(); 
             myFrame.setVisible(true); 
            } 
            catch(IllegalActionException iae) {  
             throw new RuntimeException(iae);  
            } 
            catch(NameDuplicationException nde) {  
             throw new RuntimeException(nde);  
            }            
        } 
    } 
         
    /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    ////                         private variables                 //// 
 
    private Hashtable<Actor,Integer> _actorToIndexMap; 
    private Hashtable<Actor,Integer> _channelIndexCounters; 
    private ChannelPair[][] _channelMap; 
    private int _coreCounter; 
    private Hashtable<String,ArrayList<Oper>> _corePrograms; 
    private MachineSpecification _machineSpecification; 
    private PowerModel _powerModel; 
    enum ActorType {Core,Memory} 
    private CoreStatistics[] statisticsTable; 
    private int[] _steadyState; 
    private int[][] _start = new 
int[_machineSpecification.getNumberOfCores()][_machineSpecification.getIterations()]; 
    private int[][] _stop = new 
int[_machineSpecification.getNumberOfCores()][_machineSpecification.getIterations()]; 
  
    private final int FIRST_CORE = 1; 
    private final int LAST_CORE = 2; 
  
    private java.awt.ScrollPane sp;  
  
    private class MyFrame extends javax.swing.JFrame { 
        public MyFrame() { 
            super("Performance plot"); 
        } 
 
        public void paint(Graphics g) { 
            int num_core_plots = 0; 
            for(int n_cores=0; n_cores < statisticsTable.length; n_cores++) { 
                int xPos = 0; 
                CoreStatistics cs = statisticsTable[n_cores]; 
                if(cs != null) { 
         for(int iteration=0; iteration<cs.compute_rec.length; iteration++) { 
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                        _start[n_cores][iteration] = xPos; 
                        if(iteration == _steadyState[n_cores]) { 
                            g.setColor(java.awt.Color.black); 
               g.drawLine(xPos, (n_cores)*30+80, xPos+1, (n_cores)*30+85); 
                        } 
                        if(cs.receive_rec[iteration] > 0) { 
                            if(cs.idle_rec[iteration] > 0) { 
                                g.setColor(java.awt.Color.gray); 
g.fill3DRect(xPos, (n_cores)*30+60, (int)cs.idle_rec[iteration], 20, true); 
                                xPos += (int)cs.idle_rec[iteration]; 
                            } 
                            g.setColor(java.awt.Color.red); 
                            g.fill3DRect(xPos, (n_cores)*30+60, 
(int)cs.receive_rec[iteration]-(int)cs.idle_rec[iteration], 20, true); 
      xPos += (int)cs.receive_rec[iteration] - (int)cs.idle_rec[iteration]; 
                        } 
                        if(cs.compute_rec[iteration] > 0) { 
                            g.setColor(java.awt.Color.blue); 
                            g.fill3DRect(xPos, (n_cores)*30+60 , 
(int)cs.compute_rec[iteration], 20, true); 
                            xPos += (int)cs.compute_rec[iteration]; 
                        } 
                        if(cs.send_rec[iteration] > 0) { 
                            if(cs.idle_sen[iteration] > 0) { 
                                g.setColor(java.awt.Color.gray); 
                                g.fill3DRect(xPos, (n_cores)*30+60, 
(int)cs.idle_sen[iteration], 20, true); 
                                xPos += (int)cs.idle_sen[iteration]; 
                            } 
                            g.setColor(java.awt.Color.green); 
                            g.fill3DRect(xPos, (n_cores)*30+60 , (int)cs.send_rec[iteration]-
(int)cs.idle_sen[iteration], 20, true); 
                            xPos += (int)cs.send_rec[iteration] - (int)cs.idle_sen[iteration];
       
                        } 
                        _stop[n_cores][iteration] = xPos; 
                    } 
                    num_core_plots++; 
                } 
            } 
            System.out.println("Graph latency: " + (_stop[2][_steadyState[1]] - 
_start[1][_steadyState[1]]) + " clock cycles"); 
            System.out.println("Graph periodicity: " + _start[1][_steadyState[1]] + " and stop 
= " +  _stop[2][_steadyState[1]]); 
 
            // Draw legend    
            g.setColor(java.awt.Color.red); 
            g.fill3DRect(10, 30, 20, 20, true); 
            g.drawString("receive", 35, 40); 
            g.setColor(java.awt.Color.blue); 
            g.fill3DRect(100, 30, 20, 20, true); 
            g.drawString("Compute", 125, 40); 
            g.setColor(java.awt.Color.green); 
            g.fill3DRect(190, 30, 20, 20, true); 
            g.drawString("send", 215, 40); 
            g.setColor(java.awt.Color.gray); 
            g.fill3DRect(280, 30, 20, 20, true); 
            g.drawString("communication stall", 305, 40); 
 
            this.setSize(500, num_core_plots*30 + 100); 
 
        } 
    } 
} 
END.JAVA SOURCE CODE 
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APPENDIX F 
 
 
PACKAGE:abstractInterpretation.MachineDescription 
 
MACHINESPECIFICATION.JAVA SOURCE CODE 
 
package ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.MachineDescription; 
 
import java.lang.String; 
import java.util.regex.Pattern; 
import java.util.regex.Matcher; 
import ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter; 
import ptolemy.data.expr.StringParameter; 
import ptolemy.data.type.BaseType; 
import ptolemy.kernel.util.Attribute; 
import ptolemy.kernel.util.IllegalActionException; 
import ptolemy.kernel.util.InternalErrorException; 
import ptolemy.kernel.util.NameDuplicationException; 
import ptolemy.kernel.util.NamedObj; 
 
 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
////Machine Specification for Array structured Manycores  
 
/** Base class for abstract machine models. 
* 
*   
*/ 
public class MachineSpecification extends Attribute { 
 
/** Machine model 
*  @param container The container. 
*  @param name The name of the code generator. 
*  @exception IllegalActionException If the super class throws the 
*   exception or error occurs when setting the file path. 
*  @exception NameDuplicationException If the super class throws the 
*   exception or an error occurs when setting the file path.*/ 
 
  public MachineSpecification(NamedObj container, String name) 
        throws IllegalActionException, NameDuplicationException { 
      super(container, name); 
 
n_cores_x_dim = new Parameter(this, "n cores in x-dimension (x)");     
n_cores_x_dim.setTypeEquals(BaseType.INT); 
n_cores_x_dim.setExpression("4"); 
n_cores_y_dim = new Parameter(this, "n cores in y-dimension (y)");      
n_cores_y_dim.setTypeEquals(BaseType.INT); 
n_cores_y_dim.setExpression("4"); 
p = new Parameter(this, "core processing power (p)"); 
p.setTypeEquals(BaseType.INT); 
p.setExpression("1"); 
b_g = new Parameter(this, "global bandwidth (b_g)"); 
b_g.setTypeEquals(BaseType.INT); 
b_g.setExpression("1"); 
g_w = new Parameter(this, "global mem write penalty (g_w)"); 
g_w.setTypeEquals(BaseType.INT); 
g_w.setExpression("1"); 
g_r = new Parameter(this, "global mem read penalty (g_r)"); 
g_r.setTypeEquals(BaseType.INT); 
g_r.setExpression("6"); 
o = new Parameter(this, "message software overhead (o)"); 
o.setTypeEquals(BaseType.INT); 

o.setExpression("2"); 
s_o = new Parameter(this, "core send occupancy (s_o)"); 
s_o.setTypeEquals(BaseType.INT); 
s_o.setExpression("1"); 

 
      s_l = new Parameter(this, "core send latency (s_l)"); 
      s_l.setTypeEquals(BaseType.INT); 
      s_l.setExpression("1"); 
 
      c = new Parameter(this, "link bandwidth (c)"); 
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      c.setTypeEquals(BaseType.INT); 
      c.setExpression("1"); 
 
      n_b = new Parameter(this, "network buffer capacity (n_b)"); 
      n_b.setTypeEquals(BaseType.INT); 
      n_b.setExpression("5"); 
 
      h_l = new Parameter(this, "network hop latency (h_l)"); 
      h_l.setTypeEquals(BaseType.INT); 
      h_l.setExpression("1"); 
 
      r_l = new Parameter(this, "core receive latency (r_l)"); 
      r_l.setTypeEquals(BaseType.INT); 
      r_l.setExpression("1"); 
 
      r_o = new Parameter(this, "core receive occupancy (r_o)"); 
      r_o.setTypeEquals(BaseType.INT); 
      r_o.setExpression("1"); 
 
n_iterations = new Parameter(this, "number of iterations (default is 1)"); 
n_iterations.setTypeEquals(BaseType.INT); 
n_iterations.setExpression("1"); 
 
         // Set no frequency scaling for all cores 
         scalingFactors = new StringParameter(this, "scaling factors");  
         scalingFactors.setTypeEquals(BaseType.STRING); 
      int nCores = Integer.parseInt(n_cores_x_dim.getValueAsString()) * 
Integer.parseInt(n_cores_y_dim.getValueAsString()); 
      String factors = ""; 
         for(int i=0; i<nCores; i++) { 
          factors += "1.0, "; 
         } 
         factors = factors.substring(0, factors.length()-2); 
         scalingFactors.setExpression(factors); 
         _alpha = new double[nCores]; 
         _attachText("_iconDescription", "<svg>\n" 
+ "<rect x=\"-50\" y=\"-20\" width=\"110\" height=\"40\" " 
+ "style=\"fill:blue\"/>" + "<text x=\"-40\" y=\"-5\" " 
+ "style=\"font-size:12; font-family:SansSerif; fill:white\">" 
+ "Double click to\nset parameters</text></svg>"); 
 } 
  
 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 ////                     parameters                         //// 
  
 // Note: If you add publicly settable parameters, update 
 // _commandFlags or _commandOptions. 
  
 public static Parameter n_cores_x_dim; 
 public static Parameter n_cores_y_dim; 
 public static Parameter p; 
 public static Parameter b_g; 
 public static Parameter g_w; 
 public static Parameter g_r; 
 public static Parameter o; 
 public static Parameter s_o; 
 public static Parameter s_l; 
 public static Parameter c; 
 public static Parameter n_b; 
 public static Parameter h_l; 
 public static Parameter r_l; 
 public static Parameter r_o; 
 public static Parameter n_iterations;  
 public static Parameter scalingFactors; 
  
    /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    ////                         public methods                    //// 
 
 public  double getAlpha(int coreNbr) { 
  Pattern p = Pattern.compile("\\d*\\.\\d*"); 
  String s = (String)scalingFactors.getValueAsString(); 
  s = s.substring(1, s.length()-1); 
  Matcher m = p.matcher(s); 
  double val; 
  int idx = 0; 
 
  while(m.find()) { 
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   val = Double.parseDouble(s.substring(m.start(), 
m.end())); 
   _alpha[idx++] = val; 
  } 
  return _alpha[coreNbr-1]; 
 } 
  
 public static int getMemFramesize() { 
  return _mem_framesize; 
 } 
  
 public static int getFramesize() { 
  return _framesize; 
 } 
  
  
 public static int getIterations() { 
  return Integer.parseInt(n_iterations.getValueAsString()); 
 } 
  
 public static int getNumberOfCores() { 
  return Integer.parseInt(n_cores_x_dim.getValueAsString()) * 
Integer.parseInt(n_cores_y_dim.getValueAsString());   
 } 
  
 public static int t_p(int r_p) { 
  return (int)Math.ceil(r_p/Integer.parseInt(p.getValueAsString())); 
 } 
  
 public static int t_r(int r_r) { 
int t1 =  (int)Math.ceil((double)r_r/(double)_framesize) * 
Integer.parseInt(o.getValueAsString()); 
int t2 = r_r * Integer.parseInt(r_o.getValueAsString()); 
  return t1 + t2;  
 } 
 
 public static int t_s(int r_s) { 
int t1 =  (int)Math.ceil((double)r_s/(double)_framesize) * 
Integer.parseInt(o.getValueAsString()); 
int t2 = r_s * Integer.parseInt(s_o.getValueAsString()); 
  return t1 + t2;  
 } 
 
public static int t_c(int src_x, int src_y, int dst_x, int dst_y) { 
  int dx = Math.abs(src_x - dst_x); 
  int dy = Math.abs(src_y - dst_y); 
  int nturns = (dx > 0 && dy > 0) ? 1:0; 
 int t1 = Integer.parseInt(s_l.getValueAsString()); 
 int t2 = (dx+dy) * Integer.parseInt(h_l.getValueAsString()); 
 int t4 = Integer.parseInt(r_l.getValueAsString()); 
  return  t1 + t2 + nturns + t4;  
 } 
  
public static int t_gw(int src_x, int src_y, int dst_x, int dst_y) { 
 int dx = Math.abs(src_x - dst_x); 
 int dy = Math.abs(src_y - dst_y); 

int nturns = (dx > 0 && dy > 0) ? 2:1; // we count off-chip as one extra turn 
   
 int t1 = Integer.parseInt(s_l.getValueAsString()); 
 int t2 = (dx+dy) * Integer.parseInt(h_l.getValueAsString()); 
  return  t1 + t2 + nturns;  
 } 
  
public static int t_gr(int src_x, int src_y, int dst_x, int dst_y) { 
  int dx = Math.abs(src_x - dst_x); 
  int dy = Math.abs(src_y - dst_y); 

int nturns = (dx > 0 && dy > 0) ? 2:1; // we count off-chip as one 
extra turn 

   
  int t1 = Integer.parseInt(r_l.getValueAsString()); 
 int t2 = (dx+dy) * Integer.parseInt(h_l.getValueAsString()); 
  return  t1 + t2 + nturns;  
 } 
   
 private static int _framesize = 31; 
 private static int _mem_framesize = 8; 
 public static boolean core1 = false; 
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 private double[] _alpha;  
} 
 
 
 
 
 
POWERMODEL.JAVA SOURCE CODE 
 
package ptolemy.apps.abstractInterpretation.MachineDescription; 
 
import ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter; 
import ptolemy.data.type.BaseType; 
import ptolemy.kernel.util.Attribute; 
import ptolemy.kernel.util.IllegalActionException; 
import ptolemy.kernel.util.NameDuplicationException; 
import ptolemy.kernel.util.NamedObj; 
 
//////////////////////////// 
////Manycore powermodel 
 
/**  
* 
* 
*   
*/ 
 
public class PowerModel extends Attribute { 
 
 
/** Class for Power model  
*  @param container The IR toplevel container. 
*  @param name The name of the power model. 
*  @exception IllegalActionException If the super class throws the 
*   exception or error occurs when setting the file path. 
*  @exception NameDuplicationException If the super class throws the 
*   exception or an error occurs when setting the file path. 
*/ 
  public PowerModel(NamedObj container, String name) 
        throws IllegalActionException, NameDuplicationException { 
      super(container, name); 
                   
      C_eff = new Parameter(this, "Capacitance (C_eff)");      
      C_eff.setTypeEquals(BaseType.DOUBLE); 
      C_eff.setExpression("1.0"); 
 
      f = new Parameter(this, "Frequency (f)");      
      f.setTypeEquals(BaseType.DOUBLE); 
      f.setExpression("1.0"); 
 
      V = new Parameter(this, "Supply Voltage (V_dd)");      
      V.setTypeEquals(BaseType.DOUBLE); 
      V.setExpression("1.8"); 
 
      W_l = new Parameter(this, "wire length (w_l)");      
      W_l.setTypeEquals(BaseType.DOUBLE); 
      W_l.setExpression("1.0"); 
 
     I_leakage = new Parameter(this, "Leakage current (I_leak)");      
      I_leakage.setTypeEquals(BaseType.DOUBLE); 
      I_leakage.setExpression("0.0"); 
      
                  r_l = new Parameter(this, "core receive latency (r_l)");      
      r_l.setTypeEquals(BaseType.INT); 
      r_l.setExpression("1"); 
 
     h_l = new Parameter(this, "network hop latency (h_l)");      
      h_l.setTypeEquals(BaseType.INT); 
      h_l.setExpression("1"); 
  
     s_l = new Parameter(this, "core send latency (s_l)");      
      s_l.setTypeEquals(BaseType.INT); 
      s_l.setExpression("1"); 
 
       
_attachText("_iconDescription", "<svg>\n" 
+ "<rect x=\"-50\" y=\"-20\" width=\"110\" height=\"40\" " 
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+ "style=\"fill:blue\"/>" + "<text x=\"-40\" y=\"-5\" " 
+ "style=\"font-size:12; font-family:SansSerif; fill:white\">" 
+ "Double click to\nset parameters</text></svg>"); 
   } 
   
   //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
   ////                     parameters             //// 
    
  // Note: If you add publicly settable parameters, update 
  // _commandFlags or _commandOptions. 
    
  public static Parameter C_eff; // Effective capacitance 
  public static Parameter V;  // Supply voltage max 
  public static Parameter I_leakage; // Current Leakage 
  public static Parameter f;  // Clock max frequency 
   
      /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
      ////                         public methods            //// 
Public static in getWordsize () { 
 Return _wordsize; 
} 
 
public static double e_p(int t_compute, double alpha) { 
double capacitance = Double.parseDouble(C_eff.getValueAsString()); 
double voltage = Double.parseDouble(V.getValueAsString()) * (1.0/alpha); 
double frequency = Double.parseDouble(f.getValueAsString()) * (1.0/alpha); 
double leakage = Double.parseDouble(I_leakage.getValueAsString()); 
return (capacitance*voltage*voltage* t_compute) + (voltage*leakage) * (t_compute/ frequency); 
  } 
 
public static double e_r(int t_receive, double alpha) { 
double capacitance = Double.parseDouble(C_eff.getValueAsString()); 
double voltage = Double.parseDouble(V.getValueAsString()) * (1.0/alpha); 
double frequency = Double.parseDouble(f.getValueAsString()) * (1.0/alpha); 
double leakage = Double.parseDouble(I_leakage.getValueAsString()); 
return (capacitance*voltage*voltage* t_receive) + (voltage*leakage) * (t_receive/frequency); 
  } 
 
public static double e_s(int t_send, double alpha) { 
double capacitance = Double.parseDouble(C_eff.getValueAsString()); 
double voltage = Double.parseDouble(V.getValueAsString()) * (1.0/alpha); 
double frequency = Double.parseDouble(f.getValueAsString()) * (1.0/alpha); 
double leakage = Double.parseDouble(I_leakage.getValueAsString()); 
return (capacitance*voltage*voltage* t_send) + (voltage*leakage) * (t_send/ frequency); 
  } 
 
public static double e_idle(int t_idle,double alpha) { 
double voltage = Double.parseDouble(V.getValueAsString()) * (1.0/alpha); 
double leakage = Double.parseDouble(I_leakage.getValueAsString()); 
return (voltage*leakage*t_idle/ frequency); 
  } 
public static double e_c(int r_s, double w_l, int src_x, int src_y, int dst_x, int dst_y) { 
double wirelength = Double.parseDouble(w_l.getValueAsString()); 
int dx = Math.abs(src_x - dst_x); 
int dy = Math.abs(src_y - dst_y); 
int nturns = (dx > 0 && dy > 0) ? 1:0; 
int t1 = Integer.parseInt(s_l.getValueAsString()); 
int t2 = (dx+dy) * Integer.parseInt(h_l.getValueAsString()); 
int t4 = Integer.parseInt(r_l.getValueAsString()); 
int t5 = t1 + t2 + nturns + t4;  
return ((r_s (0.98 * (dx + dy))+((0.39 + 0.12 * w_l)*((dx+dy -1)))) + t5)} 
 
public static double e_rg(int r_r, double w_l, int src_x, int src_y, int dst_x, int dst_y) { 
double wirelength = Double.parseDouble(w_l.getValueAsString()); 
int dx = Math.abs(src_x - dst_x); 
int dy = Math.abs(src_y - dst_y); 
int nturns = (dx > 0 && dy > 0) ? 1:0; 
int t2 = (dx+dy) * Integer.parseInt(h_l.getValueAsString()); 
int t4 = Integer.parseInt(r_l.getValueAsString()); 
int t5 = t2 + nturns + t4;  
return ((r_r (0.98 * (dx + dy))+((0.39 + 0.12 * w_l)*((dx+dy -1)))) + t5) 
 
public static double e_wg(int r_s, double w_l, int src_x, int src_y, int dst_x, int dst_y) { 
double wirelength = Double.parseDouble(w_l.getValueAsString()); 
int dx = Math.abs(src_x - dst_x); 
int dy = Math.abs(src_y - dst_y); 
int nturns = (dx > 0 && dy > 0) ? 1:0; 
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int t1 = Integer.parseInt(s_l.getValueAsString()); 
int t2 = (dx+dy) * Integer.parseInt(h_l.getValueAsString()); 
int t5 = t1 + t2 + nturns;  
return ((r_s (0.98 * (dx + dy))+((0.39 + 0.12 * w_l)*((dx+dy -1)))) + t5) 
 
   
     /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
     ////                         private variables          //// 
private static int _wordsize = 32 //word size in bits 
} 
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